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CAUTION

The CDC and FDA do not want you to read this article. They do not want you to know the truth about the large number of deaths and serious conditions caused by these vaccines.

They don't want you to know that for the alpha variant, vaccination only makes sense if you are over 30 years old. Otherwise, we'll kill more people (from the vaccine) than we will save. For the delta variant, because it is nearly 7 times less deadly, vaccination makes no sense at all: for all ages, it will kill more people than it will save. Finally, early treatments are the superior alternative: they are proven in practice to have a higher risk reduction and better safety profile than any of the current vaccines. The NIH and WHO are deliberately suppressing this information in order to push the "vaccination is the only solution" false narrative.

Summary of the major problems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major problems</th>
<th>Why important</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large number of neuro and cardiovascular events with abnormally large event counts</td>
<td>Clearly shows the vaccines are unsafe. The most important adverse event is death. Shows causality. We compare rates of various events against 5 years of all vaccines. Since vax rates are comparable in those years and the reporting propensity are comparable, we can simply compare ratios. We find lots of adverse events are off the charts. These adverse events are all predictable from the mechanism of action of the vaccine. So this proves these vaccines are extremely unsafe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose response data proves causality</td>
<td>Academics avoid this analysis like the plague. There is no defense when you can show that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing the dose (i.e., second shot) produces greater side effects</td>
<td>This proves in a way that nobody can argue with causality of a large number of severe neuro and cardiovascular events. NOBODY wants to talk about this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys of user, doctors, and pilot death data</td>
<td>Indicates that 150,000 people or more may have been killed by the vaccines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 3 clinical trial fraud: serious adverse events ignored which</td>
<td>Shows how adverse events were ignored in the Phase 3 clinical trials. This means the events in VAERS are no longer anecdotes. Facebook groups deleted without notice so users couldn’t connect with each other so each person would feel isolated and alone and feel like they were the only “unlucky” ones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliance on wrong formula for adverse event safety monitoring</td>
<td>The standard formula for adverse event detection allows extremely deadly vaccines to escape detection and generate no adverse events at all. This vaccine exploited the weakness in the formula.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliance on wrong formula for adverse event safety monitoring</td>
<td>Vaccine deaths are classified as COVID deaths. This makes the vaccines look perfect and COVID look dangerous. It adds to the death count so people can say, “See it is the unvaccinated who are dying.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliance on wrong formula for adverse event safety monitoring</td>
<td>The FDA thinks the higher reporting rate was due to the requirement to report AEs of the EUA vaccine. We show over 10 ways that indicate this is false; that the over reporting is due to the fact that the vaccines are more dangerous and actually generated more adverse events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliance on wrong formula for adverse event safety monitoring</td>
<td>How do people who claim the vaccines are perfectly safe explain the high rate of obscure untreatable conditions that arise days after vaccination?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliance on wrong formula for adverse event safety monitoring</td>
<td>The FDA never measured amount, distribution, duration for the spike protein in animals. They are experimenting on humans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spike protein stays around for months maybe years</td>
<td>The spike protein that was supposed to &quot;disappear&quot; in 2 weeks is there in probably everyone for months and perhaps years. We have no idea for how long and we don't know the implications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unexpected elevated D-dimer in 62% of patients</td>
<td>The fact that d-dimer is elevated in patients after vaccination makes it crystal clear the vaccines are extremely dangerous.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enormous numbers of black swans sighted</td>
<td>We shouldn't expect to see any black swans in a safe vaccine. Here nearly every doctor is seeing black swans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Societal benefit hoax (give up your life for others)</td>
<td>Few people would knowingly risk their life or being disabled to protect other people. At a minimum, we should tell people the risk benefit of the vaccines. We tell them nothing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mask wearing is pure political theater and likely detrimental, especially for kids</td>
<td>All these mask recommendations are not based on any science since the science says it doesn't work. That is why NIH will not fund a proper study since they know it would end very badly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual case analysis showed 86% of deaths reported were likely due to the vaccine</td>
<td>This shows that the VAERS deaths were likely caused by the vaccine. The CDC presents no analysis to counter this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel data shows vaccine not effective</td>
<td>The vaccines appear to be pretty ineffective against delta. In Israel, there is little statistical difference between vaccinated and unvaccinated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccine prevention fades quickly over time</td>
<td>Israel data shows the protection of the vaccines drop rapidly over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biodistribution data show vax affects all organs</td>
<td>The Pfizer FOIA request showed spike protein is likely produced in all organs. This fits perfectly with the observed side effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migraine headaches after vaccination</td>
<td>Indicates temporary teardown of blood brain barrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free spike detected in Harvard Brigham study</td>
<td>This is troubling. Free spike means adverse events can happen anywhere in the body. This is consistent with what is observed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Spike is toxic
The spike protein causes micro clots and inflammation all over your body.

Pregnancy trial started in July 2021
The CDC says the vaccine is safe for pregnant women, but the trial to show that hadn't even started yet. How does the CDC know it is safe?

Lack of informed consent
This is a violation of federal law not to disclose this to study participants.

No stopping condition
Every trial is supposed to have a stopping condition. This one doesn’t

Confirmatory evidence
These events are significant in that they confirm something is fishy, but they are not, by themselves, smoking guns. They are more the smoke that indicates that there is a fire somewhere that needs to be found as we did in the previous section.

1. No Democratic committee chair will agree to ask for Fauci’s unredacted emails. Why?
2. Nobody will debate us: UCSF, Stanford, anyone
3. CBER, CDC panel won’t take meeting even for 5 minutes
4. Early treatments were suppressed
5. No way to give feedback or discuss with CDC monitoring committee

Latest headlines
Covid Vaccines are killing people at a 79% higher rate than Covid-19 in the UK according to statistics
This doesn’t surprise us at all.

5,522 people have died within 28 days of having a Covid-19 Vaccine in Scotland according to Public Health Scotland
The population of Scotland is only 5.5M people. Assuming a 100% vaccination rate (to be conservative), this is yet another confirmation of a kill rate of more than 1 in 1,000 (73% in Scotland have had one dose). This is what we’ve seen from doctors office surveys, end user surveys, JetBlue pilot data, British Airways pilot data. There is too much consistency here to ignore. This suggests that in the US there are well over 150,000 deaths from the vaccine so far.

Israeli & UK Data show COVID Vaccination elicits NO Reduction in COVID Cases, Hospitalizations or Deaths
No surprise. Vaccines are practically useless now.
Vaccination should be mandatory for U.S. health care workers, a group of nearly 60 major medical organizations said. This of course is stunning as it destroys the credibility of all these organizations to ever make recommendations again. The Department of Veterans Affairs will require health care workers to be vaccinated, the first federal agency to do so for its employees. Mandatory vaccination is not based on any science. There is no scientific data to back up a call for mandatory vaccination (since it can’t be justified on an individual or societal benefit as we argue below) and on a personal basis it means forcing people to literally engage in playing Russian Roulette with a revolver where one of the chambers can kill them, and others can permanently disable them. We challenge ANY of these groups to an open debate between our experts and theirs.

Executive summary

The COVID vaccines should be stopped immediately because they are unsafe:

- Over 9,000 deaths and 438,000 adverse events reports have been reported into the VAERS system (the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System), the official database relied on by the FDA and CDC for tracking vaccine adverse events. There are also over 400 reports of Guillain-Barre syndrome which leads to whole body paralysis and then death.

A simple examination shows the vaccines are, in fact, very unsafe and causing the vast majority of the reported events. The FDA and CDC are looking the other way. They see no safety signals other than myocarditis. They are inept.

Using repurposed drugs given early (as soon as possible after symptoms) is a far safer and more effective approach to the pandemic that is being deliberately ignored. For example in Italy, over 66,000 COVID patients were treated early and there were only 4 deaths. That is far more effective and safer than any vaccine and the numbers are too large for anyone to ignore.

Typically, over 50 deaths will halt a vaccine in the US. For example, the swine flu vaccination program was halted in 1976 after just 32 people were estimated to have died.

Unfortunately, the FDA and CDC have dropped all safety requirements for these vaccines. The vaccines can kill millions of people and they will not be stopped because there is no stopping condition (we’ve asked...there isn’t one).

It doesn’t even matter anymore even if the vaccines kill more people than the virus.

Today, some doctors report that the cure is now worse than the disease: they have more patients with vaccine injuries than with COVID injuries. Fareed and Tyson report a 1:10 ratio of COVID cases to vaccine cases.

Or an entire country like Australia: 1 COVID death since Jan but 77 vaccine deaths?
A detailed analysis of the safety data from VAERS and COVID mortality data from the CDC shows that for people under 30 and people who have already had COVID, the current gene-based vaccines are more likely to kill people than save them.

However, because early treatment protocols reduce risk by over 98% across all variants without lasting side effects and do not encourage the creation of variants, the superior approach for all age groups is to skip vaccination and, in the event you get COVID, use a proven early treatment protocol.

If the current vaccines were perfectly safe, the risk benefit calculations would be different.

Unfortunately, the current gene-based COVID vaccines approved for use in the US are not safe for use on humans. These vaccines cause the body to produce spike protein for up to 48 hours in all major organs including the brain, heart, lungs, and ovaries. The spike protein breaks free and becomes freely circulating spike protein. The spike protein is toxic and can cause inflammation and blood clots in every organ of your body. This is an established fact in the peer reviewed scientific literature, has been confirmed with measurements at Harvard, and is not subject to debate. This is what is causing the high rates of neurological and cardiovascular symptoms.

Because VAERS is not 100% reported, a correction factor is needed to get the true number of deaths. Using a conservative under-reporting factor of 4.5X and subtracting out the 250 “background deaths” normally reported in a 6 month period and the 410 reports that were recently added that we can confirm as being from foreign sources, we estimate that at least 40,000 or more deaths have been caused by the vaccines and that over 2,000,000 people have experienced significant adverse events.
Of the total number of over 400,000 adverse event reports in the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) system related to the Covid vaccines, **47% had at least one neurological event** and **42% had at least one cardiovascular event** (info from recent VAERS analysis done by [Jessica Rose](#)).

The event rate for thrombosis (blood clots) with these vaccines is more than **250 times the normal incidence rate in all previous years** (see below for detailed table of the excess incident rates for many adverse events).

What is most troubling is neurological damage. From 1990 to 2020, there were 1,773 reports of Bell’s Palsy in VAERS in the description field. In 2021, there were 1,685 (search on Jul 11, 2021). That’s a rate that is **30 times normal**.

It seems very clear that the spike proteins can damage your heart, lungs, and brain and in some cases, irreversibly.

Some people produce more spike protein than others, which is why most people are not seriously affected. Dr. Charles Hoffe found that **62% of his patients had elevated d-dimer four to seven days after getting the vaccine** (d-dimer is a sign of recent blood clotting which is a smoking gun for all these symptoms). This means that the vaccines are causing blood clotting in most patients; clotting like this should never happen in any safe vaccine.

The high rates of clotting and inflammation explain the high rate of adverse events reported in VAERS, the causality observations, the black swan events, the double black swan events, the conditions that don’t respond to conventional treatments, and more.
The CDC’s claim, that these vaccines are perfectly safe and all these adverse events are anecdotes, fails to explain these observations. They cannot explain a single anecdote.

One doctor (name redacted for fear of retribution) wrote: “In a low covid environment (now) the vaccine’s effects are worse. Paramedics report off the record lots of calls for vaccine injuries. I have more associated hospitalizations in 4 months with vaccines than hospitalizations from Covid since the beginning of the pandemic. I have had no Covid deaths in my practice [of ~1,000 patients], but two vaccine-related deaths.” George Fareed in Imperial County, CA (with one of the highest COVID fatality rates in the country) reports the same thing: vaccine deaths outnumber COVID deaths and urgent care visits are 10:1 vaccine-to-COVID.

Once you consider the extraordinary safety and effectiveness of early treatments against all variants, the cost-benefit analysis shows clearly that nobody in the US should be vaccinated with the currently approved gene-based vaccines. Instead, doctors should be instructed to prescribe a proven early treatment protocol for treating COVID.

Treating COVID with early treatments will result in fewer fatalities, fewer disabled, a faster end to the pandemic, and does not require masking or social distancing. Natural immunity is broad and long-lasting and the Delta variant is a perfect opportunity to quickly get to herd immunity with a low relative fatality rate (over 6X lower) compared to the original alpha variant.

The Fareed-Tyson early treatment protocol reduces risk by a factor of 416X in actual practice (i.e., a 99.76% risk reduction). Using a very conservative 98% risk reduction (50X), had early treatments been used at the start of the pandemic by all physicians, we’d have fewer than 12,000 deaths from the virus rather than over 600,000. That is \( \frac{1}{3} \) of the number who die from the flu in an average year.

Robert Steiner reported on July 15 (in a Zoom call with over 20 physicians) that in Italy, 66,000 people infected with COVID were treated with an early treatment protocol and only 4 people died. This is a 99.9% risk reduction.

In short, if the NIH had advised early treatment for COVID, we could have avoided all the lockdowns, job losses, parts shortages, social distancing, masking, and other pandemic losses. NIH and WHO are still doing absolutely nothing to promote successful early treatment drugs and successful protocols. Early treatments are perfect for both the vaccine hesitant, as well as breakthrough cases.

Ivermectin can also be used for prophylaxis by both vaccinated and unvaccinated people. Experts (including the inventor of the mRNA vaccine, Robert Malone) estimate that if just 70% of the country took ivermectin prophylaxis, we could completely eliminate COVID as a problem.
Once Novavax is available in the US, the cost benefit calculation may shift dramatically. Novavax has a superior safety profile because it does not manufacture spike protein inside your brain, heart, lungs, and other organs.
How credible is this document?

It has been reviewed for accuracy independently by both a senior scientist and a faculty member at one of the nation’s most respected universities. Both are domain experts.

Both have requested anonymity for fear of retaliation. This paper documents the retaliation tactics used on others so this request shouldn’t be a surprise after you’ve read the entire document.

Note: Because this is a living document, some newer additions have not been reviewed. However, the bulk of the information presented in this document is publicly available and can be easily replicated.

About this document

This document is a good-faith effort to estimate the casualty rates of the current vaccines in the US using the same two data sources VAERS and CMS, as the FDA and CDC rely upon for their analysis (along with additional data sources).

This is not a rigorous analysis. That would take longer and is in process. It is very tricky to do right and we are taking the time to do it right. However, we wanted to share what we have so far today since the data is both consistent and extremely troubling.

Those who attack this effort as not being “scientifically rigorous” are simply being disingenuous. What they never do is to present their own “correct” analysis. We welcome such analyses. We are solely interested in seeking the truth. We are not interested in entertaining arguments designed to decrease transparency and increase obfuscation.

This document draws extensively on information from a previous document (Vaccine Safety Evidence) that goes into great detail in analyzing the VAERS data by age group and has many primary scientific sources. So for a complete picture, you should read that document as well. For example, it goes into great detail on how the 4.5X factor for VAERS reports was derived. It has the Moderna MTA agreement. It has the scientific references that back up the claims in this document, etc.

What we found should be frightening to people all over the world. The lack of a response from the FDA or CDC on these observations (most of which is readily available to the general public hiding in plain sight) is very telling. Furthermore, no one in the press or academia asking about any of these observations is also extremely telling. How do you explain that?

Key points everyone should know

Evidence for all of these points is elaborated in the body of this document
1. Vaccines are more dangerous than the virus. Appear to kill 0.1% approximately and disable around 1%. So they have killed over 150,000 previously healthy Americans.

2. The vaccines are dangerous because they cause your body to produce a toxin (spike protein) in all your organs including your brain. Free spike is even more dangerous (not bound to cells). This is why the adverse event profile is so broad: every organ can be damaged, some irreversibly (scarring caused by inflammation is irreversible). It also tears down the blood brain barrier for a short amount of time (this is why people get migraines after vaccination).

3. VAERS analysis shows neurological and cardiovascular event rates are off the charts. There are more than 10 ways to prove this is not simply over-reporting of background events.

4. The CDC never picked up any safety signals because the formula they use for spotting adverse events has a fatal flaw and none of the members of the committee noticed the error.

5. Because there was fraud in the clinical trials, they all passed with flying colors.

6. While there are multiple published reports showing the vaccines are dangerous, nobody has ever published a report showing that the VAERS data proves the vaccines are safe. The latter is impossible.

7. Early treatment protocols, such as the Fareed Tyson protocol, work with 99% efficacy. Until a safer vaccine is available (Novavax perhaps), everyone should seek early treatment if they get COVID. This results in fewer deaths and longer lasting natural immunity. No masking is required.

8. The Delta variant is a huge opportunity. It enables us to get herd natural immunity with extremely low risk of death (especially when coupled with early treatment). No vaccination risks. Treat with early fluvoxamine or interferon lambda.

9. Natural immunity is also better than vaccine immunity (broader and longer lasting).

10. Mask wearing is pure political theater. Not only doesn’t it work, but it’s harmful, especially for kids. The only clinical trial on it failed to show a benefit that was statistically significant. No government in the world will ever fund a proper trial because they know it will fail and show mask wearing is actually harmful. It would be incredibly embarrassing.

11. Any committee chairman in Congress can ask NIH for Fauci’s unredacted emails. No one will write this letter because they know it will incriminate Fauci for creating the virus and covering up his involvement. And that would make Congress look bad for continuing to enable him. So everyone hopes nobody will ever find out.

12. If you’ve had COVID, it is nonsensical to vaccinate, even if the vaccines were safe.

13. If you are <18 years old, it is nonsensical to vaccinate, unless the vaccines were perfectly safe because your risk is so low.

14. The NIH is suppressing early treatment. Steve Kirsch offered $2M to anyone who could defend their recommendations and nobody has even tried to win the prize.

15. Ivermectin has a systematic review for use in COVID, the highest level of evidence in evidence based medicine and the NIH still is neutral on it. This is not evidence based medicine. They are not walking the talk.
16. The CDC is giving out very bad advice. Not only do they say the vaccines are safe, but also encourage pregnant women to get vaccinated even though the clinical trial on pregnant women won’t start until July 2021.

17. There was fraud in the Pfizer trial for young adults where one of the 1,000 kids was paralyzed for life. The FDA will not investigate or invalidate the result. The press isn’t asking any questions. The CDC never mentions it.

18. The Washington Post fact check on Ron Johnson was fraudulent. They asked for evidence that they were wrong. We sent it. We never heard back. The Post ignores facts that prove they were wrong.

19. The White House is recommending censorship instead of open debate to resolve misinformation. The organization that provided the list will not debate the facts. If you contact them, they will not respond and block you on Twitter for asking for a debate showing that they received the message and censorship is their only means of defense.

20. Censorship does little to build trust. It is the highly informed who resist the vaccine according to an MIT study (see Vaccine Hesitancy Is Informed, Scientifically Literate). The highly informed are not going to be persuaded by censorship. They are more likely to be persuaded by open debate which the vaccine proponents will never agree to.

21. Nobody will debate Malone, McCullough, Bigtree, Weinstein, Rose, Crawford, Bridle, etc. on vaccine safety and effectiveness in a live zoom debate despite pleas for an open debate. We’ve asked countless times.

22. Stanford University didn’t dispute our scientific experts. Said it would be unproductive to continue discussions because nothing the scientists could say would change their decision to require vaccination for students.

23. The FDA and CDC monitoring committee members ignore all requests for our statisticians and VAERS experts to show them the safety signals. They will not take a meeting on this subject.

24. There are too many Black Swan events that are happening. It is impossible to explain any one of these if you believe the vaccines are safe. To explain them all, is even more impossible. Nobody even attempts this.

25. The dose 1 and dose 2 VAERS analysis has never been attacked by anyone. This shows the vaccines are causing a wide range of neurological and cardiovascular events. These reports cannot be explained if you believe the CDC and FDA.

26. Anytime we do a big survey of people, we find # deaths from COVID are comparable to # of deaths from the vaccine.

27. This document is filled with observations that are consistent with the hypothesis that the vaccines are dangerous and cannot be explained at all if the vaccines are safe.

28. With the Delta variant, the vaccines appear to be completely useless in terms of protective effect. The numbers in Israel and UK show the vaccines are providing little to no protection against hospitalization and death especially after the first few months. Vaccination has no impact on getting the virus.

29. Israel is under a 30 year gag agreement not to report any adverse events. The US relies on adverse event reporting from Israel because the US reporting/analysis systems are so bad.
30. There are so many reports in VAERS because the vaccines are so lethal, not because there is over-reporting. We can show that this is true in more than 10 different ways.

31. The required animal testing was never done. FDA insiders admit this. We need to know the amount, duration, and distribution of the spike protein in non-human primates. That study was never done. The big mistake: regulating like a vaccine rather than vaccine + gene therapy.

32. Novavax is likely a much safer vaccine since antigen is prefabricated outside the body so PEG isn’t required. This means it will mostly stay in your shoulder at the injection site.

33. The long term effects of the vaccine are unknown. It could accelerate prion diseases which are very serious. It could affect the fertility of men and women.

34. The current COVID vaccines seem to be like the flu vaccine: a new one will be required every year. But the better solution is early treatment.

35. Interferon lambda has nearly 100% effectiveness against Covid. We haven’t heard of anyone who gets this single shot early being hospitalized. It is absolutely stunning that it wasn’t included in Activ-6. A Toronto study of interferon-lambda shows promise in COVID-19 says “D-dimer is a small protein in the blood that increases with inflammation and excess blood clots. At the start of the study, D-dimer levels were elevated in both groups of participants. They declined significantly only in people who took interferon-lambda. This is a promising finding.” No, this is a huge finding of epic proportions and was completely missed by the medical community. A grand screw up that could have saved hundreds of thousands of lives. People will eventually figure this out but the data was there in plain sight and nobody noticed. We know Jeff Glenn, the inventor of the drug. He’s just as adamant as we are that this is a killer drug for COVID. We’d bet the farm on it. It’s even better than fluvoxamine. Single subcutaneous shot if you get COVID. Takes 5 seconds. No reaction, no side effects.

36. Fluvoxamine (50mg BID) and fluoxetine (30mg QD) are extremely effective against COVID if given early. Combine either of those with interferon-lambda and give both early and you have an unbeatable, extremely safe combination therapy that cannot be beat.

37. The vaccines elevate d-dimer in 62% of people after getting the vaccine. This is normally 1% of the population expected to have elevated d-dimer. D-dimer is a sign of blood clots. Nobody can explain how this result is consistent with the safe message from the CDC. Nobody will dare to repeat it formally. This is consistent with our understanding of how these vaccines work.

38. The inventor of the mRNA vaccine says these vaccines are dangerous. Why will nobody debate him?

39. If the vaccines are so safe, then why do we need coercion and censorship tactics such as employer mandates and removing facebook and twitter accounts and groups?

40. It is the vaccinated people who are driving the creation of vaccine-resistant, highly contagious variants, not the unvaccinated. There was no delta in these areas until vaccination started.

41. If we want to shut down the pandemic, we need herd immunity either through natural infection or a sterilizing vaccine. We lack the latter, so we should focus on the former.

42. The media will never report vaccine related deaths. Never. Lots of examples in the text below. The vaccine is never ever mentioned; you only find out by seeing their twitter
posts days before on how they are getting the vaccine... But they will report on COVID deaths, especially when they refused the vaccine. This is the story the press LOVES to run. They will NEVER run the other story on how people who took the vax died or were permanently disabled. We know... you only see these stories on alternative media. So if you thought American media was fair, this should be a wakeup call.

43. Reporters at the New York Times, NPR, Wall St. Journal and other papers who try to write anti-vax stories discover that their paper will not publish them.

44. To see for yourself the massive number of deaths, ask a large crowd “How many of you know people who have died from COVID?” and “How many of you know people who have died from COVID vaccine?” The number of raised hands will be the same for both questions if the audience is neutral.

45. Vaccine deaths are categorized as COVID deaths. This makes the vaccines look perfect and COVID look deadly. This was pointed out in the Scott Mclachlan paper: (PDF) Analysis of COVID-19 vaccine death reports from the Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) Database Interim Results and Analysis. “In spite of the fact that only 11 (4%) present with a test-confirmed and current COVID-19 infection, all 250 people in this interim collection were reported as COVID-19 deaths. This means that all, even those who received one or more negative test results, are erroneously counted in the officially reported national COVID-19 death tally.”

46. Conversation starters with your local member of congress include:
   a. How come the Democrats aren’t requesting Fauci’s unredacted emails so we can learn the truth about the origin of the coronavirus?
   b. How many deaths will it take before you stand up and say “stop this vaccine”?
   c. Why isn’t anyone in Congress calling for a halt to adolescent vaccination now that we know there was fraud in the Phase 3 trial (Maddie de Garay was recorded as “abdominal pain” instead of “permanently paralyzed”)?

47. Questions for the CDC monitoring committee (ACIP):
   a. There are more than 10 ways to show that the VAERS reports are not just over-reporting and are real. How do you address each of these objections?
   b. What are you doing to investigate the Phase 3 clinical trial fraud allegations? For example, shouldn’t 1 lifetime paralysis in 1,000 kids raise a safety red flag? What about the other events? Is there an investigation? Why has the FDA done NOTHING to investigate the Maddie de Garay case?
   c. How do you explain the dose response charts done by Jessica Rose in VAERS detailed below?
   d. How do you explain the extreme number of black swan events?
   e. How do you explain the large number of cardio and neuro events?
   f. How do you explain the large number of VAERS adverse events categories that are >2X normal in the tables below?
   g. How are you revising the erroneous safety monitoring condition to detect events for these vaccines?
   h. If the vaccines are safe, then how do you explain why the death rate peaks on the second day? That can’t be reporter bias.
i. How do you explain the victim videos? These cases are all novel, not standard events that occur naturally. These cases are so novel we don’t know how to treat them. If the vaccine isn’t causing these, then what is? These symptoms all started shortly after vaccination.

Summary of the main points of this document

1. The VAERS database, relied upon by the FDA and CDC to track adverse events, has recorded over 9,000 deaths that may be associated with the vaccines. Subtracting the reporting background deaths of 250 over 6 months and recent foreign additions, and multiplying by a conservative under reporting value (4.5X), we estimate that the COVID vaccines have collectively killed close to 40,000 previously healthy Americans. This compares with 10 people per year who would have been killed by a safe vaccine such as the influenza vaccine.

2. Doctors are required by the CDC to enter all significant adverse events following vaccination into VAERS. However, from CDC data, 2.8M deaths/yr divided by 2 (since half are vaccinated) divided by 2 (since 6 months) divided by 6 (since report in 30 days of vaccination) = 116K death reports expected at a minimum in the first half of 2021 based on background deaths alone. But there are only 9,000 deaths reported, so obviously there is at least a 10X rate of under-reporting if there were no vaccine deaths at all. And since most doctors are convinced that the vaccines are safe (or think vaccines are good for society), they are reluctant to make any VAERS reports.

3. From what we can determine, the propensity to report is the same this year as in previous years and from reading the reports they appear to be generated by events that the doctors believe are strongly related to the vaccine. The propensity to report is derived using the frequency of “unrelated events” which are not exacerbated by the vaccine (such as ear ache and hepatitis and metal poisoning) and which are not comorbidities (like diabetes).

4. Secondly, of the 9195 deaths in VAERS in 2021 as of Jul 15, 2021, there are only 166 from all other vaccines combined. This is lower than the same period in recent years. That is a second, independent method that indicates that there isn’t an over-reporting bias. Even more spectacular is that the rates of influenza vaccinations are up in 2020-2021 to a record level that is much higher than the level for COVID. "The survey results indicate much of the increase in flu vaccine uptake is being driven by people 60 years old and older." So it isn’t just younger people getting jabbed. Yet no safety signals on that one! So why are we ONLY seeing safety signals for the COVID vaccines? Nobody can figure that out! Out of 85 deaths for ages 20-30 in 2021, 84 were from the COVID vaccines (only 1 was associated with FLU4; a suicide).

5. One of our statisticians believes there is an 80% chance that over 100,000 people have died from the vaccines. This is consistent with the 1 in 1,000 death rate reported in physician surveys. Public surveys where we ask people # of deaths from COVID vs. # of deaths from the vaccine come out with the # of deaths from COVID being 20% higher than the # of deaths from the vaccines. You don’t have to believe us. If you do your own survey, you’ll likely find similar numbers.
6. In the last 40 years, the stopping condition for a vaccine is **25 to 50 deaths**. If a child's toy kills 4 kids, the toy is recalled. **Yet for these vaccines, there is no stopping condition according to the FDA.** The vaccines can kill hundreds of thousands of Americans and nobody is authorized to pull the plug. No one in Congress will say “enough.” This should be alarming.

7. The vaccines are not only deadly, but they disable people, potentially permanently. Physicians are at a loss to treat the wide range of cardiovascular and neurological effects. The rate of severe disability is many times the fatality rate; it is likely between 0.1% and 2%, i.e., well over 150,000 Americans so far.

8. Based upon the fatality rates due to the vaccine as reported in VAERS alone (and comparing them to the projected lives saved based on CDC data), the current vaccines can only be justified for those over 30. However, since early treatments work so well (well over 98% relative risk reduction), it is impossible to justify the vaccines for anyone of any age.

9. People under 30 should never be vaccinated with the current vaccines because the vaccines will kill more people than they save. **Vaccination mandates (employee, student, etc) should end immediately.** Congress should make these illegal.

10. **Children especially should not be vaccinated.** Even the WHO agrees with this (before they were forced to recant for political reasons).

11. Anyone who has already had COVID should not be vaccinated. There has never been any analysis showing the cost benefit for this, nor have there been any clinical trials proving this is beneficial. Mandating an experimental vaccine for a benefit that is not scientifically proven is unethical. It is a violation of the Nuremberg Code.

12. As of July 11, there is only one vaccine, Pfizer which is authorized for use for ages 12 to 18. However, the adverse event data in that trial was misreported as one of the 12-year old participants (Maddie de Garay; see her VAERS record) was paralyzed less than 24 hours after vaccination. Pfizer did not report this to the FDA. The FDA knew about the case by June 23, 2021 or earlier, but as of July 10 has not yet made any contact with the family to investigate what happened. There were only 1,131 kids who received the vaccine. In our view, a 1 in 1,131 rate of paralysis should be unacceptable. A repeat trial with a larger number of participants would be required to resolve this. However, the FDA will not require this; they are content to experiment on the public where the events can then be written off as anecdotes since they aren't in randomized trials.

13. For ages 19 and under right now it is 24 deaths, as per VAERS. However, you need to multiply by 5 to get the minimum number of REAL deaths (120 children so far) due to VAERS being backlogged. Note, vaccination will save fewer than 120 kids (fewer than 80 according to the CDC’s own numbers on slide 14). Therefore, we are already under water. Even if early treatment didn’t work at all, vaccinating anyone under the age of 30 is really troubling, no two ways about it. Even the WHO agrees children shouldn’t be vaccinated (before politics forced them to change their recommendation). **Watch this video and this video featuring Peter McCullough.**

14. Early and aggressive treatment is by far the superior approach to treating COVID. There are several early treatment protocols with over 98% efficacy without any long-term side effects.
15. Early treatments have been suppressed. The NIH and other government agencies have not paid attention to any of the most successful early treatment protocols. Even after ivermectin passed the highest tier in evidence based medicine, neither the NIH or WHO acknowledged that fact. **Andrew Hill, the WHO’s own top consultant on ivermectin had to publish the results on his own.** On July 8, 2021, Pierre Kory tweeted: “WHO’s ivermectin research team lead… independently publishes on 24 ivermectin RCT’s in a major journal – reports large decreases in mortality, hospitalization, time to recovery, viral clearance. Newspaper /TV station editors around the world told not to cover.. and they obey.”

16. Because early treatments work remarkably well, early treatments achieve the same set of benefits (and more) of vaccination, but with higher efficacy and safety. There is no need to vaccinate anyone. It doesn’t make any sense. Early treatment means fewer variants, broader immunity, no need for boosters, no more need for masking or social distancing. We can immediately re-open fully. The case fatality rate is less than the flu but nobody wants to look at the numbers because it would destroy the case for vaccination (we look at this in detail below).

17. The VAERS database is not overreported; there are more entries this year because there are more events. It appears that VAERS and other worldwide databases are under-reported by at least a factor of 5.

18. There is a lot of misinformation flying around and the most trusted authorities are not being listened to.

19. Variants are likely being driven by the vaccinated, not the unvaccinated (see also [Imperfect Vaccination Can Enhance the Transmission of Highly Virulent Pathogens](#) and [Point #9 in this UK government report](#) and [this article from 20 years ago on variants](#)).

20. However, variants are not a problem at all for early treatment with repurposed drugs since none of these treatments are variant specific making them ideal for treating Delta, Delta+, and more. In fact Delta is a “gift” because the death rate is almost 7X lower than alpha (original variant), so almost any early treatment will work and then people will get broad natural immunity.

21. If a safe, sterilizing vaccine is developed, it would be a superior alternative to early treatment. We aren’t there yet. None of these vaccines are sterilizing (which means if you are vaccinated, you cannot get the disease so it doesn’t promote the creation of variants like the current vaccines).

22. **Novavax is a much safer vaccine** that is just as effective as the other vaccines. The FDA likely won’t allow it in the US since it would take all the market share from Pfizer and Moderna. It will only be allowed outside the US.

23. The censorship by social networks is not helping solve the problem. Social networks censor based on their own rules, not on scientific facts. Even after ivermectin has passed the highest level of evidence in evidence based medicine, **YouTube continues to censor videos about ivermectin’s benefits (including the Nobel Prize winner, Satoshi Ōmura, who invented the drug).** One scientist wrote, “the truth is that I can no longer freely discuss science on that platform knowing that the Sword of Damocles hangs over my head ready to strike at any time. Freedom of speech of our top scientists is gone.”

24. Congress could address the censorship problem by enabling a private right of action to sue social networks with over 100M users for $50,000 for each instance where beneficial
medical information is censored, or where groups discussing drug side effects are removed.

25. Science has been hijacked. Scientists with alternative views are being retaliated against and/or silenced. Papers exposing the truth from experts like John Ioannides are being ignored, not because their views are wrong, but because their views differ from the false narrative.

26. Statements from the CDC show that they don’t have any idea as to the dangers and risks of the current COVID vaccines on the market. They think no one has died and their estimated rates of side effects being studied are off by almost two orders of magnitude at the most.

27. Anyone who disagrees with the conclusions here has been unable to present more credible information as to the rates of deaths and adverse side-effects.

28. There is no informed consent for vaccination, which is a violation of federal law. The test subjects need to be told about the actual risks of death and disability and other serious side effects.

29. The proper animal testing of the vaccines was never done. We still have no clue what the distribution is of the spike protein in the human body. The FDA made a colossal mistake by treating the vaccine as a vaccine rather than the vaccine as a gene-therapy. The FDA insiders admit this, but it does not cause a halt in the vaccination program.

30. We have absolutely no idea how dangerous the long-term side effects are to these vaccines.

31. They are recommending the vaccines to pregnant women even though the required testing has not been completed. As far as we know today, the spontaneous abortion rate is > 82% for less than 20 weeks. In the past, we have always tested in trials before rolling out to the public and claiming it is safe. This is extremely irresponsible, yet few in academia are complaining. Now on July 14, Moderna have started the trial. Why would they do that if the CDC has already said it is safe?

32. The FDA approves an ineffective Alzheimer’s treatment (over the objection of their own statisticians), makes NAC prescription only (even though it has not killed anyone in 60 years and is used in over 1,100 products which now have to be reformulated by all the manufacturers), and makes an unsafe vaccine that kills people available without a prescription. Only the Alzheimer’s decision is being investigated.

33. The mainstream media will not cover any of the above. While there are reporters at various newspapers and NPR who want to write about it, they are not allowed to by their editors, so the story never gets out.

34. Victim stories are being suppressed. Mainstream media will not cover.

35. Very senior scientists throughout the world support the above, but are afraid to speak out publicly for fear of retribution and retaliation.

36. What is happening today is a clear violation of the Nuremberg Code.

37. The FDA has said that they have experts who have found nothing wrong, but their reports cannot be disclosed outside of the agency. We don’t know why not.

38. We reached out to the FDA’s Office of Biostatistics and Epidemiology (five different people, including the Director, Steven Anderson) by phone and email offering to share what we found in our VAERS analysis. Apparently, we presume there is no interest in
hearing points of view that would shed light on the data as none of them replied. So if you thought that the FDA was minding the store, rest assured that they are absolutely looking the other way (with their eyes closed).

39. Attempts to present to academia have been countered with silence. Professors signing letters in support of the safety of the COVID vaccines have refused to publicly debate the topic.

40. No autopsies are ever done on those that die proximate to the vaccine. Don’t you find that odd? The closest thing to an autopsy is this 18 year old who died after vaccination. The surgeon had never seen anything like it.

41. V-SAFE is the official reporting app, but if you have an adverse event and were seen by a physician or healthcare professional, they instruct you to enter your report into VAERS so all significant adverse events will be found in VAERS.

42. 62% of people who get the vaccine have elevated d-dimer after getting the vaccine. That explains the high rate of cardiovascular and neurological events. It should never happen in a safe vaccine. Lung, heart, and brain tissues don’t regenerate once they are scarred from severe inflammation: the damage is permanent. The damage to the lungs explains why people get fatigued so easily after getting vaccinated.

43. The CDC is inept. The data is screaming causality over a huge range of events, yet the CDC finds nothing.

44. COVID vaccine victims are almost always classified as COVID deaths. 100% of the 250 randomly selected VAERS reports that the McLachlan report analyzed were coded this way. This makes the vaccine appear to be free of any deaths, and it creates more urgency to get vaccinated. As an upper bound, we estimate that between 30,000 to possibly up to 150,000 people have been killed by the COVID vaccines in the US. However, even on the very low end of that scale, this is a vaccine that should be immediately stopped due to breach of the 50 person normal stopping condition for a vaccine. Vaccines are never supposed to kill people in such massive numbers. Never. And they should never be given to age groups where it can be shown that it will kill more people than it will save.

45. If you want to sue your employer or university for mandating vaccination, read this for how to do it and win (it describes how the Houston Methodist lawyers screwed up)

46. Doctors, if they aren’t required to as a condition of employment, are avoiding vaccination according to this survey.

47. As of July 8, there are over 9,000 deaths recorded in VAERS, with 2,063 deaths added in the past week alone, a new record. This translates into nearly 40,000 vaccine-related deaths using a very conservative 4.5X multiplier to compensate for under-reporting. And the deaths added this week are basically ~200X greater than any week in the past 30 years (prior to 2021). Note: Of the most recent 2,063 additions, 410 are from foreign sources (380 from MHRA and 30 from EudraVigilance and the rest appear to be from American sources).

48. There weren’t any animal studies done on the vaccines. The animal studies that they did do were not using the actual vaccine. So it was tested in humans; they skipped the animal part. Better that we not know if it is safe or not.
49. We don’t think there is a conspiracy going on here. It’s clear that the clued in academic know what is going on. They simply believe that killing 100,000 people from the vaccine is better than losing 600,000 from COVID. But that’s completely brain dead because for people under 30, the vaccine is completely stupid: it will kill more people than it will save. And nobody has come up with an analysis that is believable that shows otherwise. If you find one, let us know.

50. ADE is looking more and more likely especially after reading this article. What this means is that vaccination will help you get infected really badly. So not only will the vaccine be more likely to kill you, but if you do get COVID, you’ll be more likely to die. After reading that article, the question Fauci should be asking the American people is “why would you ever want to get vaccinated?”

51. Even if we assume the vaccines cause no deaths, still not justifiable for people under 30. See this tweet.

The number of previously healthy Americans killed by the vaccines so far appears to be close to 40,000 and the number of Americans who have been significantly injured could well be over 1 million. Even the official reporting system used by the WHO also found adverse event rates more than 50 times higher than normal for these vaccines (and the events were very serious in nature).

We found (and others have independently confirmed) that the propensity to report adverse events into the VAERS database is slightly lower this year than previous years (which are estimated through analysis commissioned by the US government to be normally under-reported by a factor of 100X: “Likewise, fewer than 1% of vaccine adverse events are reported”). We estimate that the under-reporting (using multiple methods) is a factor of 4.5X or more for the systems used in the US, EU, and UK. This is obviously a very conservative factor. This means, for example, that of the 9,048 deaths in VAERS for the first 6 months, the actual number of real deaths is over 39,591 computed as (9,048 - 250)*4.5 where 250 is the expected normal number of “background deaths” reported per 6 months (that rate has been gradually increasing for the last 30 years).

More importantly, this document shows different ways that we can show causality for a variety of very serious neurological and cardiovascular events. Our methods are similar to what the FDA itself uses to ascribe excess myocarditis events to the vaccine (i.e., showing an incidence rate significantly above baseline).

The analysis here raises serious issues that are impossible to ignore. The precautionary principle of medicine says that until more definitive analysis is available, we should assume the current analysis is correct. This means we should not mandate forced vaccinations for students or employees anywhere in the world until these issues are clearly resolved.

The alternatives to taking an unsafe COVID vaccine are waiting for a safe vaccine, prophylaxis to reduce the risk of getting COVID, and early treatment if you do get COVID. These
alternatives (which are not mutually exclusive) are both more effective and safer than the current vaccines, leading to fewer deaths and fewer side effects.

A variety of early treatment protocols are proven in practice in the real-world and can be used with a high degree of efficacy as long as the patient gets treated before the inflammatory phase of the virus begins. Unfortunately, the knowledge of such treatments is suppressed with relatively few physicians in America knowing about these highly successful protocols (99.76% efficacy against all variants, extremely low death rate, and no long-term side effects). No one from NIH, CDC, and FDA have ever inquired into the real-world protocols used by the most successful physicians in the US (not even an email or phone call).

We have confronted leading academics with our analysis. They do not point out any flaws, along with not presenting us with their own cost-benefit analysis. Furthermore, they have never analyzed the VAERS or CMS safety data and they are completely uninterested in seeking out the true numbers. This lack of scientific curiosity to seek the truth for something of such great public interest is troubling, especially since these very same institutions are requiring their students to be vaccinated. We recommend that any student or employee who is required to be vaccinated ask for the cost-benefit analysis justifying the decision; that cost-benefit analysis must take into account the adverse events (including death) associated with vaccination and should include a comprehensive analysis of both the VAERS and CMS data in order to be credible. Such analyses do not exist. This should be troubling on its face.

We are also troubled by the lack of informed consent. It’s pretty clear from our analysis that these vaccines are not safe. It is a violation of federal law to not disclose the significant adverse events and the frequency of these events. It is equally troubling that 12-year olds can consent to vaccination without the consent of their parents. Those consents do not include any acknowledgement that the vaccines have caused serious disability and death.

The lack of transparency from regulatory agencies is also very troubling. The “warning signs” have been flashing “red alert” since January 22, 2021 with 27 million injected. Yet, as of July 3, 2021, America is still in the dark, with the CDC still maintaining that the spike protein is “harmless” (despite proof of the opposite in peer reviewed journals and the opinion of world experts) and that there have been no deaths due to these vaccines. We have proof that VAERS records, where people have died 15 minutes after injection, have been removed from the VAERS database. There is no transparency or accountability for these manipulations.

Finally, we find that the adverse event reporting systems in other countries are very consistent with the reporting in the US (with remarkably similar rates of under reporting) and have similarly been flashing “red alert” and have been similarly ignored by regulators. For example, Dr. Tess Lawrie examined the Yellow Card data in the UK and concluded that the vaccines were unsafe for human use.
What is the purpose of this document?

This document contains the analysis behind the assertions listed above. I was prepared in early July 2021.

If you are skeptical, you can see how each assertion was derived. If you find a mistake, please let us know; our contact information is located at the start of this article.

This document is targeted to the intellectually curious who want to understand what is really going on related to the safety of the gene-based COVID vaccines in the US. It summarizes a more detailed analysis that has been done, adds some new queries to VAERS that reveal previously unknown information, and arms you with the facts you need to know to be able to respond intelligently to misinformation that is being spread about the safety of these vaccines, including by the so-called “fact checkers.” That document has primary sources as well as the detailed calculations which are summarized here.

This document uses multiple independent paths that all arrive at the same conclusion: the vaccines are extremely dangerous and have likely killed at least 40,000 previously healthy Americans. We also show causality, that the vaccines cause both neurological and cardiovascular problems. Sadly, the CDC has concealed all of these risks from the public. They have been hiding in plain sight the entire time, but few people have been interested in taking a look.

Of the total number of over 400,000 adverse event reports in the VAERS system related to the Covid vaccines, 47% had at least one neurological event and 42% had at least one cardiovascular event. Typically, there is one report per person, and the report contains one or more adverse events. By comparing with the CMS database (and other methods detailed here in the section titled “Eight ways we get a 5X multiplier of the VAERS death data”), we’ve found that it’s likely that the VAERS database is more than 4.5X under reported, so the total number of affected individuals could be more than 1.8 million.

Through the analysis described in this paper (along with additional reference 1 and reference 2), it is clear that the current vaccines have a mechanism of action consistent with a wide range of neurological and cardiovascular symptoms. We found strong evidence of causality (detailed in this document) for serious adverse events including (but not limited to):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neurological</th>
<th>Cardiovascular</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blindness</td>
<td>Heart damage (myocarditis and pericarditis)</td>
<td>Spontaneous abortion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guillain-Barre Syndrome (GBS) which can quickly spread, eventually paralyzing your whole body. There is up</td>
<td>Heart attack</td>
<td>Heavy menstrual bleeding (across all age ranges which is extremely unusual).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to a 7% mortality rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seizure</th>
<th>New onset hypertension</th>
<th>Dysmenorrhea (painful menstrual periods)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chills</td>
<td>Atrial fibrillation</td>
<td>Reactivation of latent viruses (such as shingles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraesthesia (numbness, “pins and needles”)</td>
<td>Thrombocytopenia (low platelet count)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell's Palsy (loss of use of half your face that can last 6 months)</td>
<td>Anaphylactic reactions (severe allergic reaction requiring immediate treatment or you will die)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache</td>
<td>Thrombosis (micro-blood clotting found everywhere in the body)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reactivation of latent viruses especially shingles (herpes zoster)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We didn’t look at all adverse events. These were just some of the very first ones we investigated.

The CDC denies all adverse events except for the myocarditis link. Today, the CDC still insists the vaccines are “safe.” This reminds us of what the CDC said during the Swine Flu panic where there were only a few cases, yet the CDC inoculated 44 million Americans completely unnecessarily with a very dangerous vaccine that they claimed was safe. If you don’t remember this, here’s a link to the 60 Minutes episode. It’s instructive. They’ve done it before and we are letting them do it again.

This document shows that because the vaccines cause serious adverse reactions including death, it is our position that they can only be justified for patients over 30 (on a death analysis alone). However, It should be noted that if early treatments reduce your relative risk by 6X or more (which they do), then we will save more lives with early treatment than with vaccination regardless of age. It is our contention that early treatment is the superior alternative to vaccination.

It should also be noted that the current focus on vaccines exclusively means that tens of thousands of formerly healthy people have sacrificed their lives unnecessarily because they were urged to do so by US government agencies.
Early treatment can achieve all the same goals as a vaccination program would achieve (detailed below), but with both greater relative risk reduction (“effect size”) and higher safety (“fewer deaths and disabilities”) than the current vaccines.

If the vaccine was perfectly safe, however, then we could make a case that vaccination is a viable alternative to early treatment. However, this is simply not the case as this document demonstrates. Novavax can change the calculus, but it is unlikely that the FDA will permit Novavax to be used in the US as it would reduce the revenues from Pfizer and Moderna.

Are there any examples of before/after?

Plenty. Please watch both videos. They are short.

- BEFORE: Julie Noble before her vaccine shot.
- AFTER: Julie after being vaccinated.

Tragically, these cases are a lot more common than anyone would want you to believe. And they are totally unnecessary since we should never be vaccinating anyone, including children. There are better ways to achieve the same set of goals.

Here’s what happened to a participant (Brianne Dressen) in one of the clinical trials (click image to watch the video). She is one of tens of thousands of people with life-altering injuries.
Why aren’t you revealing who you are?

So we can avoid the ad hominem attacks and focus solely on the evidence being presented. These arguments in this document should be evaluated solely on their merits and not on who is making the arguments.
Are you anti-vax?

No, we are opposed to the current gene-based vaccines solely because they are unsafe. We are not opposed to Novavax, for example, which has the same efficacy but without any of the safety issues. Why isn’t anyone talking about it???

How confident are you that the current US vaccines are unsafe and have killed thousands of previously healthy people?

Very. The evidence from multiple angles is all consistent. The adverse event reports exactly align with the mechanism of action of the vaccine.

It would be extremely difficult to dispute the evidence in this document and credibly argue that these vaccines are safe. This document addresses the top questions we’ve heard from people. If you don’t like our numbers, you can repeat the process yourself and verify the numbers yourself.

Any hypothesis that the vaccine is safe simply doesn’t fit the evidence. Conversely, the hypothesis that the vaccine is unsafe fits the observed evidence like a glove.

How does the FDA explain the high VAERS event counts? How can you be so sure the FDA is wrong?

Here is how the FDA views the situation:

The EUA requires healthcare providers to report any adverse events that are proximate to the vaccination. This is why the reporting rates of the COVID vaccine are massively
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higher than the influenza vaccine for the current year: the regulatory requirement to
report.

So the FDA simply views all the deaths as background deaths that are “normally” happening.

There are 27 flu reported deaths in the first 6 months of this year, despite the fact that [rates of influenza vaccinations are up in 2020-2021 to a record level](https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/schedules.DtoC/influenza.html). There are 11,405 deaths from the COVID vaccines. So the FDA believes that doctors are simply reporting deaths at a rate that is 422 times normal due to compliance with the reporting requirement.

This is nonsensical for the following reasons:

1. Healthcare providers are already required to report serious AEs for all vaccines (such as death). So for serious AE, there is no “rule change”

2. The symptoms reported in VAERS do NOT fit the “normal background” pattern of adverse events. The vaccine is drastically skewing the ratios between events. The “fingerprint” for this year (graph with AEs on x axis frequency on y-axis) doesn’t look at all like a normal year.

3. The unrelated events after COVID vaccines are being reported at a 1X rate. We showed this in our table (e.g., search for otitis media and metal poisoning [in the adverse events section below](https://www.vaers.hhs.gov/)). If physicians were reporting everything at a greater rate, this rate would be drastically increased for COVID vaccines. It didn't increase at all.

4. If it were just over reporting, it doesn’t explain the dose 1 vs. dose 2 data. That is proof of causality of a large range of neuro and cardio events. Everyone avoids explaining this because it is impossible to explain if the vaccine is harmless. Dose 1 and dose 2 should be identical if the vaccines are harmless (dose 2 should always be about 15% lower since fewer people got Dose 2). This isn’t the case. For some AEs, dose 1 is uniformly greater than (adjusted) dose 2 counts (e.g., for death or any serious AE that happens on dose 1 since those people are less likely to get dose 2). For other AE’s, it is the reverse where it is the cumulative dosing leading to higher side effects. If the vaccine is perfectly safe, then dose 1 should always be greater than dose 2.

5. We have pilot data from too many airlines showing the death rate is around 1 in 1,000. It is very consistent. Airlines are hiding this information. For example, few Delta employees know 6 pilots died after vaccination. The company which is normally open about losing team members is no longer open about this since it would erode trust in the airline.

6. Country data from Scotland, Seychelles, etc shows death rates 1 in 1,000, Seychelles is particularly hard for anyone to “explain”

7. User surveys: whenever we survey large groups of users, respondents indicate that they know about as many people who have died from COVID as from the vaccine

8. Doctor surveys: same question to doctors. We typically find more vaccine deaths than COVID deaths. It wasn't hard to find a doctor with 2 deaths in 700 patients (the first one we asked).
9. The Mclachlan report showed 86% of the deaths reported in VAERS could reasonably be caused by the current vaccines due to mechanism of action of the vaccines, rather than “background” deaths (which were 14%).

10. Jessica Rose’s paper and YouTube video. Nobody has disputed these. All the Bradford-Hill criteria are met. NOBODY will challenge or debate her on this. Why not?

11. Almost nobody on Earth knows that the reporting is required for the COVID vaccines for healthcare professionals.

12. If you do physician surveys on reporting habits, you will find that they are under reporting COVID incidents because 1) they are convinced the vaccines are safe because they trust the CDC, 2) they don’t want to alarm the public, and 3) they don’t want to take the time to report into VAERS because it takes so long. Doctors who see weird things chalk it up to strange anecdotes because the vaccines are believed to be PERFECTLY safe, so nobody makes the association. We hear anecdotes all the time when someone asks “did you report it to VAERS?” and the answer is “of course not.” So where is the physician reporting data that shows we are mistaken? We couldn’t find any.

13. How do we explain the fact that large clinics like Fareed-Tyson report 10 times more vaccine-related incidents than COVID incidents? A 2x increase might be statistically possible, but a 10X increase??

14. This mortician anecdote is hard to explain if the vaccines are perfectly safe, how can the number of deaths “jump by 3x” right after the jab roll out? The vaccines are perfectly safe.

15. The % of SAE’s in the Pfizer trial was 0.6% and 27% for unsolicited AEs. If there was full reporting like the FDA thought there was, on 150M people, we’d see 0.9M SAEs and 40M AE’s. However, we’d expect the rate of AEs in VAERS to be much less than this since people won’t bother to report them (since it is so hard to report into VAERS), but the SAE rates should be highly reported. There are 76,000 SAEs reported in VAERS which is an 8.4% reporting rate, well within what the Lazarus report found for previous years. If the SAE rate applies to deaths as well, then the 6,000 US deaths in VAERS turns into a 70,000 death estimate.

16. Some people have said “there are more VAERS reports because it is a hot topic on social media.” Hardly true. As in previous years, it is the healthcare providers who are providing at least 70% of the reports, something which is easy to verify if you look at the reports themselves. Also, you never see social media articles on how to make a VAERS report or see tweets on that subject.

In short, the hypothesis that the vaccines are extremely dangerous is a better fit to all the data points than the hypothesis that the vaccines are perfectly safe. We couldn’t find a single piece of evidence that the huge number of adverse events reports were cause by anything other than the fact that the vaccines are more dangerous than previous vaccines.

How do the ACIP (CDC committee responsible for safety monitoring) members react when offered this data?

Here’s the response we got from one of the members:
Thanks very much for your inquiry. I appreciate that you’re taking the time to understand the publicly available data and the evidence it can provide about COVID vaccine safety.

I can suggest that you (and your statistical team) compare your analytic approach to that being conducted regularly for CDC advisory committee review:

Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) Standard Operating Procedures for COVID-19 (which lives on this webpage)

That could be a good way to ascertain both the soundness of your team’s methods and the level of concern of the findings. If you remained concerned, then voicing this at a public ACIP meeting would be a good route.

As an aside, my personal view (which is not unique to me) when it comes to VAERs data, is that they are not suited for making causality assessments due to the (relatively low) quality of the information stream. The reports are voluntary and passive and thus subject to biased reporting, duplicate reporting, errors, and lack of detail to understand the potential adverse event. More problematically, it’s not straightforward using these data to create a comparison group (i.e., to get an accurate baseline expected rate) because the system only has passively reported information on people who received a vaccine and reported an issue (i.e., we don’t have unvaccinated people or people who had no reported adverse event – and these are the groups where the most sensible baseline rates come from). In any case, VAERS can be a great system for catching really sizable problems (which will appear quickly, despite the noise in these data sources). But in general VAERS data quality doesn’t merit more than generating possible hypotheses that need follow-up with more systematically collected research study data.

We think we can make very good causality arguments from the data and satisfy all the Bradford-Hill criteria. But we are OK to agree with this reporter that VAERS is good at generating hypotheses. We found lots of troubling signs and there is no sign that anyone is investigating or can explain these signs.

How is ACIP at CDC monitoring for adverse events and why is using PRR problematic for these vaccines?

Here is the process:
The key section of Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) Standard Operating Procedures for COVID-19 is section 2.3 which talks about using Proportional Reporting Ratio (PRR). This sentence in 2.3.1 is key: “A safety signal is defined as a PRR of at least 2, chi-squared statistic of at least 4, and 3 or more cases of the AE following receipt of the specific vaccine of interest.”

That's an “and” so if the PRR isn't satisfied, there is no safety signal.

### Table 4. Calculation of Proportional Reporting Ratio (PRR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Specific AE</th>
<th>All other AE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specific vaccine</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other vaccines</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PRR = \[
\frac{a/(a+b)}{c/(c+d)}
\]
Now if b is infinity, PRR is always zero. And b is “effectively” infinite for the COVID vaccines because they are so dangerous (b is huge).

The easy way to see the flaw here is to assume that VAERS is 100% reported.

Assume the flu vaccine and COVID vaccines are both given to 100M people.

For the flu vaccine, we get 1 death report and 100 total adverse event reports. Let’s say the absolute numbers are 1 and 100 (so only one death because it is a very safe vaccine).

But for the COVID vaccines (which are very dangerous), we have 100,000 dead people in 100,000,000 reports since it affects every part of your body.

PRR is 0.1 which is far less than the minimum value of 2.

One vaccine killed 1 person, and the other vaccine killed 100,000 people and there was no safety signal triggered since PRR=0.1.

Do you think both these vaccines are equally safe? Of course not!

In other words, the reason the CDC never spotted a safety signal is due to a flawed definition of the metric for a safety signal. NOBODY caught the error.

The metric was designed to be immune to propensity to report between vaccines. So if vaccine A in year one is compared with the exact same vaccine in year 2 where the propensity report is 10X, then no safety signal is triggered. Perfect! But the problem is that if the over-reporting is due to the fact that the vaccine is 10X more deadly and is not a 10X over-reporting, it will not spot the safety signal at all as we showed in our example. We call this “the big mistake.”

Let's see how the numbers work in real life. Shingrix is a comparator vaccine.

For Shingrix between 2015 to 2019, we have 7855 events and 44 deaths, which is a 0.5% rate.

For COVID19 in 2021, we have 491,217 events and 11,405 deaths. But half of those are foreign deaths and only 10% of the events are foreign events. So our ratio is 1.3%.
So in this case, deaths “barely” jumps over the 2X bar criteria for this adverse event in comparison to the shingrix vaccine, yet the death rate per year was 648 times higher than the shingrix vaccine (since the 44 was deaths over 5 years).

We can imagine for other comparison vaccines (and for other adverse events), this metric may not trigger at all.

Certainly, the Chi-square statistic is satisfied with this data using this calculator:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th># deaths</th>
<th>#AE - deaths</th>
<th>Marginal Row Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>covid19</td>
<td>5702 (5645.69) [0.56]</td>
<td>436393 (436449.31) [0.01]</td>
<td>442056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shingrix</td>
<td>44 (100.31) [31.61]</td>
<td>7811 (7754.69) [0.41]</td>
<td>7855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marginal Column Totals</strong></td>
<td><strong>5746</strong></td>
<td><strong>444204</strong></td>
<td><strong>449650</strong> (Grand Total)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The chi-square statistic is 32.5888. The p-value is < 0.00001. Significant at p < .05.

The chi-square statistic with Yates correction is 32.0124. The p-value is < 0.00001. Significant at p < .05.

**How can you notify the CDC that they goofed?**

You can’t. They cleverly designed it so there is no way to provide feedback.

Here’s what happened when we tried to submit feedback by following the instructions of a committee member:

1. If you email acip@cdc.gov, you will get an automated response back saying to use the portal.
2. If you try to use the regulations.gov portal it will not let you submit anything because there is no relevant document available to comment on.

**So you cannot communicate with the committee.** Perfect. So if you find a mistake, just keep it to yourself.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th># deaths</th>
<th>#AE - deaths</th>
<th>Marginal Row Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>covid19</td>
<td>5702 (5645.69) [0.56]</td>
<td>436393 (436449.31) [0.01]</td>
<td>442056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shingrix</td>
<td>44 (100.31) [31.61]</td>
<td>7811 (7754.69) [0.41]</td>
<td>7855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marginal Column Totals</strong></td>
<td><strong>5746</strong></td>
<td><strong>444204</strong></td>
<td><strong>449650</strong> (Grand Total)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Are there any peer-reviewed scientific studies or authorities that support your point of view on the dangers of the COVID vaccines?

Yes, this peer-reviewed paper looked at the real cost-benefit analysis and found vaccination makes no sense. Although this paper was (improperly) retracted by the journal (which did not follow the industry-standard guidelines for doing a retraction, e.g., they didn’t allow the authors to tweak the wording based on the objections), the conclusions were similar to what we found: when you look at the data you find that the VAERS fatality reports were primarily due to the vaccines. The death rates are such that the current vaccines can only be justified for people over 30 and that even a modest benefit from early treatment makes the case for the current vaccines untenable for any age group. The objection to the paper is that they didn’t prove causality, but because these are unapproved vaccines, causality should be assumed unless proven otherwise.

Secondly, the Mclachlan report showed 86% of the deaths reported in VAERS could reasonably be caused by the current vaccines supports the paper’s contention that the deaths were caused by the vaccine. We suspect it is higher than that (because they don’t understand the full mechanisms at play, e.g., suicide can be triggered by the vaccine, etc. They didn’t do the full causality analysis we did). But they didn’t include the VAERS IDs of their study so we can’t assess if they got it right.

A new modelling study published in the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control’s (ECDC) medical journal has concluded that the dangers presented to younger people by the AstraZeneca vaccine are greater than the benefits.

This op-ed by epidemiologist Professor Paul Alexander makes the case that the case for vaccination has not been made for young people. Therefore, until we convincingly make that case, it should not be used.

The WHO also recommended children not be vaccinated. However, they were forced to recant less than 24 hours later for political reasons. Facts and evidence don’t matter for that organization as they cite no new scientific evidence justifying the rapid reversal of their position. This shows that their recommendations are not science-based. This is why they cannot justify their recommendations with a scientific rationale.

AAPS wrote an open letter to universities to reverse the vaccination mandates.

Ben Marten posted a graph that shows what we found from the VAERS data (the younger the person, the less justified it is to be vaccination):
Finally, a Texas Senate had a hearing on May 20, 2021 that agrees with the key points presented here that the current vaccines are unsafe.

A chart that says it all!

Since vaccination started, age groups with
- lower mortality: 65+
+ higher mortality: 0-64

Source: USMortality.com
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Are you saying the FDA and CDC are wrong? I don’t believe you.

Yes, they are wrong. The CDC is not focused on safety or they would have stopped the vaccines in January when the reports in VAERS (the official vaccine adverse event reporting system) went through the roof. As we show below, it is trivial to prove that the VAERS data was not over reported and the deaths were due to the vaccines. A few queries could establish that as we demonstrate below. Thus, the CDC should have taken action in January. They ignored it.

The FDA can be corrupted by money as is recently and clearly demonstrated in the articles Biased and misleading and The Regulatory Capture of the FDA.

Even the FDA commissioner Janet Woodcock admits to the corruption:

Janet Woodcock calls for independent investigation into Biogen and FDA relationships in unprecedented move

Once we stop the blind trust in these organizations and instead look at the publicly available government data, we can find the truth.

We are not asking you to believe us. We are asking you to seek the truth. There are over 40,000 excess deaths we can infer from the 69,000 deaths reported in the VAERS system. All but 250 of those deaths were not over reporting of existing deaths as we will demonstrate below in a way that you can verify yourself.

So the CDC needs to tell us, if it wasn’t the vaccine that killed all these people, then what did? They are silent on this. The press isn’t asking them any questions because the press
incorrectly still believes that the VAERS numbers are high simply because of overreporting of the normal background death rate. The press has no interest in reading this article. We know of only one US newspaper reporter who is covering this and he’s verified all our claims and would be happy to chat with any other reporters who are skeptical. Nobody else will look.

There are over 9,000 deaths in VAERS but the fact-checkers say that people die every day and the heightened awareness of the vaccines has caused overreporting. So none of the deaths in VAERS are due to the vaccine but just background deaths. Don’t you agree that’s possible?

No, that theory makes absolutely no sense. We definitely need fact-checkers to check the fact-checkers. If the events in VAERS were all just background, they would distribute evenly over time. It wouldn’t explain why fatality rates peak on the second day, and why half the deaths are within 3 days of vaccination.

Also, we did a Twitter post just to do a quick “reality check.” We asked people how many people they know personally that died from COVID and died from the jab. To our surprise, the numbers were very comparable, with # dead from COVID only slightly more than the number dead from the vaccine (within 10%). We verified that the test was valid by only considering data from people we knew. That data was skewed more towards COVID deaths. Of course, we never rely on any single datapoint, but this one was interesting because it is very easy for anyone to replicate themselves and verify.

Let’s look at the past data first, then zoom in on the data for this year. Then we’ll go into the arguments that prove that the fact checkers are dead wrong.
Figure 1a: Deaths reported to VAERS from 1990 thru July 8, 2021.

Figure 2: Weekly deaths reported to VAERS for the first 24 weeks of 2021. Note: There is a backlog involving recent weeks of the VAERS data.
Results

1.1 General information

1. For the past 30 years, people have reported at the average rate of fewer than 10 reports a week. A sudden 25X spike in the reporting rate into VAERS (from fewer than 10 per week for the past 30 years to over 250 per week over just 7 weeks) makes no sense... there wasn't any advertising and/or training to do that. That's a massive behavioral change that would require billions of dollars in advertising and special classes, videos, etc. So the reporting rate went up by 10X (from 10 to 100 per week) in just the first week! It's impossible to create a 10X behavioral change in one week for every physician in America. All done without a single ad, video, or leaflet. If you are skeptical of this, then please feel free to explain how that happened?

2. The establishment wants to promote a narrative that vaccines are safe. It would be completely counterproductive to the narrative to promote anything that would cause doctors to know about or use the VAERS system. This is why you see nothing from the NIH, CDC, or FDA encouraging doctors to report. So with no external pressure, why would doctors go out of their way to report when they are so busy? They wouldn’t. There is nothing to change their behavior here to report more.

3. Doctors are pressured to not report adverse events because no one wants to increase vaccine hesitancy.

4. Most doctors want to convince everyone that the vaccines are safe and effective. So they are less likely to report adverse events. This is what the data shows (see the “fever” query below).

5. We’ve never heard of a doctor who was encouraged by management to report more adverse events to VAERS than they normally would. By contrast, I’ve heard and read lots of stories about how you are punished if you report. So you’d have to show evidence that’s opposite from my random polls.

6. If you survey any group of 25 or more doctors at random, you’ll find that they are reporting more events because there are more events to report, not because 24 out of 25 are new to VAERS and 100% of the group decided to report (which could explain the 25X increase). I wasn’t able to find any evidence that we went from just 0.8% of doctors reporting into VAERS and now 20% of all doctors are reporting into VAERS. And the Lazarus report would have a much lower range.
7. VAERS reporting has always been troublesome. It takes 30 minutes or more just to enter each VAERS report, which is very frustrating. With all the chaos going on with the pandemic, all the doctors are pressed for time and are less likely to report, even if there are more events to report. Still over 80% of the reports in VAERS this year are from doctors according to CDC insiders.

8. If they were all over reports of the background deaths, then what happened to all the real deaths from the vaccines which are estimated using several methods to be 1 in 5,000 or so (see question below for how this rate is derived). So that's 40,000 deaths which is a good match to the corrected number of deaths (39,591). So clearly the deaths are all causal (beyond background rate) since that's the only option left on the table.

9. Data from Holland is among the best data there is in the world. There is nearly full reporting by doctors (due to compliance with EU law) which shows that these vaccines aren't safe at all: 700 reports out of 100,000 doses (each report can contain multiple adverse events). But the drug companies aren't following the law and are reporting 0 reports rather than contributing 55%. So 700/0.45=1,555 reports per 100,000 doses. In VAERS, we have the records of 150 million patients (somewhat less since there is a backlog), so we'd expect to have 4.5 million case reports (in 300 million doses) with full reporting. With over 400,000 reports, it means we are under reporting the cases by a factor of 10. Thus the 4.5X ratio we get from the US CMS (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services) data is extremely conservative; it could easily be twice as high or more. Our 3% case report rate (i.e., 3% of people have a significant adverse event worthy of reporting) is likely an underestimate.

10. Analysis of rates this year vs. the last 5 years. In the table below, we have three sections: random events at the top (blue), comorbidities (green), and then causal events (black). The table is explained in detail below. It shows causality for a wide range of events. How do the fact checkers explain that if the vaccine is safe? Well, they can’t.

Note that in the Pfizer trial, they also had an abnormally high rate of Bell’s Palsy (4 cases very proximate to the vaccine vs. 0 in placebo). All chance? Very unlikely. Four cases in a year maybe, but not 4 cases proximate to the injection.

For example, Brady Smith is a dentist in Portland, OR with around 10,000 active patients. Two of his patients called him within hours after getting the Moderna vaccine complaining that half their face was paralyzed and seeking his advice. He said that has never happened in his entire 12 year career. And it coincidentally happens to both patients within hours of the second jab of Moderna?

None of the people who claim the vaccine is safe can explain the cause of these events. When you combine all these unlikely events, any single one of which you can explain away, you must conclude that causality is the only viable explanation. Most normal people would call all this evidence causality.

But trained academics will call it anecdotal and will dismiss it. They want to do a double blind randomized clinical trial. They will attempt to discount the VAERS database without
noting that this is the primary database relied on by the CDC and FDA to track adverse events. The fact that the VAERS database matches reality observed by doctors...that’s just accidental of course.

11. Note that the rates of adverse events (from .22X to 500) also suggests these are not simply “background” events because the rates shouldn’t vary; they should all be roughly the same regardless of event type. Clearly, something is causing a massive number of adverse events.

12. Yet another independent confirmation is the Mclachlan report showing 86% of the deaths reported in VAERS could reasonably be caused by the current vaccines. This paper has not yet been peer reviewed. The methodology was statistical sampling and manual evaluation of each adverse event report for possible causality. So if we make the most conservative estimate on deaths (assuming VAERS is 100% reported), that's a bit less than 9,048 deaths possibly caused by the vaccine which is far more than the stopping condition of 50 for an unsafe vaccine. As we will show in the causality section below, there is no question that the vaccines are causing deaths and other serious symptoms.

Each of the arguments alone is compelling. The fact that all are true makes the “it’s safe, it's just overreporting” argument ludicrous. It won’t stop the fact checkers from using it, unfortunately. To defeat this argument, you’d have to disprove all arguments. Good luck doing that.

What is the Bradford-Hill test for causality?

You cannot infer causality from data unless you satisfy all these conditions (known as the Bradford-Hill criteria):

1. **Temporal relation:** the patient did not have the condition BEFORE the injection and the condition is new AFTER the injection. Note the condition could be an exacerbation of an existing condition, e.g., worsening of insulin resistance.

2. **Strength of association:** the rates should be higher than normal and the absolute numbers are large enough that it wasn’t just random small numbers chance

3. **Consistency:** The results are consistent (e.g., it isn’t just from one region or reports all from the same doctor or one batch of drug or happened in the first week and not any other week)

4. **Specificity:** The event shouldn’t occur on its own or as a result of just the action of getting an injection or visiting the doctor, e.g., anxiety could be associated with the vaccination itself and would thus be not specific to the injection. So it should be a reaction that is specific to getting vaccinated such as a severe headache that starts within hours after the injection

5. **Biological plausibility:** The mechanism of action of the vaccine for how it harms patients should be able to explain the outcome. For example, mercury poisoning isn’t caused by vaccines. However, a wide range of neurological and cardiovascular events are within scope as are organ failures including multiple organ failure. Dysfunction of the brain, heart, and lungs, especially are suspect.
What did you find when you looked at VAERS for adverse events?

Here’s a summary in tabular form of various events showing incidence rates in 2021 vs. the 5 years of previous history of all vaccines. So this is quite conservative since we aren’t comparing COVID to influenza (which have comparable numbers); we are comparing the rates against all vaccines combined. This makes the comparison quite spectacular if we see a signal of 3X or more of the “normal” combined rate. A more fair test would be to compare with the influenza vaccine. There, the numbers would be much more dramatic. So we chose the more conservative comparison, yet still found results that leap off the page that are hard to ignore.

Most all queries were done on Jul 13 to 16, 2021. The rightmost column shows the increase over the average of the last 5 years. So 1 means not significant (same as previous years), 2 means twice as high, etc.

This is a fair test since if we only look at flu vaccination rates in previous years (see chart below), it was quite comparable to the rate of COVID vaccination this year (49% fully vaccinated as shown in the first chart). This is especially true for the elderly who have much higher vaccination rates for influenza.
Also, the rates of influenza vaccinations are up in 2020-2021 to a record level that is much higher than the rate of COVID vaccination. "The survey results indicate much of the increase in flu vaccine uptake is being driven by people 60 years old and older." So it isn't just younger people getting jabbed. So why are we ONLY seeing safety signals for the COVID vaccines? Nobody can figure that out! (Answer: it's because the COVID vaccines are toxic).

Using Bradford-Hill, we appear to have causality for nearly everything we looked at with GBS being one of the weakest associations (and ironically, this is one of the few safety signals the FDA picked up). That was a factor of 2.6 and when you look at the individual reports you can see clear causality leading up to the GBS diagnosis.

Generally, you’d want to hand check every single association by reading case reports just to be certain. However, the precautionary principle of medicine requires that we should alert the public now to any symptom with a 10X or greater excess incidence rate (rightmost column). The FDA and CDC won’t do that because their goal is to reduce vaccine hesitancy, not safety.

Death had one of the strongest associations.

In the table below, we separated things out into 3 tables.
Unrelated events (blue): The goal for symptoms like metal poisoning, hepatitis, and otitis media (shown in blue) is to look for the propensity to over report this year. If this was just over reporting we’d see a rate increase for these symptoms that are unrelated to the vaccines and are not comorbidities. We don’t. That's very telling.

Pre-existing comorbidities (green): These conditions like diabetes and cancer in the table below increase simply because of the increased number of people filing reports in 2021.

Symptoms: For all symptoms (Deaths and others), we limited the search to 20-60 year olds since these people are less noisy with respect to symptoms and younger people aren’t yet vaccinated. Note that we used the Symptom field in all these queries (this is coded from the description by HHS) and used the exact term listed in the table for the query. For dyspnea, we searched the description field.

Not all symptoms listed are causal for the symptom, but could be for aggravation of a symptom. As we noted above, causality can ONLY happen for patients if the condition didn’t exist before the vaccination, so for gout, eczema flare up, shingles flare up, etc. it may be exacerbating the condition, not causing it.

Therefore this chart should be used as a starting point for further investigation (e.g., to examine individual records to look for causality or specific exacerbation of a pre-existing condition). Why doesn’t the CDC have a chart like this?

List of “background events” that should not be affected by the vaccines. These are useful because it shows that there is not substantial “over-reporting” this year. The propensity to report seems about the same as in previous years as “wart” and “otitis media” and “cancer” indicate.

Also, we have to take into account age skew as well. For example, if in 2021 we only vaccinated very old people and in other years we vaccinated only very young people, the death rates would be higher in 2021 because of that. This is one of the main reasons we limited the age range to age 20-60 to avoid any of that bias in our queries to avoid a false signal due to the increased emphasis on vaccinating the very elderly in 2021. The CDC stats show that the typical rate of flu vaccination reaches around 45% in a year for ages 18 and older which is comparable to where we are with the COVID vaccines in 6 months. We were not able to find the age breakdown of people who got vaccinated in previous years vs. this year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>2021</th>
<th>2015-2019</th>
<th>Rate increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metal poisoning</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otitis media</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>1457</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
List of comorbidities that are not caused by the vaccines but are reported at an increased rate because people with these conditions are simply more likely to have side effects (and because the total number of reports are increased this year). So having cancer doesn’t seem to elevate your risk, but obesity will increase your chance that you will have an adverse event.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>2021</th>
<th>2015-2019</th>
<th>Rate increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyme disease</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

List of symptoms that did not (in most reports) exist before vaccination, that we believe are likely to be caused by vaccination:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>2021</th>
<th>2015-2019</th>
<th>Rate increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Death</td>
<td>1046</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>58.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaphylactic Reaction</td>
<td>857</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blindness</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>29.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aphasia (inability to talk)</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>52.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deafness</td>
<td>1047</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>44.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Unique</td>
<td>OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysstasia (difficulty standing)</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>27.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paralysis</td>
<td>1317</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary embolism</td>
<td>946</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>473.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep vein thrombosis</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>264.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibrin D dimer increased</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>220.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyspnea (difficulty breathing)</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guillain-Barre syndrome (GBS)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech disorder</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow speech</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>54.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrombosis</td>
<td>9631</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrombocytopenia</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chills</td>
<td>43063</td>
<td>4725</td>
<td>45.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache</td>
<td>57787</td>
<td>6231</td>
<td>46.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell’s Palsy (search used Description field because symptom field unreliable)</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>36.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appendicitis</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>145.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cough</td>
<td>7729</td>
<td>1002</td>
<td>38.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac arrest</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraesthesia</td>
<td>14402</td>
<td>2440</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuropathy</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myalgia</td>
<td>18242</td>
<td>3208</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptom</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>2015-2019</td>
<td>Rate increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convulsion</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myocarditis</td>
<td>631</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>43.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pericardial effusion</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>50.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pericarditis</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>44.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seizure</td>
<td>2328</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinnitus</td>
<td>5486</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>97.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue toe syndrome</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>INFINITE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelling</td>
<td>32299</td>
<td>11250</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (and checking death)</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhoea</td>
<td>14945</td>
<td>6262</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin resistance</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicide</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue</td>
<td>46617</td>
<td>4575</td>
<td>50.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abortion Spontaneous</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>41.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkinson's disease</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>55.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haemorrhage intracranial</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>42.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Existing conditions that are not caused by the vaccine, but are exacerbated by the vaccine (or cause a latent flare up):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>2021</th>
<th>2015-2019</th>
<th>Rate increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eczema</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>VAERS ID</td>
<td>Onset</td>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crohn's disease</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gout</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herpes Zoster</td>
<td>2537</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>18.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sometimes the causality is very obvious. This is particularly troubling for GBS:

To begin, I have always been a healthy, middle-aged male, with no history at all of neurological problems. What follows is a comprehensive summary of all that happened to me shortly (7 days) after getting the Janssen COVID vaccine and the supporting documentation to support the diagnosis of my having developed Guillian-Barre' Syndrome (GBS) as a direct and obvious consequence of the vaccine.

THURSDAY, 5/13/21: Received the J&J vaccine at 10:00 AM (LOT NUMBER 205A21A). FRIDAY - THURSDAY, 5/13 ...

READ FULL REPORT >

VACCINE TYPE(S): COVID19
VACCINE NAME(S): COVID19 (COVID19 (JANSSEN))

SYMPTOM(S): ABDOMINAL DISCOMFORT, BELL'S Palsy, COMPUTERISED TOMOGRAM THORAX, FACIAL PARESIS, MOTOR DYSFUNCTION, NEUROPATHY PERIPHERAL, X-RAY, ABDOMINAL PAIN, BLOOD TEST, DYSchezia, GAIT DISTURBANCE, MUSCULAR WEAKNESS, PAIN IN EXTREMITY, ARTHRALGIA, CHEST X-RAY, DYSuria, GUILLAIN-BARRE SYNDROME, MUSCULOSKELETAL PAIN, PARAOEISTHESIA, BACK PAIN, COMPUTERISED TOMOGRAM, ELECTROMYOGRAM, HYPERTENSION, MYALGIA, SLEEP DISORDER, BALANCE DISORDER, COMPUTERISED TOMOGRAM ABDOMEN, EYELID DISORDER, HYPOAESTHESIA, NERVE CONDUCTION STUDIES, THINKING ABNORMAL
We received this report which was NOT put in VAERS but should have been. This is a perfect example of under-reporting. Clearly the doctors knew it should have been reported too (note the “uneasy” remark), but they did not so they don’t create vaccine hesitancy.

I saw your posts asking questions about injuries from the vaccine on Nextdoor. I haven’t died from the vaccine. In case you’re keeping a log or some data:

I did have a stroke in my eye a couple weeks after the Moderna vaccine. The diagnosis is NAION. I was sent to the ER at Stanford by my doctor and they kept me overnight. I mentioned the curious proximity of my condition to the administration of the vaccine and it clearly made people uneasy.

Anyway, thanks for being outspoken on behalf of public health. You have my support for what it’s worth. My husband and I own a small business and are not really wanting to speak publicly about my experience for obvious reasons which makes us appreciate your work even more. You are speaking for us.

My best,

Another one not reported to VAERS. The CDC hasn’t figured out the vaccines cause paralysis yet even after one of the 1,000 kids in the Pfizer trial was permanently paralyzed less than 24 hours after getting the 2nd dose. Note that this person had a friend who was paralyzed and it is so common she knew of other cases like this (which means it is VERY common).

I have a family friend that became paralyzed after receiving the 2nd dose of the vaccine. He was hospitalized for several weeks and now moving into a long term care facility.

There have been other stories like his where people suffer paralysis after receiving the vaccine.

Kindly,
April
You really have to wonder who is analyzing the VAERS data and how could they NOT be seeing the safety signal for paralysis when the “other stories” are well known to patients.

Who has the burden of proof for causality?

It is the responsibility of the FDA and CDC to monitor the VAERS data for safety signals. These organizations are inept. They haven't found a single death that they have asked the drug companies to look into. That's unbelievable.

We found we could prove causality via Bradford-Hill criteria for a huge range of adverse events. These events were off the charts. We even asked if anyone could find a death coded with the vaccine where the vaccine didn't play a role in the death. There were no responses. How can the CDC find nothing suspicious in 11,000 death reports?!?!? There are two papers, one by Jessica Rose, the other by Scott McLachlan, both showing likelihood of causality for death.

We have our own research. We asked the CDC committee members and the FDA stats department if they were interested. They did not respond to repeated requests.

The precautionary principle means the safest course for the public in the interim, is to assume that all of these events are caused by the experimental vaccines. This would then require the FDA to immediately shut down the trial for safety concerns.

It is unethical for the CDC not to at least warn the public of the data observed above.

The CDC has no proven/demonstrated case for vaccine safety, much less a net benefit. Where are the autopsies showing there was no spike protein and no elevated d-dimer in those who died after getting the vaccine (and nearly half of them die within 72 hours according to the VAERS data).

So when corrected for full reporting, we have over 2M adverse events in 150M people. And all we have is a myocarditis warning?!?

You talk about a 4.5X underreporting rate, but I don’t have access to the CMS data to tell if you are telling the truth. Is there another way you can demonstrate that?

Eight ways are shown in this doc. Search for “Eight ways we get a 5X multiplier.”
How do the vaccines work?

Supposedly by pre-training your immune system to fight the virus if it appears.

However, it may also work by killing off people who are sensitive to spike protein. Once these weak people are dead, the only people left are the ones who are naturally immune. In short, the vaccine basically just accelerates your death if you might have died from getting COVID.

We can’t say for sure which of the above is true. It could be a combination.

Why do we say over 150,000 have been killed?

There are several independent ways to estimate the absolute death rate. None of these are definitive on their own. Together they paint a consistent picture.

1. Funeral home data: We talked to a funeral home employee who said there was a 3X jump in deaths right after vaccines rolled out in the elderly in nursing homes. Started in late December and lasted until April. He’s never seen anything like it in his career (over 20 years). He said others in the industry notice the same thing. He can’t talk about it openly or he’d be fired. Apparently, vaccines are really good for business so they don’t want anyone to know the truth. So nobody is saying anything.
2. Scotland data: 1 in 1,000 death rate within 28 days after the jab
3. Seychelles data: 1 in 900
4. User survey: Twitter survey showed equal number dead from COVID vs. vaccine
5. Doctor survey: average 1 dead in 1,000 vaccinated patients
6. BA pilot data: 4 pilots dead out of 3,900
7. JetBlue pilot data: 4 pilots dead out of 3,714
8. Delta pilot data: 6 pilots dead out of 8,000 (Delta didn’t share this info)
9. Norway data
10. SAE analysis
11. Anaphylaxis analysis

SAE analysis

One of our experts recently published an analysis that shows that less than 3% of the serious adverse events (SAE) are reported in VAERS. This leads to a death rate of over 150,000 people once unrelated deaths are removed (which are conservatively estimated at 15% of reported deaths). This analysis used the SAE rate determined in the clinical trials and compared that to the rates reported in VAERS.

Anaphylaxis analysis

However, a more convincing analysis can be done using a specific serious adverse event that should always be reported, data from the CDC, and a study published in JAMA.
Anaphylaxis after COVID-19 vaccination is rare and occurs in approximately 2 to 5 people per million vaccinated in the United States based on events reported to VAERS according to the CDC report on Selected Adverse Events Reported after COVID-19 Vaccination.

Anaphylaxis is a well known side effect and doctors are required to report it. It occurs right after the shot. You can’t miss it. It should always be reported.

A study at Mass General Brigham that assessed anaphylaxis in a clinical setting after the administration of COVID-19 vaccines found "severe reactions consistent with anaphylaxis occurred at a rate of 2.47 per 10,000 vaccinations."

We will be conservative and accept the CDC’s higher number of 5 which is most favorable to the government’s case because it will mean the lowest underreporting rate (of 50X rather than 125X).

This translates to a 50X under reporting rate, i.e., only 2% of severe adverse reactions that are required to be reported are actually reported.

This means that the 6,000 domestic deaths reported in VAERS are more likely around 300,000 American deaths. Around 10% to 15% of these deaths are possibly unrelated per the Mclachlan paper, so over 250,000 vaccine caused deaths is a reasonable estimate.

Norway data

By mid-January, Norway had vaccinated around 40,000 people. They had 23 reported deaths, so 1 in 1700 (maybe more because it's hard to know when such statements are formulated relative to a program that was vaccinating several thousand per day). That scales to 575/M, and assuming a 2:1 ratio for 1st:2nd dose puts the U.S. in the ballpark of 150k deaths.

Scotland data

5,522 people have died within 28 days of having a Covid-19 Vaccine in Scotland according to Public Health Scotland

Public Health Scotland

Between 8 December 2020 and 11 June 2021, a total of 5,522 people died within 28 days of receiving a COVID-19 vaccine in Scotland (number of days between vaccine and death is 0-27, where 0 is the day of vaccination, all age groups). A breakdown of these deaths by day and vaccine type is available in the spreadsheet provided along with this report.

There are 5.4M people in Scotland. What's the chance that such a large number of people (.1% of the population) dies within 28 days of vaccination?
Seychelles

Seychelles extrapolation is in line,...scorching sun, wind and windowless houses = no respiratory viruses

Hence Seychelles = 1 death per approx 1800 doses = 1 in 900 fully vaccinated.

In line with your data

Simply can't get my head around they're giving this to kids.

A 20 yr old girlfriend of my children apparently died of the vaxx last week in Paris. We now all have multiple wake-up calls around us...

Our lead statistician thinks there is over an 80% chance that the death count is >100,000.

We know several doctors who report death rates of 1 in 1,000.

BA pilots

Four BA pilots dead in a month out of 4,000 pilots in the worst case (nobody knows how many have been vaxed so we'll pick the most conservative number), and 5 JetBlue Pilots dead out of 3714 pilots. So again 1 in 1,000 is certainly possible.

We know of a woman with 3 relatives who died suggesting a number < 1 in 1,000 (otherwise statistically impossible to have found the woman unless we knew everyone).

When we did a survey asking people # died from COVID and # died from the vaccine, the totals were only 20% higher for COVID.

We know the number has to be < 250,000 since those are the CDC numbers for COVID deaths which is where they are hiding the vaccine deaths.

So a reasonable upper bound on the number killed from the vaccine is 150,000.

For a reasonable lower bound we can go with our best (lowest death rate) physician reported number: just 1 vaccine death in 3,000 patients. So if we pad that to be conservative to 1 in 5,000 we get at least 30,000 deaths. Note, we survey physicians who are “aware” how the vaccine kills people. There are many physicians with thousands of patients who do not “see” any vaccine related deaths because they don’t make the association; they see only heart attacks, strokes, etc. Young people who die in their sleep less than 24 hours after being vaccinated are simply “that was odd.”
The problem with death rate estimates is always attribution. People never die from the vaccine per se; they die from heart attacks, stroke, pulmonary embolism, organ failure, etc. So this makes estimating the death rate pretty challenging. This is why the British Airways pilot deaths are so interesting. These are healthy, well monitored people whose deaths were all very suspicious and where it is rare for anyone to die in an entire year.

Statistician Mathew Crawford now thinks the max number of deaths could be over 100,000. Here’s what changed his mind.

Two other ways to make an estimate:

1. The number of deaths in 2021 in the first three months - number of deaths in first three months of 2020. The elderly rolled out first so most of the deaths will be in the first three months. There were 68,342 excess total deaths in that period.
2. Using the 11.8 factor derived from the expected number of SAE vs. real number of SAEs reported into VAERS and applying to the 6,000 domestic US deaths is 70,800.

How accurate are the CDC adverse event estimates?

Not very. They believe no one has died from the vaccines and only 20 to 30 children per million will get mild myocarditis. The Israeli Ministry of Health estimated the rate is 1 in 3,000 and that seems very optimistic. The fact that it wasn’t hard for us to find a family where all three kids had myocarditis after vaccination (we didn’t have to look) suggests the rate is more than 1 in 1,000 which means that CDC head Rochelle Walensky is off by a factor of 50 in terms of kids adversely impacted.

Should kids under 18 be allowed to make a decision to be vaccinated?

No. Pretty much every full professor in the medical community has no idea as to the number of deaths caused by the vaccines by age. So they can’t make a cost benefit analysis for any age group.

So how is a 14-year old kid going to get the right answer? The data is pretty clear… If you’re under 30 years old, the vaccine is more likely to kill you than to save your life.

However, if your 14-year old can look at the CDC and VAERS data and calculate a different outcome, sure, she should show her parents her work who can then make the right decision on her behalf.
Some people say the data in VAERS is too unreliable to make any assessments.

We disagree. The FDA would disagree too. The FDA itself relies on VAERS to make safety assessments. VAERS is the official database. It is the primary data source.

How much are the deaths in VAERS underreported?

Based on doing the same query for deaths in VAERS and in the 100% reported CMS database, VAERS is underreported by a factor of at least 4.5. Others, including Stanford Professor John Ioannidis believe it is significantly higher than that. But we can make our case with the very conservative 4.5X multiplier alone.

We can also use the Holland data to calculate the underreported rate which turned out to be 5.72 (shown above). So the numbers are close.

To be conservative, we have 9,000 deaths in VAERS * 4.5 = 40,500

We could also use the Bell’s Palsy number to estimate the correct underreporting number. We know the incidence rate from the Pfizer trial of 4 cases of Bell’s Palsy per 20,000 people, so 1 in 5,000. Since there are 2.85 times as many death reports, we can now do a rough estimate of the absolute death rate from the vaccine as 1 in 1,754 (skewed to the elderly). So our estimate of 40,000 fatalities could very well be 85,000 deaths (150M/1754). In short, the VAERS deaths could very well be under reported by a factor of 9. This assumes that the deaths in VAERS were
primarily vaccine related.

There are several things that support this number, e.g., the British Airways pilot statistics (4 dead in an estimated 3,000 pilots vaccinated) and our favorite doctor who has had 2 vaccine-related deaths in 700 patients+staff. Even Dr. Hoffe, who we don't know personally, had 1 death in 900. So there are confirmatory data points that suggest that this number isn't so ridiculous at all. George Fareed, who didn't have a death before now, has 1 vaccine death in 5,000 patients. He's the doctor with the lowest death rate that we know (of the doctors with 1 or more deaths).

_Vaccine Safety Evidence_ shows many other methods for coming up with the same number.

OK, as of July 10, if there are now close to 40,000 real deaths, how many are likely caused by the vaccine?

We’re halfway through the year, and we’re pretty sure there is no overreporting as noted above. Doctors are reporting more events because there are more events to report, not because they changed their habits), then there are 9048 deaths - 250 background deaths (since 500 background deaths per year) * 4.5 = 39,591.

39,591 is a lot of excess deaths. There is really nothing that would have caused those deaths other than the vaccine. And we know the vaccine causes massive numbers of deaths because we can clearly see it from the Holland data which is fully reported.

And the propensity to report hasn’t suddenly jumped either as we show by our queries like otitis media which are unrelated to the vaccine. And all reports from other vaccines given this year are lower than in previous years (9195 total deaths - 9029) = 166 deaths from all other vaccines combined in the first 6 months.

Have you looked at individual death reports in VAERS? Surely they will show no causality, right?

You cannot prove causality from any single report. Causality is proved through statistical analysis of the data which we do elsewhere.

What you can get from individual reports is a sense for whether the mechanism of action of the vaccine might have caused or accelerated the death of the person.

Here are a few examples:

1. If the person dies shortly after the vaccine from a blood clot and there were no other risk factors that would have caused that, it is highly likely he died from the vaccine.
2. If the person was vaccinated and less than 24 hours later he died in a car accident and he was driving the car, the vaccine could have caused a stroke which led to the car accident.

3. If the person committed suicide shortly after vaccination, that also could be caused by the vaccine since why would someone who was going to kill themselves get vaccinated? It’s possible the person was so despondent due to the pain or paralysis they wanted to end their misery. Note: Gardasil showed high suicide risk as well.

4. If the person died because he was in an airplane as a passenger and wasn’t flying the plane, the vaccine is very unlikely to have caused the death.

If you look at the reports below, you’ll see a clear pattern: the causes of death are all inexplicable if it wasn’t the vaccine.

And it’s not just our analysis. See the Mclachlan report which found the same thing.

We did a death query for COVID19 on Jul 15, 2021. Here are the first 5 VAERS IDs that were returned. Do your own query and your own analysis. You’ll find the same results. We could have included more results, but they would have been similar to the reports below. We encourage you to randomly check for yourself if you don’t trust us.

What we found is that all the deaths were consistent with the mechanism of action of how the vaccines kill people.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VAERS id</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1442734  | Got vax jun 19. Started having severe symptoms on same day. Died of multiple organ failure on jun 22. No other plausible causes other than the injection. **49 year old.** "no concomitant medications were reported. on 19-jun-2021, the patient experienced tachyarrhythmia absoluta, asystole, shock and metabolic acidosis. on 22-jun-2021, the patient died from multiple organ failure.” **JANSSEN vaccine.**

Our comment: It’s a 49 year old. Think about it... how does he suddenly get multiple organ failure out of the blue? The doctor has no plausible explanation. This death is consistent with the mechanism of action of the vaccine. It’s in our table (11X increase over normal so the vaccine causes multiple organ dysfunction syndrome). |
| 1442722  | Vax may 28. Jun 7 for “admitted with covid-19 pneumonia”. 71-year-old. Died jun 13. They wrote: “Covid-19 pneumonia that occurred **just a few days earlier** may have contributed to the patient's demise. covid-19 pneumonia and shortness of breath are unrelated to bnt162b2” **Pfizer vaccine.**

Our comment: The physician clearly did not understand that the vaccines cause COVID symptoms. This death is consistent with the mechanism of action of the vaccines which cause COVID symptoms. The vaccine is
essentially mini-COVID. This is the most plausible explanation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1442721</td>
<td>Vax Jun 18. Died Jun 21. 73-year old. “the patient experienced dark vomit, dark stools, fatigue on 20jun2021. the patient was hospitalized on 20jun2021. the following day, 21jun2021, the patient developed diarrhoea which was dark in colour, the condition of the patient suddenly changed and the patient succumbed to illness (death) on 21jun2021. the patient died on 21jun2021.” The physician wrote that the vaccine was unlikely have caused the death. Our comment: The physician could not come up with any plausible explanation for the death. This death is consistent with the mechanism of action of the vaccine (which can cause Diarrhoea at a rate of 11.9 from our table). This is the most plausible explanation especially when you consider our table of vaccine induced symptoms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1442361</td>
<td>“on an unspecified date, the patient died from the vaccine due to unknown cause of death and could never got the second shot.” Our comment: They did our work for us: “the patient died from the vaccine”. The doctor didn’t understand how the vaccine kills since the doctors are never educated on the mechanism of action for how the vaccines kill people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1442349</td>
<td>Direct quote from the report: “three patients were developed blood clot after vaccination” All three died. Our comment: The vaccines absolutely cause blood clots. The thrombosis rates from our table is 250X. Three deaths on this one.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And here is proof we didn’t cherry pick the search results:
Are there deaths that are not related to the COVID vaccine?

Probably, but no one has identified them yet.

In response to our challenge to come up with a VAERS ID of a COVID vaccinated person that died from a cause that was not vaccine related, “badvaers” on twitter responded:

---

**Tweet**

badvaers @badvaers · Jul 16

I didn’t have to - you inferred it was from VAERS by stating as such and posting an image from a different site.

As for proof: that is the role of the CDC and FDA, they determine causation. You’re assuming the vaccine is the cause which is both assine and dangerous

Vaccine Truth @VaccineTruth2 · 4h

... and how come you can’t find even a single death in VAERS that was NOT caused by the vaccine??? That’s baffling to us. How do you explain that?

badvaers @badvaers

Replying to @VaccineTruth2

Details for VAERS ID: 0958443-1

Took all of 10 minutes. Anything else I can do for you?

---

We then tweeted this:
Excellent work! Now explain why anyone who was going to kill himself would get vaccinated just 2 days before he kills himself! Answer: nobody would do that. He was in probably in such great pain after vax, he thought suicide was only way out. We see this all the time.

10:17 AM · Jul 17, 2021 · Twitter Web App

Within 120 seconds of our response, @badvaers had blocked us.
OK so there were (as of July8), only 438,441 VAERs unique IDs that are still in the database associated with the vaccines. When you multiply by 4.5, that's only 1.97 million people with adverse reactions. There are over 150 million vaccinated people so only 1% adverse event rate. That's still better than getting COVID, isn’t it?

There are generally more than one adverse event per person. There can be as many as 15 per person. The average is 5. So that's a lot of adverse events (8 million).

It all depends on the severity of the adverse events. We show elsewhere the breakdown of even categories.

For example, Maddie de Garay was in a trial with 1000 kids who got the drug. That's 1 paralysis in 1,000. Since there are 40 million kids from ages 10 to 19, that works out to 40,000 previously healthy kids we disabled for no good reason (since we can show from the VAERS data that the vaccine kills more people than it saves for people under 30).

Why are non-domestic deaths being reported to VAERS? Who are these individuals? Could they be US citizens living abroad?

Foreign ones are reports of individuals who got a vaccine made by a US manufacturer.

Typically, these come in automatically from the UK Yellow Card system and EU’s EudraVigilance.

The big question is where are all the Israel AE's going since they exclusively use Pfizer. Answer appears to be a black hole.

As of July 2021, the foreign AEs reported make up fewer than 10% of the overall reports in VAERS, but they make up around 50% of the fatalities reported.

Thanks to Albert Benavides who is one of our VAERS experts for help on answering this one.

What about ADE? Could vaccination be making things worse?

We don't know yet.
The latest statistics show that vaccination could be making people more susceptible to getting COVID. Could this be caused by antibody dependent enhancement (ADE)?

ADE occurs when the antibodies generated during an immune response recognize and bind to a pathogen, but they are unable to prevent infection. Instead, these antibodies act as a “Trojan horse,” allowing the pathogen to get into cells more easily and exacerbate the immune response.

We've asked the FDA why they aren't doing autopsies on vaccinated patients who die from COVID.

You may ask, why are we seeing this popping up now?? Answer: It is during the waning phase of vaccine-induced immune response that the risk of ADE is highest.

So we could be in for a very bad surprise.

Don’t the vaccines prevent severe illness and death?

That's what we were told, but see Will covid-19 vaccines save lives? Current trials aren’t designed to tell us (this is from October 2020). The trials only looked at preventing infection!
Can’t we justify killing our kids to reduce transmission of the virus? Isn’t it true that vaccinated people are less likely to spread the virus? So even though some people will die, there is a net societal benefit in that fewer total people will die.

The main problem with that argument is it is completely unethical. Are you going to ask Maddie’s mom, “Is it OK if we cripple your 12-year old daughter for life in order to save two 90-year old people from dying?” Are you really going to ask a parent to disable their child or kill them in order to save someone else?
We were appalled when a member of Congress basically said even if we kill people, it is for a greater good because fewer people will die if we all get vaccinated.

Let's examine this in detail and when we do, you'll see this argument (which we hear from others), is full of holes.

If we did examine the issue, it might be true that vaccinated people are less likely to spread COVID if infected, but there are several nuances to that that make the examination of this nonsensical and irrelevant.

This study [Impact of vaccination on household transmission of SARS-COV-2 in England](https://example.com) indicates that if you're vaccinated you have 50% less chance of transmitting the virus if you get infected: “Overall, the likelihood of household transmission was approximately 40 to 50% lower in households of index patients who had been vaccinated 21 days or more before testing positive than in households of unvaccinated index patients; the findings were similar for the two vaccines.”

Let’s assume for the moment that study was conducted properly with no errors.

First, that statistic is not stratified by age. **Without age stratification, you can’t make the risk/benefit ratio calculation for anyone.**

Secondly, you also need a tradeoff chart, e.g., how do you tradeoff paralyzed for life for saving the life of two 90 year olds? Who is going to supply such a chart and make that decision?

A key point is that if you realize you are infected (which you’re more likely to notice if you aren’t vaccinated), you stay home. One twitter user wondered “if the vaccinated might be at risk of spreading it more as the symptoms are less severe they may go about as normal without realising they have COVID. The unvaccinated might be more aware of infection and so more likely to stay home.”

We don’t know the answer to that! If these vaccinated people are so confident out in the real world, their behavior may make them twice as likely to spread since they think they are protected (especially when around other vaccinated people).

The second key point is the absolute risk of getting COVID. This is very small for young people. It’s like 1 in a million. So even if the relative risk of spreading is reduced by 2, it’s a tiny absolute impact. This has to be compared with the 1 in 1,000 risk of dying from the vaccine. **The numbers aren’t even close. They are 3 orders of magnitude apart.**

The third and most important key point is **who makes the tradeoff decision that crippling a 12 year old for life is better than two 90 year olds dying?** Where is that table? Without that
table, you cannot make the call about societal benefit. Is this a table that Congress is going to vote on?

The fourth key point is where is the calculation and why isn’t there informed consent? Why hasn’t the CDC provided it? They should be telling parents, “there is a 1 in 1,000 chance (or whatever the final number is) that your child could be paralyzed for life. Are you willing to risk that in order to save two 90 year olds from dying?” This should be presented to people as part of the informed consent required by the EUA. But they aren’t being told this. Even in the trial, Maddie’s mom was never informed her child could be disabled for life. Is that ethical?

So to anyone using that argument, please bring up the issues above.

Lots of your arguments are based on data analysis and anecdotes. Real scientists believe in large phase 3 randomized control trials.

Phase 3 trials can be gamed by choosing very healthy patients, skewing the population of 65 and older to closer to 65, meeting the FDA’s requirement of at least one comorbidity with exactly one comorbidity, and most importantly, dropping anyone with a bad first reaction from getting a second dose. This way, the vaccine test population represents a healthy subset and ONLY those people who are “immune” to the spike protein.

They can exclude serious events like a 1 in 1,000 paralysis rate in the case of Maddie de Garay who was in the Pfizer Phase 3 trial, but her paralysis wasn’t counted. It’s called cheating.

Events that happen at a rate of 1 in 10,000 are very hard to detect in sample sizes of 20,000. This is why there is an EUA period to detect these events which can be quite serious. For example, if permanent paralysis occurs at the rate of 1 in 10,000, it could not show up at all in the trial. But when you vaccinate 300 million people, you’re looking at 30,000 cases of that one symptom. Here we know there were Facebook groups of vaccine side-effect victims totalling over 200,000 people. Facebook made the groups vanish so it would look like the vaccines are safe, but they couldn’t vanish the people who joined those groups.

The trials were not powered to have 80% power to detect a statistically significant difference in any adverse events >1/1000 : they have power for events starting at rates of 1/1000, so it is a bit underpowered for something like a death rate of 1/3000-1/4000.

If the clinical trials were so definitive, why did the Facebook side effects groups have any members at all? Unfortunately, thanks to the censorship of victims, we’ll never know. Facebook employees are apparently very proud of their company for censoring the victims as nobody is complaining.
And how is it that the real world death rate from the vaccine appears to be around 1 in 1,000 which would have been easily detectable in the trials?

The trials were not nearly powered well enough to detect those signals (and there have been published articles prior to the pandemic talking about the problem of trials not being powered well enough to find 0.1% signals even at the level of tens of thousands of participants, which is obvious to the statisticians) and included few of the frail elderly who soak up so many of the deaths in the signals. The trials also have data exclusions that overwhelm effect sizes, and we know from testimony of people like Bree Petersson that at least some portion of those were people crippled by the vaccines. So, even the signals of SAEs that might make us worry about deaths may have been suppressed.

Anecdotes are data (real scientists know this). If the hypothesis is accurate, it should explain the anecdotes.

Amateur critics often like to dismiss anecdotes as 'unscientific', but this is wrong: anecdotes are weaker evidence than trials, but they are not without value and are often the first sign of a problem (or an unexpected benefit).

Bad Pharma by Ben Goldacre, p189

Do you think the vaccines really work?

Not sure.

There is some aspect of the vaccines that works via natural selection: it kills off anyone who would normally die if they got covid. But that is only .1% of the population. The remaining people were already more immune from COVID.

So what happened in the trials?

For Pfizer, the efficacy was 162 (of 2,222) vs. 8 (of 2,214). This is essentially 95% efficacy (factor of 20 relative risk reduction).

If you can eliminate just 154 “weak” players from the trial (people with a strong reaction to COVID), you win. So if you can “manage out” 154 people who reacted to the first dose, you win the efficacy prize.

There were 1,256 people in the treatment group who did not get a second dose.
So we don’t know, but to be conservative, we should give the drug the benefit of the doubt for now.

Your numbers must be wrong. I don’t know anyone who has died from the vaccine and I know a lot of people. How do you explain that?

Over 600,000 people have died from COVID. We speculate that over 40,000 have died from the vaccine. That’s a ratio of 15:1.

Do you know 15 people who have died from COVID? If so, then you might know one person who died from the vaccine.

However, unless you know at least 30 people who have died from COVID, it’s not so unusual that you may not know of a single person who has died from the vaccine.

How can you be so sure the vaccine is causing any deaths at all? How can you prove causality?

Many independent ways, including the widely accepted Bradford-Hill criteria (see below).

First, it is instructive to review how the FDA itself established causality for myocarditis in their analysis. Basically, they observed rates of myocarditis associated with vaccinated patients were above the normal rate expected compared to normal background rates within that time window (typically close to zero). In short, lots of events happening shortly after vaccination that would be statistically unlikely to happen naturally (there would be far fewer events and they would not all be clustered just after vaccination). This makes sense. The same method can be applied to other neurological and cardiovascular symptoms. When we do that (comparing rates of various events this year vs. previous years), the results are shocking as we saw from the big table above.

The rates for Bell’s Palsy documented above were particularly troubling. That simply doesn’t happen by chance. It shows beyond any doubt that these vaccines are getting into our brains causing neurological damage.

Despite this crystal clear evidence, President Biden and the CDC are intent on vaccinating our kids, causing needless unknown amounts of brain damage to mitigate a risk that is microscopic (potentially saving one life in a million that could have been easily saved by using safe repurposed drugs). Where is the cost-benefit analysis? This is really unconscionable.

There are other ways to show causality. One simple way is to show the effect is proportional to dose. So by looking at the event rate after the first dose vs. the second dose, if the event rate is higher after the second dose, the drug is causing the event. If the event rate was the same after
each dose, the intervention had no effect. Here we can clearly see a much higher event rate after the second dose. If the drug were a saline solution, the heights of both the red and blue bars would be identical (sometimes red would be higher than blue, sometimes blue higher than red).

Figure 3: Preliminary reports of myocarditis/pericarditis to VAERS after mRNA COVID-19 vaccination by age and dose number (as of Jun 11, 2021)

A second way is to compare event rate after vax with event rate in previous year. We did this above with several cardio and neurological events. If the vaccine was safe and not creating any neurological harm, this sort of result is absolutely impossible. How does anyone explain that? They can’t.

The propensity to report appears to be slightly lower this year than previous years (as shown above when we looked at fever and otitis media for example). And if it was all propensity to report, then where are the 1 in 5,000 deaths independently estimated from physician surveys, pilot death stats in plain sight of everyone, black swan events in plain sight of everyone, etc. If there are no real deaths from the vaccine, how can people have 3 relatives die within days after being vaccinated? It doesn’t make a lot of sense. How can 2 patients of a 10,000 patient practice both have complete facial paralysis on half their face within hours after the 2nd Moderna jab?

Critics like John Jelsevac write a very misleading article by making speculations about propensity to report without ever showing how his hypothesis better fits the events observed than the “vaccines are dangerous” hypothesis. He simply points out that his hypothesis is a better fit to expert opinion and therefore it must be right. So we agree, his hypothesis better fits
expert opinion, but he’s wrong about the experts all being right. Science is about observed data. In science, you fit the hypothesis to the observed data, not to expert opinion.

An excellent way to see causality is with these dose 1 and dose 2 charts for any symptom and see a similar result (thanks to Jessica Rose for these charts and annotations). These charts are very interesting and very compelling from a causality point of view. You’ll note that in most cases, the first dose and the second dose are very different. If there was no causality, they would be roughly the same….e.g., for 18 year olds, you might have dose 1>dose 2 and for 20 year olds you might have the opposite. It would be completely random. There would be no consistency as to whether 1>2 or 2>1. The results are stunning. NOTE: 15% fewer people got the second dose so we would expect that if the vaccine is safe, dose 1 events should always be, on average, around 15% higher than dose 2 event counts. Dose 1 events can also be higher since in susceptible individuals, if they have a bad first experience with the first jab, they will be less likely to get the second jab. However, this is a VERY small percentage because in order to get their vax card and interact with their friends, everyone is incentivized to be fully vaccinated. The only people we know who didn’t attempt a second dose are those people who had a heart attack or very serious AE after dose 1. So for serious AEs, we’d expect a slightly lower incidence in dose 2. However, because the absolute number of drop offs is so small relative to the vaccinated population, even if there was a huge drop off, they won’t make a big difference in the numbers (e.g., if you inject 150M and get 150,000 deaths in the first dose, that only reduces your population for the second dose by .1% which is negligible). So for the fatality rate for example, the fact that dose 1>>dose 2 is best interpreted as survivor bias… the people left after the first dose were more resistant so we’d expect a lower death rate. Since we are talking about very small numbers in both cases, the population is roughly the same both times in absolute number, but it is only a small number of susceptible people each time. So if there are 100M people and 100K are susceptible, and 50% of the susceptible population is killed the first dose, we only have 50% of a population left the second time and that population is going to be more resistance, so we might kill at a lower rate like 30% instead of 50%. This explains the big difference between dose 1 and dose 2 for fatalities.

A third way is to look at the fatality reports.
Figure 4: VAERS COVID Deaths by Days to Onset; a) All Ages; b) 70 years old or younger

See how they peak on Day 1 and not Day 0? If this were just propensity to report more if there is a proximal event, then we would expect Day 0 to be very high, and Day 1 to be lower since it is less obvious and so on. But we know the mechanism of action and most of the deaths would be expected between 24 to 48 hours after injection when the amount of spike protein produced starts to plateau. So the reports are perfectly consistent with the vaccine’s mechanism of action for killing people. This particular analysis doesn’t prove that all the reports are causal, but it does show causality. We have to look at the analysis above to determine that nearly all of the death reports are due to the vaccine (all but around 250 background deaths over the 6 months since we proved there was no over reporting and so the rate of background deaths should be applied this year as well). If there were no reporter bias, the chart above should be flat. But there is a greater likelihood to make a report when the death is closer to the vaccination time. So we’d expect to see an exponentially decreasing number of deaths after the vaccination. The fact that it peaks on Day 2, precisely timed with the
mechanism of action peak, suggests that the deaths are real. We know that from other sources as well; talking directly to doctors (those who are not in denial) makes it very clear that these vaccines are off-the-charts dangerous.

You don’t need a clinical trial for these three methods (even if academics will insist on it).

There are traditional statistical techniques for proving causality that are respected by the medical community. Watch this [video produced by Jessica Rose](https://example.com) that has never been challenged (even though she’s openly invited challenges). Read her accepted paper, [A Report on the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) of the COVID-19 Messenger Ribonucleic Acid (mRNA) Biologicals](https://example.com). It uses the [Bradford-Hill criteria - a group of nine principles used to establish epidemiological evidence of causation](https://example.com).

Today, Jessica has a lot more information than she had before and every analysis she does is more and more troubling showing the vaccines are causing huge numbers of serious adverse events.

**Equally troubling is the lack of interest of any mainstream academic to do the same rigorous causality analysis on the VAERS data and come up with a different conclusion.** The academics all say the vaccine is safe, but none of them have done the analysis on the data to prove it. Isn’t that bizarre? All the safety and causality analysis is built on no analysis whatsoever of the primary data source.

And chi square test to disprove null hypothesis that distribution of death, for example, should be equally likely to occur regardless of time frame surrounding injection. That is, if you plot the percentage of AEs against the difference in days between injection and onset of AE, if no causation, straight line meaning likelihood of dying the same no matter the time frame surrounding injection. This is being debated as being not due to causality but due to the psychology of reporting. That’s possible, but not the case here. As can be seen when you look at first shot vs. second shot reports as shown above. The propensity to report should be the same in both cases. But clearly the reaction is greater after the second shot. You can also look at the data from Holland where reporting is required in all cases to see that this is not the case. Unfortunately, people are focused on identifying mechanisms (real or not) that support their point of view, when in fact they should be looking for ways to identify the truth by looking at ways to eliminate bias as we have done above (and by looking at the data from Holland). Looking at the Bell’s Palsy adverse event reports in previous years vs. this year is another way to identify whether the vaccine is causing neurological problems, or is it just over reporting. It’s unambiguous: the vaccine causes neurological problems. The only way it can do that is if it is getting into the brain. This should alarm everyone. But will people look for ways to discredit this? Of course. But the truth seekers are the ones who will look for additional evidence that confirms this observation.
So even if you play by “their rules of causality” and formally establish a link, your arguments are completely ignored because it goes against the false narrative. It no longer matters if you are right scientifically. The question in science today is whether you are right politically.

Another way to show causality is to look for “Black Swan” events

Another way to show the vaccine causes deaths is to calculate the death rate. You can do that by calling doctors’ offices at random, tallying the number of vaccinated patients and the number of deaths reported. This isn’t perfect but it gives a good ballpark estimate. I got 3 deaths in 6,000 patients/staff or 1 death per 2,000.

Another way is to look at news reports, e.g., pilot deaths. So British Airways vaccinated 3,655 and four of them died shortly AFTER vaccination (none died before). Assuming just one of these died from the vaccine and the others just happened to die all after the vaccine is a death rate of 1 in 3,655. It is suspicious that BA claims that these were not vaccine related yet refuses to disclose the vaccination dates of the pilots. If they weren’t proximate, releasing that information would reduce vaccine hesitancy. So we should assume the vaccinations were all proximate. Also, one pilot of the four committed suicide. Think about it... Why would someone contemplating suicide get vaccinated just before killing himself? That makes no sense at all. But what makes perfect sense is that after vaccination, his body was so messed up and physicians were unable to help him that he couldn’t deal with the pain so suicide was the only option left. For example, Chris Martenson told us the story of a musician who lost the use of his legs and hands after the vaccine, and then committed suicide to end his misery.

Another is to look at extremes and reduce by 10X. So for Dr. Bernstein, he has 700 patients and two vaccine related deaths, where he can ascribe causality (e.g., 24-year old dies in sleep <24 hours after vax). So the rate is 1 in 350. Discount by 10X and you get 1 in 3,500.

Therefore, the number we estimated, 1 in 5,000 will be killed by the vaccine, is conservative.

What are some of the Black Swan events?

Black Swan events are events you never expect to see in your lifetime like a 20 year old dying in his sleep less than 12 hours after injection. These events rarely, if ever, happen.

How does a previously healthy 18-year old girl develop severe brain problems just days after vaccination? It was so bad, the surgeon had never seen anything like this before in his career.

Or that 3 relatives of @livliga6 died shortly after being vaccinated. She doesn’t have that many relatives.

Black Swan events are happening again and again. It is so frequent that the doctor we talk with the most has such a staff member (24-year old dies in sleep <24 hours after vaccination). So we
didn’t have to go far to find an event that would never happen if the vaccine was safe. And this same doctor sent us another “Black Swan” event from one of his patients:

How “unlucky” can one doctor be? It’s not like we had to find this doctor out of hundreds of doctors. He’s the doctor we talk with the most. How can one parent have 3 kids with myocarditis?? The Israeli’s say that the rate is no more frequent than 1 in 3,000. So the chance of the event above is 1 in 27 billion. In short, it is impossible for us to have found this since it never would have even occurred once in the entire world. We are left with the only possibility left which is that the rate of myocarditis is far more frequent than anyone ever thought. It might be 1 in 1,000, but it is likely far more frequent than that for us to have known about this event from our friend.

Recently, we spoke with Dr. Brady Smith. He had two patients who reported getting full Bell’s Palsy (meaning COMPLETE numbness on the entire half of the face which is only possible if you affect the brain) within approximately 30 minutes after being vaccinated. Both cases lasted around 3 days and then resolved. So if that isn’t evidence of causality, I don’t know what is. And, of course, we also have the massive spike in Bell’s Palsy reports in VAERS which further confirms the Black Swan.

Another Black Swan:
Another black swan:

@GeorgeFareed
Sad cardiac death 1 day after 2nd Pfizer jab

Cindy Tipton 1 month ago
I have lost 29 year old relative with no medical issues and 49 year old co-worker with no medical issues. That took the JAB both are dead. Autopsy was negative for cause of death. This is so scary and MEDIA is keeping quiet about number of deaths and injuries that are being caused by THE JAB. Please anyone with similar stories share with everyone you know.

How do we explain the death of 19-year old Simone Scott?
How does a healthy 13-year old die in his sleep? The FDA has already acknowledged the link with myocarditis. So how are they still investigating this death? Why haven’t they said he died from the vaccine? Jacob Clynick died on June 16, 2021. It’s now July 4 and they are still trying to figure out what might have killed him.

“The boy, Jacob Clynick, lived in Zilwaukee,[Michigan] and had just completed eighth grade when he got his second dose of the Pfizer vaccine June 13 at a Walgreens store, said Tammy Burages, his aunt.”

Look, if the vaccine can kill a perfectly healthy 13-year old in his sleep, imagine what it can do for your children. Young people never die in their sleep.
How do you explain that the creator of V-Safe died just days after his second dose? You think THAT was a coincidence too???
Leeze (below) is another vaccine proponent. At least she practices what she preaches. People should pay attention to what is happening with these vaccine promoters. You should ask the question: what was the cause of these deaths? And why is nobody curious to ask that question, especially the mainstream media? Why do they shy away from seeking answers?
Or the **DOUBLE BLACK SWAN EVENT** where 2 members of a vaccinated cricket team drop and begin convulsing within 5 minutes of each other. There are only 11 players on each side. How do you explain that?
Are there other ways to show it isn’t just overreporting?

Yes, you can look at the symptom footprint of the vaccine. You do that by listing adverse events on the X-axis and AE counts on the Y-axis. If it is over-reporting this year, the shape of the boxes will be the same, they will just be higher. As you can see, that is not the case here. This vaccine is definitely causing a lot of trouble. Here we show 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021.

For a more detailed set of vaccine fingerprints (COVID vs. other vaccines), see these charts from Jessica Rose.

The Washington Post wrote “No study or case has established this” referring to deaths associated with the COVID vaccines. Are they wrong?

We sent an email to Sal Rizzo on Jul 20, 2021 saying his statement is incorrect:

1. There is this video by Jessica Rose which has NEVER been disputed.
2. There is this paper which was accepted for publication in peer reviewed journal showing Bradford hill causality:

**Powerful Research Findings on Covid Vaccine Dangers** – Jessica Rose with James Lyons Weiler & Ted Kuntz – In a recent video presentation, Vaccine Choice Canada and James Lyons Weiler PhD hosted a highly informative and truly remarkable presentation by Canadian scientist Jessica Rose PhD, MSc, BSc currently living in Israel. Her video presentation is a summary of her recently completed study, submitted for publication, and accepted, entitled: A report on the U.S. Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) of the COVID-19 Messenger RNA (mRNA) biologicals. [Read the full study here.]
Conclusion: Analysis suggests that the vaccines are likely the cause of reported deaths, spontaneous abortions and anaphylactic reactions in addition to cardiovascular, neurological and immunological AEs

3. And then there is the Scott Mclachlan paper:

(PDF) Analysis of COVID-19 vaccine death reports from the Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) Database Interim Results and Analysis

Despite this, there were only 14% of the cases for which a vaccine reaction could be ruled out as a contributing factor in their death.

Are there any scientific papers of case studies confirming these effects?

Plenty. Here are just a few we are aware of:

Parkinson’s disease

“These results are consistent with monkey toxicity studies showing infection with SARS-CoV-2 results in Lewy Body formation. The findings suggest that regulatory approval, even under an emergency use authorization, for COVID vaccines was premature and that widespread use should be halted until full long term safety studies evaluating prion toxicity have been completed.”

Small Fiber Neuropathy:
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/mus.27251?fbclid=IwAR2XlnOIDL2VHQd8zOEEx6JMif9PFlvD5XnJfGPO5MDuVssJn5iOEdfVipSM

POTS:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8101507/?fbclid=IwAR1DWjqDhAUYiq3U1B6kMyJLBiLoo5UB58_i4NTyo51pFZRzTKtLdj_aj8

General Neuro Complications:
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/ane.13451?fbclid=IwAR1CemFwLUpsMK19GMZaxPF775Q4B0IiksbrziKUplRXhYR5cDQFFfVAQ

GBS:

Visual Disturbances:

Tinnitus / Hearing Disturbances: https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamaotolaryngology/fullarticle/2780288

Phantosmia: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34096896/


MS Flare: https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00415-021-10648-w


Acute Macular Neuroretinopathy after AstraZeneca: https://www.nature.com/articles/s41433-021-01610-1.epdf?


Autoimmunity: https://res.mdpi.com/d_attachment/vaccines/vaccines-09-00435/article_deploy/vaccines-09-00435-v2.pdf

Immune Mediated Disease Flares: https://www.mdpi.com/2076-393X/9/5/435/htm?fbclid=IwAR0OBqE4FpP_T2MVTGert0RMT9w4ZCWOKt07k-iQ2zKlaHDKbdQCkp55U

Other Non-Neuro Reactions Worthy Of Note: Gastroparesis following Pfizer:
13 cases of Cervical lymphadenopathy:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8241354/

Unilateral Lymphadenopathy

Axillary lymphadenopathy following mRNA vaccination:

Cervical lymphadenopathy following Pfizer:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8204135/

Autoimmune hepatitis following Moderna:
https://www.journal-of-hepatology.eu/article/S0168-8278(21)00424-4/fulltext

Autoimmune Hemolytic Anemia:

Immune Mediated Thrombocytopenia Exacerbation:

Immune Thrombocytopenia

DVT and PE and positive HIT panel following mRNA Vaccine:

Perimyocarditis in teens:

Myocarditis case report:

Two cases of myocarditis:

Recurrence of myocarditis after vaccination:

Lupus exacerbation:
Pancreatitis:

ANCA glomerulonephritis:
https://www.kidney-international.org/article/S0085-2538(21)00555-X/fulltext

Pemphigus Vulgaris:

Morbilliform Rash:

Pityriasis-rosea like eruption post-vaccination in a young male:

COVID-toes after mRNA vaccination:

Hypertension following mRNA vaccination:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8206586/

Subacute thyroiditis:

Immune Response to fillers and breast implants after vaccination:

Soft Tissue Filler Inflammatory Reaction:

Still having trouble connecting the dots. How can you show there is toxic spike protein in the brain?

1. We’ve shown spike is toxic
2. We’ve shown LNP deliver mRNA to the brain
3. We’ve shown delivered mRNA generate spike
4. We’ve shown free spike
5. We’ve shown causality in SEVERE migraines immediately after the injection.
6. We’ve shown excessive rates of neurological symptoms after vaccination
7. We’ve shown different rates of reporting of neuro symptoms following dose 1 vs. dose 2 which is impossible if the vaccine isn’t influencing the brain
8. We know that the vaccine temporarily shreds the blood brain barrier shortly after injection (this is why a lot of people have severe migraines after injection)

So what’s the counter narrative that fits all the observed facts?

Are there any studies on the micro-clotting caused by the vaccine? Why do people who get the vaccine seem to have a lot less energy and get tired more easily?

Dr. Charles Hoffe looked and found that 62% of his patients had elevated d-dimer after getting the vaccine (watch at starting at 4:00). Measured between 4 and 7 days after the vaccine. That isn’t normal. It’s not even close to normal. Normal is that nobody has an elevated d-dimer.

A good portion of these people will suffer from permanent damage to their hearts, lungs, and brains. These tissues, when scarred due to inflammation resulting from the spike protein, do not regenerate. So the loss of stamina and lack of energy you have after the vaccine --- it could be temporary or it could be permanent damage (pulmonary fibrosis which is ultimately fatal in three to five years). I used to never get tired hitting golf balls on the driving range. Now, post vaccine, I get winded after hitting two dozen balls and have to sit down and take a break.

Even myocarditis can cause permanent heart damage; we just don’t know yet (despite the fact that the CDC downplays it and assures people it’s no big deal; that’s their job to not create vaccine hesitancy and having no data on the long-term impacts doesn’t seem to phase them at all). Some may die within a few years due to the damage. The myocarditis rate is likely more than 1 in 2,000. So for every young life we think we will save, we will kill more than one young life (based on the VAERS data which is very clear on this), and disable 500 previously healthy kids, possibly permanently. Basically, all for nothing since no net lives are saved (it is a net loss of life when we take into account the deaths due to the vaccine which outnumber the lives saved for those under 20).

If you only watch one video from this document, I strongly suggest you spend 8 minutes to watch this video in its entirety.
But this is exactly what we’d have expected to happen because the spike protein is produced in every part of the body producing micro-clots everywhere. Some people clot more than others which is why most people are apparently unaffected. But Hoffe’s study is valuable because it shows that 62% of people clot. Hardly normal. Hardly a safe vaccine. **It is a recipe for disaster.**

People can quibble with the details in this video, but the overall points are high rates of d-dimer are indication that there is micro-clotting and inflammation that can result in scarring that results in a permanent loss of function and may lead to a very untimely death.

I seem to have a lot more fatigue after having the vaccine. I’m winded even after hitting a few dozen golf balls on the driving range and have to sit down to recover.

You’ll never recover your stamina. It is very likely that your lungs have been permanently damaged by the vaccine. Your heart, lungs, and brain don’t regenerate if they’ve been scarred from the inflammation caused by the spike protein. This is especially tragic when it happens to your children. At least now you know why.
How are all the dead bodies categorized? There isn’t even a column in the CDC weekly death reports for deaths due to the COVID vaccine.

The Mclachlan report analyzed 250 VAERS deaths picked at random. There’s a hidden gem in that report that nobody noticed: all 250 randomly selected vaccine deaths were reported as COVID-19 deaths. This is really stunning. It’s a show stopper.

Here’s the actual text from the paper:

In spite of the fact that only 11 (4%) present with a test-confirmed and current COVID-19 infection, all 250 people in this interim collection were reported as COVID-19 deaths. This means that all, even those who received one or more negative test results, are erroneously counted in the officially reported national COVID-19 death tally.

So the vaccine deaths are simply categorized as deaths from the virus. This, of course, makes the virus look VERY dangerous and makes the vaccine look VERY safe. A simple magic trick. What is stunning is this trick was done in 100% of these randomly selected cases all by independent reporters. No collusion needed.

Armed with this new information, we can look at the CDC weekly death data in a whole new light. It means that fewer than 274,722 deaths were likely caused by the vaccine. So we can now breathe easy. The vaccine hasn’t yet killed more people than the virus.

More practically speaking, there could be as many as 225 deaths/million, or 75,150 vaccine related deaths for 219 million doses (as of April 22). That’s 1 death for every 2,914 doses! A lot depends on the age range of the vaccinated population; as it shifts to younger people the death rate will decrease.

If we assume the vaccine is PERFECTLY safe, isn’t it justifiable for all?

Apparently not. Even if we assume the vaccines cause no deaths, still not justifiable for people under 30. See this tweet.
VACCINE EFFICACY OF 2-DOSE PFIZER IN ISRAEL FOR DELTA VARIANT

Period: June 20 - July 10

Vaccine efficacy:
1. 1.3% for the total cohort of 4.6 million fully vaccinated Israelis
2. -17% to 30% for age groups 20-69
3. 28-50% for age groups >70

Data sources used are given below.

Data sources used as input for the analysis:

Case counts by age groups:
https://data.gov.il/dataset/covid-19/resource/9b623a64-f7df-4d0c-9f57-09bd99a88880/download/cases-among-vaccinated-86.csv...

Percentage of vaccinated by age groups:
https://datadashboard.health.gov.il/COVID-19/general?tileName=vaccinatedByAge...
Breakdown of Israeli population by age groups:
https://populationpyramid.net/api/pp/376/2019/?csv=true

See the full thread for more information.

If we rely on accurately reported data from Israel showing COVID cases are occurring among the vaccinated and unvaccinated in virtually the exact same proportion as the COVID vax'd and unvax'd exist in the population. (I.e. the vaccine seems to have little effect - as the difference seems to be at most 1 or 2% fewer of the vaccinated are contracting COVID cases than the unvaccinated, except among the elderly where the vax'd are contracting 7% more COVID cases than their percentage in the population).
Is Singapore also seeing the same thing as Israel that the vaccines are doing nothing?

Yes, see https://twitter.com/DavidLWindt/status/1418565045504589829

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Cases, Vaccinated</th>
<th>Cases, Unvaccinated</th>
<th>Percent of Cases Vaccinated</th>
<th>Percent of Population Vaccinated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-79</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-89</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90+</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Israel Ministry of Health Dashboard
https://daladashboard.health.gov.il/COVID-19/general

israel has basically identical rates of infection among vaccinated and unvaccinated right now. hard to tell how widespread this is, given that few health authorities release these specific statistics.

10:06 PM · Jul 21, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
Ran Israeli @RanIsraeli · Jul 23
87.1% of COVID deaths in the last 6 months were 60+.
The estimated vaccine protection for people aged 65+ from being hospitalized in severe/critical conditions seems negligible in July:
95-> vaccinated.
16-> unvaccinated.
It's pretty close to their vaxx/unvaxxed ratio in Israel.

David Windt @DavidLWindt · Jul 23
I'm detecting a pattern.

David Windt @DavidLWindt · Jul 23
#Singapore:
-75% of Covid infections are in vaccinated people.
-75% of the population is vaccinated.
The vaccines were claimed to have 94%-95% efficacy.

I guess that's just how math works? 🙃

Anyway, obviously #VaccinesWork! 😊
twitter.com/DavidLWindt/st...
What is the stopping condition for the EUA?

It's normally 25-50 deaths. We are approximately 40,000 and maybe as high as 90,000. There is no stopping condition. Nobody in Congress has articulated a stopping condition. They refuse to answer when asked. The FDA has no stopping condition either (we’ve asked). This is a completely senseless loss of life since we can accomplish all of the same goals without putting a single healthy person at risk and with very minimal loss of life by telling people that if they get COVID to treat it ASAP, just like with the flu.

Shouldn’t people be required to get the vaccine for the good of society?

We’ve been told that the vaccine protects the person who receives it from getting COVID and dying from COVID. Fine. Let those who want those benefits and are willing to risk their lives for a less than 1% absolute benefit (and no real benefit if we consider early treatment) make that choice.

Please allow the rest of us to decide for ourselves whether we want to protect ourselves. Allow us to make the safer, more intelligent, and more informed decision to treat early if we get COVID. Watch this video featuring actor/filmmaker Sean Stone showing people in Hollywood see very clearly what is going on and knows these vaccines are not safe.
All the Phase 3 clinical trials showed nobody dies from the vaccines. The death rates in the placebo (4) and treatment group (2) for Pfizer and 0 treatment and 1 placebo for Moderna. That proves you are wrong and the vaccine if anything kills fewer than 1 in 20,000 people! Do you agree?

There are several possibilities. The event rates are very low (4 events expected) so there can be variability. People who had a bad reaction to the first shot were not given a second shot. That’s not what happens in real life where you must be fully vaccinated before returning to work or school. So the trial didn’t reflect the real world of fully vaccinated people. Furthermore, the patients could have been screened to be a healthier population (there was a requirement that 22% have one “high risk condition”). Also, if the population had a low rate of COVID, then it is less likely that someone who recovered from COVID will get vaccinated and those people are likely to have higher reactions.
The Phase 3 trials showed no significant adverse events. The Phase 3 trials are always more trustable than real-world evidence, right? Or could there be fraud again in these trials?

That’s not true because the Phase 3 trials are very artificial and mistakes can “happen” like simply “forgetting” to include the data from patients who have been disabled by the vaccine in the trial summary.

For example, 12-year-old Maddie de Garay was in the Pfizer 12-15 year old Phase 3 trial and is now paralyzed (can’t walk, requires a feeding tube to eat, etc.), but the Pfizer trial showed she had abdominal pain. So her data didn’t count.

Brianne Dressen was in the AstraZeneca Phase 3 trial, and is now disabled, but her results also were not reported. Read her full story here. Here is an excerpt:

This has severely impacted my life and my family’s life. I have had to hire substitutes to teach my preschool classes. We have also had to refinance our home so we can pay for after-school childcare. My husband now has to work from home so he can help take care of me. The test clinic and study sponsor agreed to pay for my medical bills and considered compensating for my lost wages. After repeated dialogue for months, I have yet to see any payment from them, neglecting any consideration that a sick person cannot advocate for their own needs.

We have been trying to right this sinking ship for months. My small children now know me as “sick mom” and have really struggled with this emotionally. I have missed out on 8+ months of their lives now and I have no idea when it will end.

Similarly, read Augusto German Roux – Injured CoViD19 Vaccine Volunteer

Similarly, this screenshot was created before Facebook employees removed the entire group since otherwise this could be used as evidence of fraud and we wouldn’t want that to happen. This way NOBODY will ever find out that Carlina Wiese had adverse reactions that were never reported because the drug manufacturer had trouble on their adverse event reporting system.
Similarly, Surya Arby reports seeing TENS of messages like the one above before Facebook deleted the data so nobody would find out:

yes, I saw the messages; **tens of messages like that.** Especially a woman in the **moderna** trial.

but it's 8 months old now :(
Le 26/07/2021 à 19:32, xxxxx a écrit : 
do YOU recall people saying “I was in clinical trial XX and my AE’s weren’t reported”? How many people do you recall said this?

Facebook should be commended by Jen Psaki and the Biden administration for their excellent censorship job. Prompt censorship has made vaccine victims unable to connect with others in similar situations. This makes them feel that they are the only ones affected.

Here are some FACTS of the omissions of some of the participants that makes it seem very likely that the story of some adverse events in the trial were omitted (obtained from an analysis of 200+ doctors, scientists, and attorneys) and discussed here:

Pause2Think.org This is what they said:

"In Pfizer's case, there are questions as to 3410 people excluded with suspected covid: 1594 in the vaccine group and 1816 in the control group which would alter efficacy"

We believe that was wisely prior to the trial beginning. However, there were also persons omitted from the trial AFTER the 2nd injection, many more (251 more) in the vaccine group than in the placebo group, making it seem likely Pfizer was excluding people with adverse reactions.

"Observation of short-term safety also calls some questioning

1. In Pfizer's case, there are 371 individuals who have been excluded from the statistical analysis on or prior to 7 days after second injection. No reports have been given about disease course for these individuals. Instead of excluding them, this would have given insight as to ADE risks and risks before vaccine effect is fully active

2. The imbalance in these 371 excluded individuals 311 in the vaccine group and 60 in the placebo group, calls for further questioning.

3. Excluded populations such as those with history of covid, immunocompromised, those with immunosuppressive therapies leaves us without clinical trial to validate responsibly benefit/risk...

4. Yet the outcome of those excluded must be made public before conclusions for Pfizer...."
We knew from other readings that Pfizer had excluded pregnant women; and we recall reading that the Pfizer trial participants were younger and healthier than those persons normally susceptible to serious COVID symptoms at the time.

**Five times more people were excluded from the Pfizer trial vaccine than its placebo group *after* the 2nd shot?** Hmmm… now how can THAT be? That seems REALLY strange, doesn’t it?

Even after excluding these vaccinated participants and virtually all high-risk participants, Pfizer vaccine trial still showed absolute risk calculations shows to reduce ONE severe COVID case it takes vaccinating 2,717 people of whom 424 will have adverse effects, and 13 will have serious adverse effects? [Risks of Serious COVID-19 versus Risks of COVID Vaccine Severe Vaccine Side Effects](#)

The FDA recently reviewed the myocarditis data which the Israeli Ministry of Health says can happen at a rate of 1 in 3000. But we know a family of 3 and all three kids got it after vaccination. So it’s probably more prevalent than that (nobody gets that lucky). The rate for older people is half that rate according to [VAERS](#). So let’s say 1 in 4,000. So there should be 5 cases of myocarditis in the trial. Nope. How can that be?

Finally, please consider this… **Pfizer received the biggest fine in US history for suppressing adverse trial results. Surely, they would never do that again now, would they??**
Conclusion: don't expect the trial to be more accurate than reality.

I have a lot of friends. How come I haven't seen any deaths?

The death rate is 2 in 100,000 for young people. So unless you know 50,000 people, you probably won’t see a death.

It is skewed to be much higher for older people. If you know 2,000 people over age 65, you’d expect to see around 1 death. So when we have these Black Swan events where 3 of a person’s relatives die, that suggests a much higher death rate (we didn’t have to look far for these Black Swan events).

So the age mix of your cohort is really important. Most people I know are people under 60 where you’d have to know at least 6,400 people to have one death.

The other factor is you have to ask each person explicitly. People are simply just not going to volunteer that their kid lost a baby at 25 weeks, or that they are in unbearable pain, or that their spouses have severe debilitating neurological symptoms. This is what we found when we asked, but we had to explicitly ask. And we have friends who have had multiple relatives die within a few days of vaccination.

What is the estimated true fatality rate of COVID-19?

Professor Ioannidis from Stanford University estimated the average Infection Fatality Rate at 0.15% across the globe during 2020. That number can vary depending on the age pyramid, obesity levels, attack rates as well as the availability of good healthcare infrastructure.
In the US, the placebo arm of the Regeneron clinical trial gives a very good picture of the severity for “at risk” patients: Out of 2,089 patients infected with SARS-COV-2 and untreated, 86 ended up in the hospital: only 4.1%.

- one can estimate the “at risk population” in the US at 25%,
- meaning only 1% of the population runs the risk of being hospitalized,
- admission in the ICU has been 32% during the pandemic,
- and current fatality rate in the ICU is 19%, when it was 41% a year ago

Hence, the current lethality risk of Covid-19 can be estimated at 0.06% in the US, which is very close to the Case Fatality Rate of Singapore this past year which has been 0.05% for over a year. This level - which could be reduced even further by early treatment - is comparable to the flu, and does not justify generalized vaccination.
But aren’t many still susceptible to COVID-19?

In reality, at least 50% of the US population has already recovered from the SARS-COV2.

How come neurological symptoms didn’t show up in the large Phase 3 trials?

They did, but the statisticians claimed they were normal.

For example, four treatment subjects developed Bell’s Palsy shortly after vaccination whereas none in the placebo group did. The issue is the timing. Had the 4 Bell’s Palsy cases happened evenly over a one year follow up, that would be “high” but not statistically “unlikely.” But all four Bell’s Palsy cases all happened *proximate to the injection*. That’s a completely different situation that is very unlikely to happen by random chance.

The rate of Bell’s Palsy is 23 per 100,000 people per year. So 4 people in a year would be “normal” for our group of 20,000, not 4 people in less than 48 days (and two of them happening in just 9 days).

According to the FDA in [Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory Committee Meeting December 10, 2020](https://www.fda.gov/vaccines-blood-biologics/vaccines-related-biological-products-advisory-committee-meeting-december-10-2020) the following: “Bell’s palsy was reported by four vaccine participants and none in the placebo group. These cases occurred at 3, 9, 37, and 48 days after vaccination. One case (onset at 3 days postvaccination) was reported as resolved with sequelae within three days after onset, and the other three were reported as continuing or resolving as of the November 14, 2020 data cut-off with ongoing durations of 10, 15, and 21 days, respectively. The observed frequency of reported Bell’s palsy in the vaccine group is consistent with the expected background rate in the general population, and there is no clear basis upon which to conclude a causal relationship at this time, but FDA will recommend surveillance for cases of Bell’s palsy with deployment of the vaccine into larger populations. There were no other notable patterns or
numerical imbalances between treatment groups for specific categories (system organ class or preferred term) of non-serious adverse events, including other neurologic, neuro-inflammatory, and thrombotic events, that would suggest a causal relationship to BNT162b2 vaccine.”

In the Pfizer documents, they noted it as a bit high, but it was clear they were permitting a vaccine that has significant neurological damage. They wrote, “Among non-serious unsolicited adverse events, there was a numerical imbalance of four cases of Bell’s palsy in the vaccine group compared with no cases in the placebo group, though the four cases in the vaccine group do not represent a frequency above that expected in the general population.”

Oh really? We disagree and so does The Lancet.

According to The Lancet, "The estimated incidence rate of Bell’s palsy in the general population ranges from 15 to 30 cases per 100000 person-years"

The safety data was gathered from a sample of "Safety data from approximately 38,000 participants ≥16 years of age randomized 1:1 to vaccine or placebo"

The results showed that "Bell’s palsy was reported by four vaccine participants and none in the placebo group. These cases occurred at 3, 9, 37, and 48 days after vaccination."

The worded conclusion of the FDA in the document is “though the four cases in the vaccine group do not represent a frequency above that expected in the general population,” however this is incorrect under the assumptions and this wording has been dropped from further releases.

Under the test conditions and the reference incidence rate of Bell's Palsy the probability of these results are as follows:

The probability of a patient come down with Bell's Palsy unrelated to the vaccine using both the lower and higher incidence rates from The Lancet respectively

1 in 3 days: 0.023 - 0.045 (2.3 - 4.5%)
2 in 9 days: 0.0023 - 0.0085 (0.23 - 0.85%)
3 in 37 days: 0.003 - 0.018 (0.3 - 1.8%)
4 in 48 days: 0.00057 - 0.0028 (0.057 - 0.28%)

Because there were no mathematics provided to justify the original calculations in the FDA document, it is assumed that the reviewers made an error, and used annual estimates instead.

This error should have been caught long ago, however - the improbability is fairly stark.

More recently, this error has come into more scrutiny from The Lancet, (emphasis ours)

The FDA briefing on the PfizerBioNTech trial stated “observed frequency of reported Bell’s palsy in the vaccine group is consistent with the expected background rate in the
general population”, although this statement was removed from the subsequent FDA briefing on the Moderna trial. However, this reporting is based on a misconception, driven by a subtle distinction between rates and proportions, that has persisted in the lay media. The estimated incidence rate of Bell’s palsy in the general population ranges from 15 to 30 cases per 100,000 person-years. Since the 40,000 vaccine arm participants were followed for a median of 2 months, the combined safety population receiving vaccine across the two trials represents roughly 6,700 person-years of observation time for an expected incidence of Bell’s palsy of one to two cases, in line with the single observed case in the combined placebo arms. Therefore, the observed incidence of Bell’s palsy in the vaccine arms is between 3.5-times and 7-times higher than would be expected in the general population. **This finding signals a potential safety phenomenon and suggests inaccurate reporting of basic epidemiological context to the public.**

Further follow up discussion in The Lancet has remarked (emphasis ours)

Using an abbreviated follow-up period of 2 months after the first dose—ie, 1 month after the second dose—there are six Bell’s palsy cases reported in the combined vaccine groups versus one case in the combined placebo groups, with a denominator of approximately 5,664 person-years in each group. Thus we observe annualised incidence rate in the vaccine group of roughly **106 cases per 100,000 population, again 3.5–7 times the expected background rate of 15–30 cases per 100,000 population per year.**

The existence of severe neurological outcomes is reflected in vaccine side-effect victim videos. Just the fact that a site exists for this is troubling.

The VAERS database shows 1,977 Bell’s Palsy events, so (using our 4.5X multiplier) that is roughly 8,900 events in 150M which means we should have seen 11 cases in the clinical trial. Again, it appears the lower rate seen in the trial is due to the exclusion after a bad reaction to the first shot and possibly picking a healthy cohort.

But the Bell’s Palsy rates if I get COVID are twice as high as the vaccine. So shouldn’t I get the vaccine?

No.

This article points out that for people who get COVID, 153 in 348,088 had new onset Bell’s Palsy so 1 in 2275.

For the vaccine, from the Pfizer trial, they observed 4 new cases that arose proximate to the vaccine in 20,000 so incidence rate of 1 in 5,000.
So the rate for neuro damage from Bell’s Palsy if you get COVID is more than 2X for the vaccine.

But if you decide to get vaccinated, you have a 100% chance of a 1 in 5,000 chance.

And if you decline vaccination, you have a 1% chance of getting COVID, which would give you a 1 in 2275 chance. So that’s a 50X reduction right there.

In short, you are much better off avoiding the vaccine if you want to avoid nerve damage. And if you treat your COVID with a proven early treatment protocol, your risk of developing Bell’s Palsy from COVID is likely 50X times lower (because early treatment provides a 98% or better relative risk reduction). So that’s the second 50X reduction.

So if you take your chances with COVID and then use early treatment if you get sick, you are 2,500X less likely to end up with neurological damage than if you took the vaccine. That’s the math.

We are using Bell’s Palsy as a proxy for neurological damage which although not exact, is a reasonable “back of the envelope” estimate for serious nerve damage.

Ask the academic expert you trust for their numbers and compare.

Isn’t there a reduced symptom benefit from the vaccines?

People who get COVID are more likely to recover without issues. People who get the vaccine are more likely to be harmed. We know far more vaccine injured (who are still injured) than COVID injured:

Here are the harsh realities summarized in this anecdote: people who got the virus fully recovered. 6 seriously injured from the vax, none recovered. Don’t trust us. Do your own surveys and you’ll find a similar pattern.

---

**Critical Thinker @BicoastalPat · 7h**

Replying to @VaccineTruth2

1 from COVID, 1 from V
(2 friends hospitalized for weeks with Covid in March 2019, both fully recovered. 6 seriously injured from the V, none recovered)
What were the problems with the age 12-15 clinical trials?

One girl in the age 12-15 Pfizer trial, Maddie de Garay, was permanently paralyzed less than 24 hours after the second dose. Her data was excluded from the report submitted to the FDA.

Therefore, even with 1 in 1,097 kids being disabled, nobody at the FDA knew about this adverse event, so it was approved. Swell. When we brought this to the attention of the FDA on June 25, they said they would investigate. They still haven’t. They probably never will. The mainstream media isn’t holding them accountable. Congress isn’t either (although credit goes to Senator Johnson as the only Senator who cared about this case and about the clinical trial fraud).

Why hasn’t the FDA or CDC investigated Maddie de Garay’s paralysis from the Pfizer trial?

Because if they acknowledged that a perfectly healthy 12 year old was disabled less than 24 hours after getting the vaccine and that it wasn’t reported, it would make them look bad. They would have to revoke the EUA. It would make them look bad. So they turn a blind eye to a paralyzed 12 year old (who is now 13). The de Garay’s lives have been wrecked forever. Pfizer also has not reached out at all to help the family. There is no mainstream media coverage of this either. They all act like it never happened and it’s not like they don’t know about it. We guarantee the FDA knows about it.

What evidence do you have that the Phase 3 trials were not flawlessly executed?

Here is what we know.

1. Maddie de Garay paralysis reported as “abdominal pain” in Pfizer kid trial. This makes the trial appear to be safe.
2. Brianne Dressen severe injuries not reported in Astra-Zeneca adult trial. Instead, no adverse events. This may have been why Astra-Zeneca wasn’t approved in the US.
3. Bell’s Palsy rates in the Pfizer trial mischaracterized as within normal limits. “The observed frequency of reported Bell’s palsy in the vaccine group is consistent with the expected background rate in the general population, and there is no clear basis upon which to conclude a causal relationship at this time, but FDA will recommend surveillance for cases of Bell’s palsy with deployment of the vaccine into larger populations.” Two problems with that: 1. Rates were NOT consistent with background rate and 2. The excess rate of Bell’s Palsy was not monitored. We show in this document that the rate of Bell’s Palsy was 36.6x higher than background. How did the monitoring miss this?
4. We’ve heard that people with reactions to the first shot were “managed out of the trial” and didn’t get the second shot. This doesn’t show up in the data at all whether or not this
happened. It is hidden from the reports. This is why we need the original patient data which the companies won’t reveal.

5. We don’t have detail on the makeup of the older population recruited for the studies as to whether they are truly representative of the public in terms of number of comorbidities.

6. None of the drug companies will release their patient data to be analyzed by qualified researchers. Why not? For something requiring massive public trust, that this is kept hidden seems odd. Data for other studies from other researchers who publish papers. Many journals require this for publication. What is the justification for the secrecy? It just creates suspicion.

7. Pfizer has a history of fraud in other areas. This doesn’t prove there was fraud in the COVID trials, but it is a character flaw in the company. See Justice Department Announces Largest Health Care Fraud Settlement in Its History and Drug Maker Pfizer Agrees to Pay $23.85 Million to Resolve False Claims Act Liability for Paying Kickbacks.

Isn’t the government making all the data available for analysis, right?

Not even close. The VAERS database is nice, but the quality of the event reports leaves a lot to be desired. Even with all its faults, it is possible to mine it for some very interesting data. Records can be delayed by 6 months or more, and records are removed without annotation as to why they were removed. Why not leave an annotation?

The FDA itself uses both VAERS and the CMS data.

However, the current CMS data is not immediately available to qualified researchers for free for analysis. Since the government has nothing to hide, why not make this data available to qualified researchers? We would gladly have our statisticians sign the necessary paperwork to get access to do this data. The more people who are enabled to analyze this data, the better for all. It would facilitate our analysis for sure.

Is the VAERS database trustable?

Over 80% of the reports are submitted by healthcare providers (doctors).

Some of the reports are reported directly by the patient.

A very small number of reports are submitted by pranksters who are seeking to spend time in a federal prison. They do this in order to attempt to discredit the system so they can argue that if one record is bad, then all the records are suspect and the entire database should be ignored.
Can we trust our local public health officials to give us good advice and accurate numbers?

Apparently not.

Does immunity from the COVID vaccines fade over time?

Yes, it certainly appears so.

Israeli, UK data offer mixed signals on vaccine’s potency against Delta strain

Which says:

“The Israeli statistics also appeared to paint a picture of protection that gets weaker as months pass after vaccination, due to fading immunity. People vaccinated in January were said to have just 16% protection against infection now, while in those vaccinated in April, effectiveness was at 75%.”
Is natural immunity better than vaccine immunity?

The goals of vaccination are herd immunity, eradication of the virus, re-opening our economy, ditching of masks, among other things. There are other ways to achieve these goals, but the government wants you to believe that vaccines are the only way.

We believe that allowing people to get the virus and treating it early is both safer and a more effective way to achieve the goals; natural immunity is more robust and will reduce the chance for variants for example. And a smaller percentage of the population needs to be put “at risk” of exposure to the spike protein (vs. 100% with full vaccination).

Despite earlier reports showing that antibodies declined rapidly after infection, in May of this year, scientists at the Washington University School of Medicine in St Louis, Missouri, released a study showing that “robust” antibodies were still present at least 11 months after infection. (France accepts proof of prior infection not older than six months. If they trust the science, they’ll soon be accepting prior infection for a year.)

Then in June, the Cleveland Clinic produced a gigantic, controlled study finding that people who’d already had COVID received no benefit from vaccination. The clinic had tested its 52,238 employees throughout 2020. At one point or another, 2,579 tested positive. By mid-December, 46% of the recovered COVID patients had taken the vaccine, but more than half (54%) had not.
Five months later, none of the previously infected had been re-infected — including the 1,359 who did not take the vaccine. (Among clinic employees who were vaccinated, but not previously infected, 15 got COVID.)

The authors concluded: “Our study … provid[es] direct evidence that vaccination does not add protection to those who were previously infected.”

A study out of the Emory University Vaccine Center, found “durable and broad immune memory after SARS-CoV-2 infection.” The researchers also found that a natural COVID infection protects against a range of other coronaviruses, too.

One of our scientists wrote:

Immunology 101: natural immunity ALWAYS SUPERIOR: robust and long-lasting (sometimes for life). anyone making claims otherwise has no clue about what the immune system is for and how it functions or that is has been developing and co-evolving with earth pathogens for as long as humans have been. it's a bloody good system and inoculation simply high-jacks the idea at best. if it works. IF.

Data from Israel confirms this:

John Smith @JohnSmi60287922 · 5h
Replying to @VaccineTruth2
The rest of the world is in for a rude awakening as they are in Israel now.

Horowitz: Israeli government data shows natural immunity from infection much stronger than vaccin... theblaze.com

And also see this article: Natural infection vs vaccination: Which gives more protection?

And this article: Overwhelming evidence now that previously infected have robust immune protection against reinfection

Lasting immunity found after recovery from COVID-19 | National Institutes of Health

The researchers found durable immune responses in the majority of people studied. Antibodies against the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2, which the virus uses to get inside
cells, were found in 98% of participants one month after symptom onset. As seen in previous studies, the number of antibodies ranged widely between individuals. But, promisingly, their levels remained fairly stable over time, declining only modestly at 6 to 8 months after infection.

Virus-specific B cells increased over time. People had more memory B cells six months after symptom onset than at one month afterwards. Although the number of these cells appeared to reach a plateau after a few months, levels didn’t decline over the period studied.

Levels of T cells for the virus also remained high after infection. Six months after symptom onset, 92% of participants had CD4+ T cells that recognized the virus. These cells help coordinate the immune response. About half the participants had CD8+ T cells, which kill cells that are infected by the virus.

Here’s yet another article summarized in this Twitter thread to Antibody Evolution after SARS-CoV-2 mRNA Vaccination.

Here’s another anecdote that wasn’t hard to find. With the vaccines being pretty ineffective against the variants, this anecdote isn’t hard to believe at all. In this trip report to Mexico, everyone who was vaccinated got COVID except for the people who had natural immunity: The bottom line is that early treatment is no longer an option: it should be mandatory if you get COVID. Once you get real COVID, then you are immune.

Darius Maximus @neowesternist · 21m
Repeating to @...

Have 10 friends who went to Mexico, all vaccinated.

All now have covid, except for the ones who were already covid recovered

Couple of them have it pretty bad but they’re all young
And vaccines drive the creation of variants (see also this peer reviewed article: Imperfect Vaccination Can Enhance the Transmission of Highly Virulent Pathogens and and this article from 20 years ago on variants).

What are your alternatives to vaccination that accomplish the same key goals as a vaccine?

Key goals for vaccines: lower death/disability rate, allow society to re-open.

There are 4 viable options to vaccination with the current vaccines:

1. Wait for Novavax. It appears to be much safer than current vaccines and should give pretty broad immunity
2. Prophylaxis with ivermectin (ideally with #3) if you are in a high risk area
3. Early treatment with a proven early treatment protocol.
4. Wait for a sterilizing vaccine (use 2 and/or 3 in the meantime)

Should anyone get vaccinated?

If you don’t believe early treatment works and will refuse it if offered, then if you are over 30 get vaccinated with the current vaccines. If you are under 30, you are much better off in taking your chances with the virus.

If you believe early treatment works (which it does), nobody should get vaccinated. Lower risk, higher benefit from early treatment. The delta variant is especially mild to those who haven’t been vaccinated (by over an order of magnitude case fatality rate) making early treatment an order of magnitude more effective (reduction in fatality risk).

Here are the numbers based on the VAERS data (see Vaccine safety evidence; go to the section entitled “VAERS death rate analysis by age” which has the details for how these numbers are derived) per 100,000 people showing a crossover point at 30 year olds:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age range</th>
<th># people</th>
<th>Vax death rate</th>
<th>Covid death rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20-24</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-29</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>36.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-74</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This table means that if early treatment can reduce the death rate by a factor of 6 or more, early treatment is the best strategy for anyone under 74 years old. Since early treatment is easily over a 50X reduction, there is no need to risk taking a novel vaccine for anyone.

Even more interesting is the emergence of the Delta variant which is more than 6 times less deadly (but more contagious). So this reduces the difference even more so it’s likely that an early treatment with an RR of .25 or better means that nobody should vaccinate.

It’s important to note that the existence of just one drug or protocol with a 90% effect size means that there is no cost-benefit for the current vaccines because they are so deadly. This cost-benefit is based on the death rate alone, not considering side-effects and unknown effects. When you add those in the comparison is even more lopsided. So budesonide alone can qualify. Fareed and Tyson’s protocol (here’s the Fareed-Tyson protocol for early treatment) has a RR < .10 so we’re done (their RR is .0024) as well.

What is the current status in the clinics?

Fareed reports a ratio of 10:1 of vaccine side-effect visits to COVID visits in urgent care.

A Texas Senate had a hearing on May 20, 2021, the first doctor pointed out at 16:00 that he has far more vaccine patients than COVID patients. That is another datapoint that suggests that the vaccines are very unsafe and causing more damage than the disease itself.

British Airways doesn’t know the vaccination status of the pilots who died. How do you know they were vaccinated?

BA claimed that the deaths were not related. How do they know that? Why is nobody asking them THAT question. Do they know they weren’t vaccinated?

This article about the four pilots is very insightful. In particular, the part about “There’s an easy way to know when a narrative is being fabricated. One needs only look closely at the wording of statements and oftentimes the subsequent fact-checks to see when a coverup is in process. Such is the case with British Airways and their claims that four pilots who have died in one week are not ‘linked.’ ” We highly encourage you to read the entire article and judge for yourself.

So the fact that they said that, and the fact that the pilots union estimated that 90% of pilots have been vaccinated makes this a pretty likely guess. Otherwise, how else do we explain their deaths? Four BA pilots never die in a month. It’s rare for any to die in a year (they retire).

For more info, see BA Pilots section of Vaccine safety evidence.
Note how Emirates is lying about their pilots too. They don’t want people to panic. The press simply lets them get away with it. Note that the airline knows more than the surgeon who operated on the pilot.

That pilot has well over 20 years of haemo data because he’s Factor 5 leiden, so has been monitored for clot risk throughout his flying career. This makes him unusual in more ways than one.

When you combine this with the fact that
How did all of this get started? What does the future look like?

This summarizes it pretty well:

Who at the CDC is monitoring this?

There is a VaST committee of people of course.

The members are listed on Slide 13

---

**VaST Members**

**VaST Members**
- Grace Lee (ACIP)
- Robert Hopkins (NVAC)
- Matt Daley
- Veronica McNally
- Keipp Talbot
- Kathy Edwards
- Lisa Jackson
- Jennifer Nelson
- Laura Riley
- Robert Schechter
- Patricia Whitley-Williams

**Ex Officio and Liaison Representatives**
- Tatiana Beresnev (NIH)
- Karen Farizo; Hui Lee Wong (FDA)
- Judith Steinberg (OIDP)
- Jeffrey Kelman (CMS)
- Matthew Clark (IHS)
- Mary Rubin (HRSA)
- Fran Cunningham (VA)
- Limone Collins (DoD)

**Administrative Support**
- Jared Woo

---

**CDC Co-Leads**
- Lauri Markowitz
- Melinda Wharton
So if this is the most intense safety monitoring in US history, then how come they aren’t seeing all the same adverse events we obtained in minutes using simple VAERS queries?

Surely paralysis was an OBVIOUS one since Maddie de Garay went public with her story of Pfizer Phase 3 trial fraud. A 12 year old paralyzed for life less than 24 hours after the jab. You do not need a lot of analysis for that one. Yet the CDC committee hasn’t even identified paralysis as a possible risk factor?!?! This was an event rate of 1 in 1,000 in the randomized trial. It doesn’t get any more clear than that (and is confirmed with Bradford-Hill criteria).

What are the best early treatment protocols?
In all of these protocols, the key is early. The same drug/dose used late can be marginally effective.

The protocol of Dr. Dr Shankara Chetty is very effective for keeping patients out of the hospital. The drug selection used in his protocol is very astute. Adding fluvoxamine to the mix would be even better. The entire Chetty protocol fits on a single page and consists of four interventions. It is described in this paper.

Here are some excerpts from the article:

“In all, I have seen close to 4,000 patients, excluding those I have treated over the telephone. None of my patients have had Long COVID symptoms. None of my patients have been hospitalized so far, they were always treated at home and managed at home.”

“To this day, I have no oxygen in my practice. I never found the need for it. Patients recovered relatively quickly, even those with low, or even very low saturations. … Within a day or two, they were comfortable on room air.”

The Fareed-Tyson protocol has a 99.76% risk reduction and (so far) a 0 chance of death or lasting side effects. See The Chloroquine Wars for the number. They’ve seen over 4,000
patients who were treated within a few days of symptoms (average age 60) in a county with one of the highest COVID fatality rates in the US. Their fatality rate is 0. If America had just used this protocol, there would be no lockdowns, masking, etc. These protocols turn COVID into something less threatening than the common cold with no long-term side effects. The NIH never talks about them, they’ve sent nobody to investigate them. They have zero interest in anything that doesn’t make the drug companies a lot of money.

Check this out. AVUC is a clinic run by Fareed and Tyson in the heart of Imperial County. Imperial County has one of the highest mortality rates in the US. Imperial County is located right on the Mexico border. It shows almost two orders of magnitude relative risk improvement from the standard of care in the county using their protocol with no permanent side effects. This is on over 6,000 patients average age 60. And it would be even more dramatic if they only included patients who showed up within 3 days of symptoms for treatment (most show up late).

If the NIH let the entire world in on this secret, instead of 600,000 people dead from COVID in the US, we’d have only 1,442 dead from COVID total. But we keep it secret.

Now you’d think that dozens of doctors, after hearing the 99.76% risk reduction of Fareed-Tyson early treatment protocol would be rushing to try to replicate their success for their COVID patients, right? Well, you’d be wrong. As of July 10, 2021, not a single physician has inquired to try to replicate their amazingly successful protocol. And no one from the NIH, FDA, or CDC has inquired either.

NOTE: If in the graph below they only included patients who showed up a short time after symptoms (within 3 days), the number dead would be 0. A 99.76% risk reduction is a reduction of 416X. So instead of 600,000 dead from COVID, we’d have only 1,442 COVID deaths, which is far fewer than have been killed by the vaccines. But no doctor in the world is interested in trying to replicate their successful protocol.
This chart is why the NIH suppresses early treatment. If anyone ever found out about this chart, NOBODY would take the vaccine. The drugs are much more effective and there are no long-term side effects like the vaccine has. The drugs never kill anyone.

Is that a fluke? Absolutely not! The numbers from Italy are even more impressive.

In Italy, ivermectin is illegal, even though it is one of the world’s safest drugs and it is accepted at the highest level of proof of evidence based medicine (the peer reviewed systematic review).

So their protocol is based on HCQ and other drugs. Robert Steiner reports that out of 66,000 patients with COVID treated with this protocol, only 4 have died. They are not allowed to publish this result and the WHO and NIH have no interest at all in verifying it. So this is a 99.9% risk reduction. Had we used this in the US, we’d have around 2,000 deaths, a tiny fraction of the annual deaths from the flu (that we don’t mask up for).

Ivermectin is incredibly effective. There is a systematic review in support of its use. This is the highest level of evidence in evidence-based medicine. The WHO and NIH ignore it, even though they claim to follow the principles of evidence based medicine. They don’t. They follow the politics which says to crush anything that competes with vaccines. Here’s a living will to help you get ivermectin if you are hospitalized.
In a WHO approved meta-analysis, ivermectin was found to be effective, but the NIH and WHO both say it doesn’t work. This is Andrew Hill’s study (the WHO top consultant on ivermectin).

Early use of a single drug, fluvoxamine, is extremely effective (100% effective in reducing hospitalization in two studies). It should be part of any protocol at a dose of 50mg BID.

A new randomized trial showed that quercetin (in high bioavailability form) alone is highly effective in reducing hospitalization, ICU, and death vs. placebo.
Italo-Pakistani, randomized trial of **Quercetin** in high bioavailability form in Covid outpatients (n=152) yields spectacular results that beg for immediate reproduction:

> 68% less hospitalizations, which are 78% shorter  
> 100% less ICU admission or death  

[dovepress.com/possible-thera...](dovepress.com/possible-thera...)
A [Texas Senate had a hearing on May 20, 2021](#) where the first witness mentioned that the Oxford STOIC trial showed a 90% benefit from just one drug, inhaled budesonide alone, that is safe enough to be used on babies.

You can also use the [FLCCC protocols](#) which uses drugs like ivermectin, fluvoxamine, NAC, vitamin D, and inhaled budesonide. Ignore the advice to delay the start of fluvoxamine.

See [How to treat COVID](#) and [Vaccine FAQ](#) for more info.

What is causing the variants? Is it the unvaccinated or the vaccinated.

The vaccinated are driving mutations according to [this article](#) by Geert Vanden Bossche. We haven’t seen an article or paper by an expert with similar credentials that disagrees with this.

What about the gamma variant?

Vaccines don’t appear to offer much protection. See [Breakthrough Infections of SARS-CoV-2 Gamma Variant in Fully Vaccinated Gold Miners, French Guiana, 2021](#)

What about the delta variant? Doesn’t that change things?

No, it makes the argument for vaccination less compelling because the case fatality rate is more than six times lower according to UK government data (2.0 for alpha vs. .3 for delta in [this article](#); and in [UK briefing 17](#) in Table 2 on page 8).

Also, the vaccines are less effective against Delta, as per [Israeli, UK data offer mixed signals on vaccine’s potency against Delta strain](#)

This chart below is US data. It shows how fast Delta went from nowhere to the dominant variant in the US in just two months.

This is an enormous opportunity to use early treatment (fluvoxamine, ivermectin, interferon lambda) to get herd immunity VERY quickly and safely since Delta is so contagious!
Vaccination isn’t helping at all in Israel (see section How are things going in Israel? They are aggressively focused on vaccination and keep very accurate medical records.

Variants are likely being driven by the vaccinated, not the unvaccinated (see also this peer reviewed article: Imperfect Vaccination Can Enhance the Transmission of Highly Virulent Pathogens). However, variants are not a problem at all for early treatment with repurposed drugs since none of these treatments are variant specific making them ideal for treating Delta, Delta+, and more. In fact Delta is a “gift” because the death rate is 7X lower than alpha (original variant), so almost any early treatment will work and then people will get broad natural immunity.

Why aren’t these countries using early treatment with repurposed drugs? Because they trust the NIH and the NIH says these treatments don’t work. This is beyond silly. As of July 6, 2021, nobody from the NIH had talked to Fareed and Tyson or Dr. Chetty and they aren’t testing any of the proven protocols.

We’ve been sitting on the solution all this time and the “vaccine will save us” narrative just never stops. And the Democrats aren’t holding NIH accountable here. They ask no questions about this.

One final note on misinformation

Scared of the delta variant? Don’t be. The rise of the Delta variant has coincided with a rapid decrease in hospitalizations and fatalities. In India, where the strain originated, cases have dropped 85% over the past several weeks as the Delta strain attained
dominance indicating that people were not seeking tests because the side effects were less severe. According to statistics from the UK government (pg. 8), the Delta variant is by far the least deadly strain of the virus with a fatality rate of %0.1. If you take into account the number of unreported Covid cases (estimates claim that 1 in every 10-20 cases is reported), the fatality rate is closer to %0.005.

More to the point, the claim that the virus can become both more deadly and more contagious contradicts the real science. A more deadly mutation cannot also be more contagious because it kills off its host; similar, in ways, to how a honeybee dies after stinging its victim. So why is Super-Bureaucrat Anthony Fauci on the POTUS Twitter account describing the Delta variant as the "most contagious, most deadly" strain to date when the science directly contradicts him? In a healthy society, Fauci would've been marooned on an island and left for dead weeks ago.

How did the FDA screw this up?

They allowed the drug companies to cut corners and not do the required safety studies. Key safety studies were simply never done with the final product. Today, the FDA has no clue what the biodistribution ranges of the toxic spike protein in your brain are or for how long it remains doing damage. For 30 days? 60 days? A year? We have no clue. Nobody will ask them this question and they don’t have the data.

There are three things we need to know, and we still don’t know them because the testing in non-human primates was never done with the real vaccine:

1. Distribution (where it goes)
2. Amount (how much get there)
3. Duration (how long it lasts)

They regulated the vaccine as a vaccine instead of as a vaccine and gene-therapy. So things like distribution, duration, and amount of the spike protein are not known. FDA staff admit this, but they aren’t able to change it. It would destroy the narrative.

This could go down in history as one of the biggest blunders of all time. Only time will tell.

Here is a handy table listing the screw ups that were made:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mistake</th>
<th>What they thought</th>
<th>Reality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of spike</td>
<td>Stays at injection site</td>
<td>Goes to every part of your body including inside your brain, heart, and lungs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toxicity of the spike protein</td>
<td>Harmless</td>
<td>Causes micro-clotting and inflammation. Inflammation causes scarring which for many tissues will never heal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Free spike | Spike would stay bound to cell | It freely circulates as “free spike”
--- | --- | ---
Blood brain barrier | It won't get into the brain | It shreds the blood brain barrier so that it can enter and lets other bad things in too. Instead of just passing through the barrier, it tears it down (temporarily).
Duration | Gone in 2 weeks | Spike can last in the body for months (per Dr. Bruce Patterson)
Animal studies | Done in rats should be ok | We have no clue how much spike is produced, where it is produced, and how long it lasts. Needs to be tested using the real vaccine in non-human primates due to the ACE2 binding affinity similarity with humans.
Pregnancy studies | We think it should be safe since the spike protein is harmless | Tests in pregnant women won’t be complete for months. They are testing on the public, rather than in clinical trials.

In short, we find it very odd that the public is required to get vaccinated by employers with no safety profile, yet a drug with a 60 year impeccable safety record (ivermectin) is deemed to be too dangerous to give to people who have COVID. Nobody can explain that one. Can you?

How did Moderna know about the coronavirus before any of us knew?
Moderna sent mRNA coronavirus vaccine to University of North Carolina in an agreement signed December 12, 2019 which was more than two weeks before anyone was aware of the outbreak at Wuhan. How did Moderna know to develop a coronavirus vaccine so early!?! Doesn’t anyone else think that is pretty odd? Why isn’t the press all over this?

What are the rates in other countries? Could we be a fluke?
No. No fluke. Kathy Dopp provided the following graphs.
These graphs do not prove causality, but they are all consistent with the hypothesis that the vaccines are dangerous. They are hard to explain if you believe the vaccines are perfectly safe.

Wake up.

Note that Venezuela has just 1% vaccination rate compared to Chile with a 41% vaccination rate.
This is data from Ireland.
This is death data from Ireland. Note the excess deaths during the vaccination period.
What is even more amazing is that this chart is just 2 months for the orange bars, and 12 months for the blue bars.
Check this out from the EudraVigilance database from 2010 (courtesy of ivermectine-covid). The first is deaths. The second are serious side effects. Can you tell which year the COVID vaccines were introduced?
The xml data is to be found here: https://t.me/gabinjean3/98

Switzerland tells the same story as above: https://t.me/real_hero_francais/49
Here is the data from Australia. They are showing a death rate from the COVID vaccines that is **8,875 times higher** than all the vaccines in the 10 year period from 1971 to 1981.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>PERIOD</th>
<th>REPORTS</th>
<th>DEATHS</th>
<th>REPORTS</th>
<th>DEATHS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALL VAX</td>
<td>1971-81</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.275</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL VAX</td>
<td>1982-91</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.192</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL VAX</td>
<td>1992-01</td>
<td>2594</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21.617</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL VAX</td>
<td>2002-11</td>
<td>6542</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>54.52</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL VAX</td>
<td>2012-21</td>
<td>9033</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>75.28</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV19 ONLY</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>36,387</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>7277</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** CV19 Data from 1/2/2021 (From when vaccine campaign started)

— TGA Adverse Events Noticication is voluntary, so under-reporting is a fact.
— The CV19 data is from 1/2/21 to 8/7/21 - **5 months only!**
— Of course, coallation doesn't mean causation ...
— However, the adverse events notification numbers are pretty big and are reflective of data reported from around the world.

Try the US reporting site openvaers.com for comparison.

**How many Australians need to die or be maimed before this experiment ends?**

Other countries have a similar system to VAERS. The rates in all countries appear to be equally under-reported (not surprising as none of the countries has done anything different this year to promote adverse event reporting). Note the remarkable consistency in the reported deaths. They are likely all under-reported by at least a factor of 4.5, but could easily be 10X or more as we show in this document.

This chart is from [Marc Girardot](https://example.com/marc-girardot)
And this came out recently:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VAERS US</th>
<th>EUROVIGILANCE EUROPE</th>
<th>YELLOW CARDS UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>18/06/2021</td>
<td>04/06/2021</td>
<td>16/06/2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully Vaccinated (Mn)</td>
<td>148.46</td>
<td>137.44</td>
<td>30.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaths</td>
<td>6,136</td>
<td>4,572</td>
<td>1,356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidents</td>
<td>387,288</td>
<td>316,925</td>
<td>73,944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death per 100,000</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FACT – Deaths due to the Covid Vaccines in the UK after 6 months are 407% higher than deaths due to all other Vaccines combined in the past 11 years

BY THE DAILY EXPOSE ON JULY 11, 2021 • ( 1 COMMENT )

What is also interesting is VigiAccess which is the WHO adverse event monitoring system which has 1.3M events for the COVID-19 vaccines as of July 4, 2021. You can drill down into the adverse events, events by country, etc.

What’s also interesting is the comparison between the number of events reported for the flu vaccine 2 years ago. For the COVID vaccines, the event rate is almost two orders of magnitude higher!! So this is not a VAERS specific phenomenon. It is happening worldwide.
Verified this ourselves. If you type "influenza" vaccine, you get 50X fewer results in a given year. But don't worry.... keep repeating "safe and effective" and take two blue pills before going to bed tonight. Also, reports from all over the world.

And the EU is seeing lots of deaths:
Check out the full article which includes all the symptoms. Does that look like just normal “background” everyday stuff to you?

And remember, multiply those 15,472 deaths by 5 to get the actual deaths (over 75,000) since that database is similarly under-reported as you can see by the deaths per 100,000 table above.
Finally, please watch this short video on Impact of COVID Vaccinations on Mortality created by Joel Smalley. It’s been viewed over 600,000 times. You’ll get it after 15 seconds. The music is great too.

Has any country figured out the vaccines are toxic?

Western Australia appears to have gotten it right. They categorize the COVID vaccine as a poison.

If I have to get vaccinated, where is the best place to do that?

In the US of course!

Nobody in the US has ever died from the vaccine according to our CDC!

Referring to the graphic below, Australia reports just 3 vaccine deaths in 8 million doses. The death rate from the vaccine is at least 1 per 4,000 fully vaccinated people. So there are about 1,000 vaccine-caused deaths. The authorities are either completely incompetent or are deliberately lying to people. The Australian version of VAERS had just 57 reported deaths, so they are a factor of 20X under-reported.
The Pfizer data on the biodistribution from the Japanese government shows the LNP in the vaccines target the ovaries. Should I be concerned?

Of course you should. We have no complete safety data on pregnancy, we don’t know if we are damaging our kids reproductive organs, and the proper animal testing was never done. So we don’t have a clue how bad the damage is going to be because we are experimenting on our kids in real time rather than doing the proper experiments on animals in advance. Are we damaging the reproductive system of our kids? We have no clue since the experiments are being done live on your kids right now. We’ll know in a few years and everyone will know then.

The proper animal experiment to do (that has still never been done) is to do the biodistribution in non-human primates (because they match the ACE2 affinity of humans the best) and then you look for the final distribution of the spike protein after 48 hours and NOT the distribution of the lipid nanoparticles.

You need to measure three things: distribution, duration, and amount.

The FDA screwed up by not requiring this because they should have realized this is not a normal vaccine but a combination of a gene-therapy and a vaccine and should have regulated it as that. They didn’t. The FDA insiders admit this was a big mistake, but if they admitted it publicly, the FDA would look bad.
Fortunately for the FDA, nobody in Congress or the mainstream media will never question this so the public will never find out and they will get away with it.

Anyone having pregnancy trouble will have it chalked up to a genetic defect. We know. This has happened to our friends. And these people will never find each other because they are told it wasn’t the vaccine, just a personal problem. And if there is a facebook group on this, Marc Zuckerberg will censor it.

Problem solved.

My roommate who is male got vaccinated. Now my menstrual cycle has shifted dramatically. How did that happen? It can’t be mental since I found out after the fact.

It's real. We have heard of hundreds of cases of this. Nobody knows exactly why yet. Is it pheromones? Is it shed spike protein from the vaccinated person? We suspect the latter but have no proof.

How else do you know it is dangerous?

We know the spike protein is toxic and it is distributed to every organ in the body including inside your brain and your reproductive organs, especially female ovaries. Most of the drug is at the injection site, but a large amount is distributed throughout the body that is obviously enough to have significant side effects which explains all the adverse events reported. This graph shows everything except the injection site so you can see where it is distributed. This study was done in rats and looks only at the distribution of the nanoparticle, not the amount of spike protein which is made at each destination. That is completely unknown since it was never tested due to time constraints. The point of the diagram is that it is a very reasonable assumption that in humans the spike protein is distributed widely throughout the body. This hypothesis explains the huge range of reported cardiovascular and neurological events (as well as birth defects). The reverse hypothesis, that too little is distributed to the organs to affect function, simply can’t explain the adverse event reports made throughout the world. If the drug remains in your shoulder, how can people die 15 minutes later and why were those reports removed from VAERS?
Organ bio-distribution study: post vaccination total lipid concentrations in rats
(μg lipid equivalent/g [or mL])
Pfizer SARS-CoV-2 mRNA Vaccine (BNT162, PF-07302048)

The long term effects of this are completely unknown. There is a >82% spontaneous abortion rate at <20 weeks. Nobody has found an error in that paper. That should be frightening. Even worse is we don’t know the correct number because the trial hasn’t finished yet. So we are telling pregnant women to get the jab before we find out whether it is safe. The press isn’t saying a word about it.

Isn’t ivermectin dangerous? The FDA says horse ivermectin is dangerous and multiple people were hospitalized.

We don’t think people should take horse ivermectin either. The FDA is deliberately conflating the issues to create confusion. But the FDA never said why those people were hospitalized.
“Multiple people” is really just 3 people. And if 3 people being hospitalized is a problem that should be avoided, then what would they think of an experimental vaccine that has killed 25,000 people? Answer: everyone should take it of course!

How can you prove early treatment was suppressed?

Well for starters there is an entire book about how early treatments were suppressed, Pandemic Blunder, by Dr. Joel Hirschhorn, with 5-star reviews on Amazon.

Ivermectin is a great example. It is not possible to find even a single IVM study where the IVM cohort didn’t do significantly better than the comparison group in virtually every metric. On average, there is a 76% improvement.

There was a positive systematic review that was published in a peer reviewed journal concluding ivermectin should be used. This then triggered another systematic review which even though it was very low quality, it was published in a peer reviewed journal and concluded ivermectin doesn’t work. The author was Adrian Hernandez, a man who is infamous for writing conclusions that have nothing to do with the data. For example, when he goofed in transposing treatment and placebo groups and fixed the error showing ivermectin works, he didn’t change the conclusion of his paper.

You cannot have it both ways. It either does or it doesn’t. This article picks apart the second systematic review done by Hernandez. You be the judge as to whether we are playing scientific games here.

What this shows clearly is that evidence-based medicine tiers of evidence are worthless if a study like that can be published in a peer-reviewed journal.

Finally, the precautionary principle of medicine requires that ivermectin be used for early treatment since it has been shown effective and there is little downside. The case for ivermectin is far stronger than mask wearing which is mandated even though the single clinical trial (in Denmark) was inconclusive. How do you explain the double standard?

So ivermectin met the highest standard of evidence. Here’s what happens in France if you try to prescribe it to a patient for COVID (which is what it is proven effective for):
A colleague was sentenced by the Council of the Order of Physicians to 18 months of suspension for a prescription for ivermectin (I confirm, only one, in April 2020).

The first sentence was 3 months, it was extended to 18 months on appeal.

It was offered to him to declare that he had made a mistake, and that he would not do it again. As a result, his sentence was quashed.

No, we are not among the Vietcongs, in Burma, North Korea or China, but in France, the former country of human rights.

-Dr. Gerard Maudrux
Early treatment can’t be better than the vaccine. The best drug is fluvoxamine and it is only 89% effective. So the vaccine is better, right?

No. Early treatments are never given in isolation. For example, two drugs with an 80% effect size that are complementary can have an effect size of up to 96% when taken together.

Typically, in order to prove early treatments don’t work, you give an inadequate dose of the drug, you don’t give it for long enough, and you delay giving it until 4 days after symptoms. All of these enable people to falsely “prove” early treatments don’t work. You will see this sort of thing a lot in such trials.

On the other hand, when adequate doses are given early, only 1 patient in 4,000 gets hospitalized for a brief time and nobody dies (out of 4300 patients average age 60). The work of Fareed and Tyson will be submitted for publication soon showing if people present sufficiently early (when symptoms are still mild), there is a 99.76% relative risk reduction in hospitalization (416X improvement) and a 100% relative risk reduction for death. This beats any vaccine in terms of superior benefit and lower risk. It proves multiple drugs combined to give an effect that is larger than any single drug. There is no other way to explain the data. Everything can be verified.
So if the NIH was paying attention, the 600,000 people who have died from coronavirus could have been reduced by 416x to 1,400 deaths. We could have turned a pandemic into a non-event. But we continue to look the other way. Nobody is calling Fareed and Tyson to verify the numbers. CNN won’t ever run a story on their remarkable results. It runs against the “vaccine is the only way” narrative from the NIH.

What is the false narrative?

The false narrative is comprised of three logic elements where any data contrary to these must be suppressed:

1. Mitigating death and disease from COVID requires herd immunity
2. The only way to reach herd immunity is via universal vaccination
3. The vaccines are completely safe

Of course, the problem is each of these statements is false.

Who is suppressing early treatments and why?

NIH (primarily Fauci and Cliff Lane) and the Trusted News Initiative. Why is it that nobody has asked these guys if they have any conflicts of interest? The thing is that if early treatments work, nobody would want to get vaccinated. The money available for early treatment research at BARDA was reduced to zero for example. Now, they are putting billions of dollars exclusively into one unproven drug rather than cheap generic drugs like fluvoxamine and ivermectin.

Some people have speculated that if early treatments work, they will not be able to get a vaccine approved. That’s true, but Fauci could just go to Congress and have them change the law. They all will do anything he wants (even though he funded the virus in the first place and covered it up when it leaked). So we don’t think that is the reason.

Here’s a very clear example of suppression of early treatments in Pierre Kory’s tweet. The WHO’s expert on ivermectin says his analysis is massively beneficial for COVID and nobody covers the story.
What is the cause of myocarditis in kids who get the vaccine?

Myocarditis is caused by spike proteins circulating in the blood for as long as 2 weeks. The spike protein shares some very inflammatory genes with Staphylococcus called Staphylococcal Enterotoxin B. Research has shown that - even separated from the virion - the spike can bind with the ACE-2 and cause harm and inflammation. It is safe to assume that myocarditis is caused by the spike protein likely binding to endothelial cells around the heart and creating inflammation.

This is an important article about the rate of myocarditis in young men. The Israelis are the best in the world in tracking adverse effects in general because their health system is set up to collect all the data. So when the Israeli Ministry of Health says that the rate of myocarditis in young men could be as high as 1 in 3,000, you need to take that very seriously. See the next question.

Why are there so many cardiac and neurological side effects?

The spike protein is toxic and the lipid nanoparticles deliver the toxin to your brain and heart. It's obvious from the science. This explains all the symptoms.
Is this drug safe for pregnant women?

We don't know since the safety study results aren't available (which is a huge problem that the CDC recommends this before the study is even done), but probably not. We know personally of one case where the mother was 25 weeks pregnant, had been fully vaccinated 4 weeks before and the fetus was so deformed that the gynecologist had never seen anything like it in her entire career. This is another “black swan” event.

The 82% spontaneous abortion rate confirms this was not a fluke.

Read this: 'Huge Red Flag': Medical Researchers Caught Burying Data Proving 82% Miscarriage Rate In Jabbed Expectant Mothers. We side with the doctors quoted in that article along with the authors of the NEJM LTE. This was either deliberately done, or done by mistake. But this has been brought to the attention of the NEJM who is not interested in fixing the error and cannot explain why the LTE is incorrect. There is something very wrong with medical journals and this is a perfect example of misconduct by NEJM as there are multiple people who
spotted the same error as in the LTE. Allowing errors like this to go uncorrected is inexcusable because it is costing lives (including one that we personally know of).

Here’s a nice graphic that explains the error (it is slightly inaccurate but it makes the point correctly). It’s bizarre that NEJM can’t figure this out, isn’t it?

Here is the more detailed explanation courtesy of Deanna McLeod along with a superb 30 minute video explaining this in great detail (as of July 9, 2021, only 153 people had viewed this video):

There were a total of 3,958 women enrolled. A total of 1,231 women were vaccinated in their first trimester, 1,714 in their second, 1,019 in their third. The published analysis looked at 827 completed pregnancies. A total of 700 of these were women who were vaccinated in their third trimester and 127 were women who were vaccinated either in their first or second trimester. Given the follow up, the only reason why these women would have completed pregnancies at this time would be that something went wrong with their pregnancy. The study reports that 104 of these pregnancies ended in miscarriage = 104/127 (>82%).

For our full analysis I would recommend watching our COVID and pregnancy video as it explains our concerns.

What is even more troubling though is seeing this play out in real life with abortions that are inexplicable in our friends.

If the balance of the first-trimester pregnancies complete without event, then the rate may change to be as low as approximately 104/2088 (4.9%). It is likely, however, that further
events will occur with further follow up so the rate will likely be higher. It is really too early to make any first statements about overall rates of Sab related to vaccination at this time, all that we can do is report on the rate for eligible women in this cohort which is 104/<127.

There is a substack article by John Jalsevac that discusses this as well but it doesn’t change what Deanna wrote above. Pay particular attention to the bold type above. The study looked only at 827 completed pregnancies. So the 82% was the correct number for that study which considered only the 827 women who had completed a pregnancy.

And yes, we all agree that the FINAL rate may well be lower than 82%, but we don’t know what the final rate is because the numbers aren’t available. That’s the huge problem here. People who focus on the 82% are completely missing the bigger picture. The bigger picture is that the CDC is telling women it is perfectly safe to be vaccinated before the data to prove or disprove that statement is available. That is the big point that Jalsevac misses entirely.

The paper concludes that

“However, more longitudinal follow-up, including follow-up of large numbers of women vaccinated earlier in pregnancy, is necessary to inform maternal, pregnancy, and infant outcomes.”

Which is exactly the point that we should be highlighting, not obscuring.

Any other side effects for women?

Many women are reporting menstrual irregularities post vaccination. We have never heard of anything like this before. Also, post-menopausal women reporting re-initiated menstruation

"Heavy flow" is also being reported as a post-vaccine adverse event which can be a surrogate for spontaneous abortion.

Also, if a woman is NOT vaccinated, but is living with someone else (male or female) who has been vaccinated, the unvaccinated woman will be adversely affected by the vaccinated person, e.g., menstrual cycle anomalies.

Could this vaccine have long term side effects? On reproductive health? On your brain like dementia or Alzheimers?

We just don’t know because the vaccines were rolled out to the public before long term effects could be measured. We don’t even know the short term biodistribution of the spike protein.

We start to get some idea of long term side effects in about 5 years from now.
Are you feeling lucky?

But doesn’t vaccination prevent the spread of variants? So that’s a good thing, right?

Variants are likely being driven by the vaccinated, not the unvaccinated.

See also this peer reviewed article: Imperfect Vaccination Can Enhance the Transmission of Highly Virulent Pathogens.

This University of Washington study showed high viral load (and therefore high probability of contagiousness) in vaccinated individuals who had breakthrough infections of COVID19.

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.05.23.21257679v1

The assumption that the current vaccines have the power to prevent transmission of the virus (if a vaccinated person goes on to get infected) is incorrect. This assumption that vaccines can prevent spread even with the new variants is what is leading colleges and universities to push the vaccination of young students, even though the risk vs. benefit for vaccination in youth is not the same as in adults over 65. We cannot find any controlled human challenge trials in which vaccinated persons were intentionally exposed to people infected with known variants, and then studied in a controlled environment to ascertain whether or not they became ill, what their viral load was, and if they were contagious, in spite of being vaccinated. “Real life studies” are being used to make claims about vaccines, instead of controlled studies, and breakthrough cases are not being acknowledged or studied by the CDC.

We did find an article written by a Moderna advisor stating that human challenge trials are unethical and unnecessary. So we shouldn’t find out. We are just supposed to trust people in this case. For repurposed drugs, don’t trust anyone… insist on rigorous large Phase 3 trials.

So if consistent with the vaccine narrative, no proof required. If inconsistent with narrative, massive proof required. Get it?

Should people who have already had COVID get vaccinated?

No. Several studies point to a better immunity from natural immunity (96·4% protection) than from the vaccines (94.4%). One searcher concluded: “Our results question the need to vaccinate previously-infected individuals.”. See this analysis by Marc Girardot.
Do kids have “natural immunity” to the virus?

Kids are clearly much less sensitive to this virus: they have very strong innate immunity. A study in Northern California between May 2020 and February 2021, found only 117 hospitalizations with/of Covid-19, most with medical conditions, and only one immunocompromised child died out of 1.3 million children. Healthy children are not at risk.

In fact, Sweden - which has the world’s safest roads - has had more children deaths on the road (15) than to covid (9) in the past 18 months according to Sebastian Rushworth M.D.

A July 8, 2021 article in the Wall St. Journal pointed out the risk of death or serious illness for children is extremely low. “Some 99.995% of the 469,982 children in England who were infected during the year examined by researchers survived, one study found.”

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

BUSINESS | HEALTH CARE | HEALTH

In Children, Risk of Covid-19 Death or Serious Illness Remains Extremely Low, New Studies Find

The findings come from some of the most comprehensive research on the risks of the coronavirus for those 18 years and younger
Can you prove that everything you say is absolutely true?

No, absolutes are impossible. We only claim that our hypothesis fits the observed facts nearly exactly, and theirs doesn’t come close. They have a lot of explaining to do. It’s up to you to decide who is telling you the truth. We have no conflicts of interest. You can verify most everything included here (except for personal conversations).

Was Fauci telling the truth about the origin of the coronavirus?

No. He funded it. If you haven’t seen the Jon Stewart video, he makes the same point in a humorous way. See this clip from The Late Show featuring Jon Stewart (start at 2:53) explaining the true origin of the coronavirus in a way that everyone can understand. But Stewart wasn’t joking and he deserves a lot of credit for doing this.

Isn’t getting the vaccine better than risking getting COVID?

Not even close. Chance of getting covid is around 1%. But the chance of getting “vaccine covid” is 100% if you get vaccinated. The side effects are worse for the vaccine, so the vaccine is a guaranteed lose-lose. Instead of having a 1% chance to battle the spike protein, by opting for the vaccine, you’re basically putting yourself at risk (for a benefit that doesn’t exist if you are <30).

If you treat early, the difference is even more pronounced: the vaccines don’t make any sense at all on a risk or a benefit basis (risk of long term disability is near zero), risk of hospitalization is lower than vaccines provide (95% with vaccine and 99% or more with the best early treatment protocols).

What do statisticians think of all this?

One frustration I have felt watching and listening to any part of this debate is that the precautionary principle puts the onus of researching the deaths on the vaccine manufacturers and the government running the program. I will group them and their allies as “vaccine partisans”. The vaccine partisans seem, as a group, to refuse all discussion of

1. The precautionary principle (their responsibility to figure out the risks)
2. No risk report has been published
3. Nobody even seems interested in gathering the information for a risk report
4. No risk-benefit analysis has been published
5. Zero discussion whatsoever about forward benefit (Delta in particular). The CDC seems to be stating numbers based on the past, but they don’t even have to tell us how their modeling works. They can pull it out of thin air for all anyone knows.
After six months of absence of information, informed consent seems like a bad joke.

I've gone back now and built a spreadsheet to examine risk-benefit only on the mortality level. The results are great for our side of the debate! I am attaching the spreadsheet for examination. Here is my article explaining the results. Note: This puts the "how many deaths from vaccines?" question into its proper context, showing the reader why that matters so much.

I could put together a more complete analysis, of course, but this seems like enough to push authorities into counteracting by finally laying out the case they've been hiding, or simply refusing to assess.

The FDA has an expert analysis showing there is nothing amiss. Why don’t you believe that?

Because they won't show it to us or anyone else even after we’ve asked. Why not? What's to hide? We've already pretty much figured it out that the vaccine is unsafe.

Aren't top scientists investigating these claims?

No, they are doing the opposite and circling the wagons to protect the false narrative.

Top schools have mandated students be vaccinated. Did they do a cost benefit analysis like I did to see if vaccination would save lives? No, absolutely not. They are just following orders from above. So it was not necessary to see if they were forcing students to do something that was more likely to kill them than save them.

On June 28, 2021 a group of top scientists met with the Dean of the Stanford medical school and two top professors and presented evidence that the vaccine is unsafe. The Stanford team did not dispute any of the data or conclusions. The Dean said they were not interested in continued discussions and said they would not change their stance on requiring vaccinations for all students in the Fall. So much for a fair hearing. There was no interest in how we derived the numbers or if the numbers were right or not.

Professor Frank Rockhold of Duke is leading the campaign to compel Vaccines to retract a paper (The Safety of COVID-19 Vaccinations—We Should Rethink the Policy) that showed that the vaccines are so unsafe, that governments should rethink their position to deploy them.

We asked Rockhold if he would like to see information proving the paper was correct. Rockland said that he wasn’t interested.

This is not how science is supposed to work. Science is supposed to be about finding the truth by looking at all the evidence. It is supposed to be about intellectual curiosity and responding to challenges with data.
Why would Rockhold refuse to see any information supporting the paper he opposes? The most likely answer is he has an agenda and he is not interested in finding the truth. He is only interested in pushing his own agenda. Facts don’t matter if they don’t support his belief system. Is this the kind of exemplary behavior that Duke teaches its students?

But you must be wrong because I read a paper in a peer reviewed journal that said that even with the adverse events, the benefits outweigh the risks. How do you respond to that?

For example, see ANA Investigates: Neurological Complications of COVID-19 Vaccines which concludes “the benefits of COVID-19 vaccination far outweigh the risks of a neurological complication.” First, that’s a judgement call. Secondly, they provided no proof of lack of harm because they did no analysis of the VAERS database looking at all neurological symptoms. They made that statement based on just ONE neurological symptom and assumed nobody dies or has any other neurological symptom. They ignored all the other events. They failed to point out that any statistician looking at the Bell’s Palsy rates in the Pfizer trial would find the temporal distribution of the Bell’s Palsy rates (which coincided with the vaccine administration) to be extremely unlikely if the vaccine was safe.

Where is the calculation of the risk of getting COVID for a 12 year old? Is that worth the (apparently 1 in 1,000 risk of permanent paralysis which is what was shown in the Pfizer 12-15 year old clinical trial). That risk wasn’t mentioned in the paper. If it is 1 in 1,131 for 12-15 year olds, imagine what the rate is for people who are older than 12. Off the charts comes to mind.

The paper basically failed to do any analysis by age group as to the risk of dying from COVID compared to the risk of severe neurological or cardiovascular problems. They simply assumed other people got it right; that nobody dies from the vaccine or experiences any adverse events.

The FDA’s own panel had concerns (they were split on vaccinating young people) and that’s even without being presented by the numbers in VAERS which the CDC ignores. If they had that info, I’m sure they would go from spit to “horrified.”

Even the WHO said children should not be vaccinated. Less than 24 hours later, they walked that back. Did the science change in less than 24 hours? No chance. These recommendations aren’t science based. Why are we still pretending they are? Why can’t the WHO just admit the truth: their recommendations are based on politics, not science.

Based on VAERS queries, we found:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VAERS count</th>
<th>Incidence rate</th>
<th>symptom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>891</td>
<td>3 per 100K</td>
<td>myocarditis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,977</td>
<td>6 per 100K</td>
<td>Bell’s Palsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174,699</td>
<td>524 per 100K</td>
<td>Neurological symptoms (from Jessica Rose query)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To get the incidence rate, we took the (VAERS count*4.5)/150M*100,000 to get the rate per 100,000 people.

When you look at the incidence rate, you can clearly see that the 4.5X underreporting factor is an unreasonably low estimate!!

For example, we know that the incidence rate of myocarditis from the Israeli’s is 1 in 4,500 (midway between 1 in 3000 and 1 in 6000 quoted by the Ministry). So that is 22 per 100K, not 3 as in the table. So we are a factor of 7X too low. But our Black Swan event (noted above) suggests that even that is way too low and the rate of myocarditis is likely more frequent than 1 in 1,000.

Now, let’s calibrate Bell’s Palsy. From the Pfizer trial we have 4 in 20,000 or 1 in 5,000 which is 20 per 100K, suggesting we are a factor of 3.3X too low in the 4.5X underreporting factor.

In short, our estimate of 25,000 killed by the vaccine could be much much higher, e.g., 75,000 or more killed by the safe vaccine, i.e., more than 1000 times more than the normal stopping condition.

So it appears that roughly 2% of vaccine recipients will suffer from one or more neurological and/or cardiovascular symptoms. This comports with the Holland numbers of a 3% adverse event reporting rate described above (where reports can have multiple symptoms). Why is this not being disclosed by the CDC?? This also comports with our own personal experiences with our friends.

If someone has a more accurate assessment from the VAERS data or Holland data, then let’s see it. But so far, we haven’t seen it. The reason is simple: it looks bad. Really bad.

Notes:

1. CV (comprises such AEs as Irregular Breathing, Endocarditis, Dizziness, Vein Rupture, Troponin increased, Syncope): 156,005

So this means that of the total number of people in the system, 42% had a CV issue.

2. Neuro (comprises such AEs as Peroneal nerve palsy, Pain, Spinal disorder, Demyelination, Meningioma, Motor dysfunction): 174,699

So this means that of the total number of people in the system, 47% had a neurological issue.
How prevalent are neurological and cardiovascular issues in VAERS?

Nobody has cared enough to ask that question before so we are glad you asked.

Of the total number of people in the system, 47% had a neurological issue and 42 % had a CV issue.

This is a “holy shit” moment. It’s yet another confirmation that the reports were not simply “background noise” reports.

How that could not alarm any normal person is beyond us, but the mainstream community seems pretty uninterested in the number. And we guarantee you that instead of looking at this objectively with an open mind to finding the truth, they will look at it defensively, and seek to prove we are wrong.
Why does the death rate peak on the second day?

The death rate peaks on the second day because that is when the spike protein concentration is the largest in the body. At time zero, the lipid nanoparticles deliver the mRNA to every organ in your body. These organs start producing toxic spike protein for approximately 48 hours, but the level plateaus after around 24 hours. This is why there are somewhat greater deaths after 24 hours than before 24 hours.

This is an educated guess based on talking to experts. We don’t really know the dynamics here because the FDA never required the drug companies to measure this.

As Dr. Robert Malone, inventor of the mRNA vaccine always says, we are supposed to know three things: the distribution, duration, and amount. We know none of these three things. None of them. Why? The FDA never required the drug companies to measure this. We just have a biodistribution of the lipid nanoparticle in rats. That is meaningless. We need the spike
distribution of the real vaccine in non-human primates. Where is that study? The FDA insiders admit this was a serious mistake, but they are powerless to correct the error. **So we are the human guinea pigs in this experiment** because we trusted the FDA, NIH, and CDC.

Yes, this is beyond stupid. We are now 7 months into this worldwide vaccination program and we don’t know the basics of what the %$& is going on.

Peter Doshi, associate editor of BMJ, and a number of other scientists have filed a citizen’s petition to stop approval of the vaccines. The rest of the academic community doesn’t care.

And people like Eric Topol are writing op-eds in the NY Times calling for the vaccines to be approved before we do the basic science that should have been done BEFORE these vaccines were even tested on human beings.

Can we make a proper risk benefit calculation for the vaccines?

Not accurately, because we don’t know what the long-term data is at all. But we can make an analysis based on what we know today and let people know it could be much worse. But the CDC hasn’t done this. There is no informed consent. They won’t admit that people can die 15 minutes after vaccination. They won’t admit that 1 12-year-old girl was paralyzed in the clinical trial of just 1,000 kids aged 12-15. Every adverse event is suppressed.

Most people do the risk-benefit analysis based on a death benefit only and assume that the vaccines are perfectly safe otherwise.

But the risk benefit analyses they do must be more extensive to be accurate. They must factor in the following for each age group:

1. The fatality rate associated with the vaccines
2. The number of severe disabling neurological and cardiovascular events
3. The number of unknown long term effects (reproductive, mental health, autoimmune disease, etc)
4. The unknown unknowns of the current vaccines (we never did the proper safety studies that should have been done)
5. The alternatives and how effective and safe they are

Is there any gaming going on in the VAERS database?

Yes, it appears so. The gaming appears to all be in the direction of making the vaccine appear safer than it really is.

For example, if you died within 15 minutes after injection, that cannot possibly be vaccine related, right?? I’m confused by that… if you died 15 minutes before the injection, that makes
sense… not vaccine related. We’re cool with that. But 15 minutes after?!?! Boy, if that isn’t causality, we don’t know what is.

One of our researchers sent us this note which we reproduce here unedited (but emphasis is ours):

As of the VAERS June 25th, 2021 update, 1.1% of the death entries were removed WITHOUT ANY DOCUMENTATION, REASON OR ACCOUNTABILITY. 2 were 15 year olds, 1 was a 17 year old who killed himself, 2 2-year olds. You guys should also know that after literally reading every single symptom write-up that in many cases, there WAS data including age, state, vax lot and they simply were not entered. Also, there were a few where people threatened litigation and many where people were dead within the 15 minute waiting period. I have no input as to whether there is nefariousness here or if this is just another symptom of a BAD SYSTEM.

I can finally get back to writing this up and it should take me another couple of days.

On the subject of nefariousness, I have more evidence that indicates that there may be some data entry botch jobs in terms of intentional delays in entering data. It's speculation, for now, and it might remain that way but I am still going to use the data to try to prove that there's no other really good explanation for entries (other than deaths - because they may actually take months to get updated to death due to bureaucracy) to take months to get into the system. I mean yes, the backlog must be ridiculous, but still. I find it highly unconvincing that the data paths don't match up. By data paths, I mean the data when plotted per update date according to the actual downloaded update date and then plotted according to the newest update by date. They don't match. And again, this could be due to backlogged posthumous entering of reports into the system, but then, I don't buy it.

Why does Facebook keep shutting down the vaccine side effects groups?

Because if Facebook didn’t do this, people would learn the truth about how dangerous these vaccines are. By silencing these people, it supports the narrative that “it wasn’t the vaccine that hurt you...just were unlucky that this problem happened right after vaccination.”

Based on the VAERS database, there are likely more than 500,000 people with permanent disabilities because of the vaccine. This comports with the group sizes of the vaccine groups that facebook has shut down.

If the vaccines are so safe, why do these groups even exist? There would be nothing to talk about. There isn’t an “influenza vaccine side effects” group. Why not? Because that vaccine is much safer.
The answer is pretty clear. Facebook shuts down these groups because they are afraid that if people discover that there are 100,000 or more people just like them, people will realize it was vaccine related, organize and protest. But if people believe that they are “the only one” affected, there will be no protest. This is why censorship is so important and executed so well.

Why is the White House resorting to encouraging censorship (the “misinformation dozen”)?

Because they don’t have the facts to argue.

Censorship does NOT build trust. It creates mistrust.

If the White House wants to build trust, they would accept a debate between their experts and ours. Instead, our very qualified experts are left to debate no one because no one will challenge us.

If the CDC wanted to build trust, they would have not have recommended the vax for pregnant women BEFORE the clinical trial to test this started (in July of 2021). They would have levelled with the American people about all the adverse events in VAERS.

If NIH wanted to build trust on mask wearing they would fund a clinical trial to prove it works (they won’t because it will fail).

Truth does not mind being questioned. A lie does not like being challenged.

What’s the simplest possible way to explain you are right?

See John Ioannidis' paper Infection fatality rate of COVID-19 inferred from seroprevalence data.

IFR is .05% for COVID for people <70.

So let’s say you have 10,000 people.

If all those people got COVID, which is the worst possible case, 50 people will die (mostly skewed to older people). But of course not all will get COVID, maybe 10% per year. So 5 people will die in a year.

Now if all those people got the jab like the CDC suggests, based on a 1 in 1,000 conservative death rate from pilot data (pilots are all 60 and younger) and doctor survey data and other methods, 100 people will die NOW (mostly skewed to older people with similar skew).

100>>5.

So if you are <70, you're best off taking your chance getting COVID rather than the jab.
The comparison is even more compelling when you consider:

1. The IFR is even lower now with the Delta variant (by a factor of >6 based on UK data), making this comparison even more lopsided.
2. You consider that adopting early treatment (such as Tyson Fareed or Chetty protocol) can reduce COVID deaths by 98% or more.

Does the spike protein stick around after vaccination?

Apparently yes. In 6 of 6 people tested, all had circulating spike protein 5 months after vaccination. One person had it in 15% of his monocytes. The rest were in the range of 1% to 4%.

What happened in Singapore?

Glad you asked. There is an article What happened in Singapore showing the antibody response to syncytin-1 is real and harmful. Mike Yeadon and Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg raised an alarm in Item XI of their petition to halt the Covid vaccine in December that it may induce an antibody response to syncytin-1, which is essential for placenta formation. The Singapore study authors set up their study to "dispel" this insinuation. Brian Mowrey wrote the article to explain the testing system and why the result the authors’ study found is a giant warning that the fears they were trying to dispel are valid. In short there is a lot we do not know about the effects of the vaccines on reproductive health.

Who are the vaccine hesitant?

The smart people according to this MIT study.
Where can I see some vaccine victim stories?

Shocking Compilation of Vaccine Side Effects Shows Neurological and Pulmonary Damage

Senator Ron Johnson Milwaukee News Conference

There was an excellent compilation at the start of this Highwire episode (start at 6:30).

See the list in the next section
Are there vaccine injuries / vaccine long hauler groups?

Here are a few we know about:

1. https://www.vaxlong haulers.com/ (see image below)
2. https://www.c19vaxreactions.com/
3. https://t.me/covidvaccineinjuries

Are there vaccine injury groups in other countries?

Yes, here are a few telegram groups for vaccine victims:

1. Singapore telegram group
2. Malaysian telegram group

The vaccine companies don’t have any safety liability. Should we be worried?

“To NOT question the safety of every single product a company makes that demands zero liability for harm from their products, is not anti-vax, it’s common sense.”

Janci C. Lindsay, Ph.D
Director of Toxicology & Molecular Biology
Toxicology Support Services, LLC
How about prion diseases and Lewy bodies? Can mRNA vaccines cause that?

Prion diseases are rare and affect 300 people each year in the US. They lead to dementia.

We don't know anything about the formation of Lewy bodies. That was never measured. This should be frightening to everyone.

COVID-19 Vaccine Associated Parkinson's Disease, A Prion Disease Signal in the UK Yellow Card Adverse Event Database

“These results are consistent with monkey toxicity studies showing infection with SARS-CoV-2 results in Lewy Body formation. The findings suggest that regulatory approval, even under an emergency use authorization, for COVID vaccines was premature and that widespread use should be halted until full long term safety studies evaluating prion toxicity have been completed.”

April, 2021 - Shocking Study Reveals mRNA COVID-19 Vaccines May Progressively Degenerate Your Brain From Prion Disease

2020 Study Cited in Article (not Peer reviewed): “SARS-CoV-2 Prion-Like Domains in Spike Proteins Enable Higher Affinity to ACE2,” published by the Human Microbiology Institute
https://21a86421-c3e0-461b-83c2-cfe4628dfadc.filesusr.com/ugd/659775_96d5109a6f344f97bd4097a1731de594.pdf

Anything else that it is important to know?

Yes. We have no idea what the long term consequences of the vaccines are since we’ve never used vaccines like this before with a toxic spike protein that replicates inside your brain, ovaries, heart, etc. for an unknown amount of time. We have no idea how long it replicates for because they never measured this. We have no idea what the highest and lowest range of spike protein in people’s brains are since that was never measured either. It should never be used on anyone under 30 years of age since the evidence is clear that the fatality risk that we do know today outweighs the benefit we know. But since early treatments work, nobody should be taking the vaccine. Nobody should be coerced into taking these experimental vaccines. And the FDA should never approve these experimental vaccines since they are far far more dangerous than viable alternatives such as early treatments and other vaccines (like Novavax). Also, the COVID vaccine from Medicago looks interesting as well.

And we haven’t even touched on David Martin’s work regarding the coronavirus and the vaccine and how it is a profit making business. Watch this video of Stew Peters interviewing David Martin about the origins of the coronavirus.
Why is Novavax safer?

The current vaccines all make the antigen (spike protein) in your body. This is problematic because it is made everywhere including inside your brain, heart, and lungs.

With Novavax, the antigen is pre-manufactured. It is much more likely to stay in your shoulder once injected. So it is much more localized rather than being systemic. This is why it has such a good side effect profile from the reports we’ve seen.

So if you must get vaccinated, Novavax is the safest option as far as we know.

Where can I find the famous Malone Darkhorse video?

The video aired on Jun 10, 2021 and YouTube censored it after 600,000 views.

Watch 1-Hour Version of Censored Interview with Inventor of mRNA Vaccine Technology
1 hour version

How to Save the World in Three Easy Steps
Full 3.5 hr version

Are there any prominent scientists or doctors who believe your document?

Yes, about 10% to 20% or so of docs have figured it out, but they are afraid to speak out because they will be fired and their career will be wrecked, especially in Canada.

For example, after Dr. Charles Hoffe wrote this letter of concern to Dr. Bonnie Henry, he was fired from his hospital and investigated by the BC College for reporting several AE’s publicly. The town where he lives had a massive fire soon after, and his clinic was burned to the ground but fortunately he is safe. Accident? For more on this, watch this video.

Dr. Francis Christian of Saskatchewan was fired last week from all of his faculty positions for asking for informed consent before children are vaccinated. We highly recommend you listen to this REC'D CALL: Canadian Dr. Francis Christian FIRED For Giving People All The Information About The Vax and read the story of Dr. Christian here. All of his points are based on science. Here is Dr. Christian's public statement. Here’s what happened to him.

You can see both doctors in this video along with their lawyer.

These two examples are why doctors who notice the problem remain silent. One doc wrote, “So, I have to tread carefully, or I am toast.”
Other doctors simply interpret odd events as anecdotes since they know the vaccine is safe and effective. This is easy to do if you have a small practice and see a single event.

Here’s a note we got from a highly respected physician in Canada whose name we must withhold for fear of retaliation:

I don’t need VAERS to convince me there’s a problem.

The fact that I know someone, age 24, in perfect health, who died in his sleep less than 18 hours after receiving a Pfizer shot is sufficient in my books to know that Houston, we have a problem.

Plus my submitted reports on my family practice patients to the Canadian agencies, **most of which get rejected** including: congestive heart failure x 2 patients; acute MI (this went to VAERS since the patient was in the US); acute pancreatitis; myoclonus; MS flare; fetal demise at 6 weeks; painful lymphadenopathy; retinal hemorrhage (report pending received of specialist documentation), and many more less severe adverse reactions; **If the reactions were after the first dose and the patients survive, public health instructs patient to take the second dose.** One of my CHF patients was advised to take the second dose but unfortunately he passed away in his sleep the day before his second dose was scheduled.

Also last week, **three teens from one family all hospitalized with myocarditis** (not my patients) in Toronto.

Toronto Public Health MD’s **say they don’t see any signals of anything**…..it’s all anecdotal. The show must go on.

This is exactly why we see extremely low levels of adverse event reporting in Canada.

**Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the mRNA vaccine**, chose to not remain silent. He was outraged by the mistakes done by the FDA in not requiring the proper safety studies and the lack of informed consent given to the public (the “trial participants”). People are not warned about the 1 in 1,000 paralysis rate shown in the Pfizer trial. They are not warned that people have died from the vaccine. They are not told the rates of severe neurological problems. The rates of sudden death. It is a violation of federal law for this not to be disclosed.

To reward Malone’s bravery for speaking out and telling the truth, **LinkedIn removed Malone’s account without notice or warning. Everything is gone. He was removed due to excessive misinformation strikes.** That is ridiculous. Malone never makes a mistake.
A brave LinkedIn executive took action to restore the account more than a week later:
Dr. Byram Bridle is another outspoken advocate. Like Malone, he is a top scientist with impeccable credentials. He says the same thing that Malone says: these vaccines are dangerous on their face, and the unknowns are even scarier.

Here’s what happened to Dr. Bridle. Instead of debating the scientific merit of his views in journals, this is what they do:
In other words, Byram is being recognized by his colleagues who are trying to get Bridle’s grants revoked. I always thought scientists are supposed to write opposing papers. So this is “new science” where instead of arguing your case on the merits, you punish people who disagree with you through coercion. When did they start teaching this in school as acceptable behavior?

The faculty and staff signed on to an open letter that cites the CDC and Reuters as primary sources to show that Dr. Bridle is wrong. The reason they don’t cite the scientific literature is because it doesn’t support their position that he’s wrong. They also do not do any kind of analysis of the VAERS data (or any other dataset) to show he’s wrong. Basically, he’s wrong because he disagrees with others. **None of the faculty would debate Dr. Bridle in an open debate. They refused the offer.**

Ironically, in [this tweet](#), the author states that misinformation will be felt long after the pandemic is over. He’s right, but just not in the way he intended!
Dr. Bret Weinstein risked his career to expose the story by interviewing Pierre Kory, Robert Malone, and Steve Kirsch. YouTube has removed Bret’s latest video which had over 600,000 views (and 35,000 positive reviews) and demonetized his channel which takes away his revenue stream. Supporting his family is now at risk since that was his primary revenue stream.
Steve Kirsch who is not a doctor had his business impacted with a customer who didn’t like the fact he was speaking out against vaccination and so he is no longer speaking out publicly against the vaccine because of that.

The message is clear to anyone: if you oppose the narrative, you will be both silenced and punished, no matter who you are.

Canada is taking censorship to a whole new level. If you disagree with the main narrative you will be silenced and punished.

---

Kulvinder Kaur MD @dockaurG · 41m

Public Consultation: Proposed unconstitutional CPSO social media policy violating free speech: investigate/discipline MDs for “liking”, “sharing”, “perceived safety”, perceived “uncomfortable” feelings, “opinions contradicting generally accepted views” even on personal accounts

Patrick Phillips MD @DrP_MD · 1h

1/ If you thought the April 30 @cpsoc_a policy was draconian, anti-science and a violation of informed consent, you need to see their new proposed social media physician policy

It’s a public consultation so please comment to end this assault on science!

policyconsult.cpsoc.on.ca/?page_id=13475

---

Namibia is also trying to challenge Canada for the country with the most abusive treatment toward doctors who don’t toe the line and support the false narrative. The defense of course is that advising people not to be vaccinated is supported by the people most knowledgeable, including the inventor of the mRNA vaccines himself, Robert Malone and the primary data source used by the FDA and CDC: the VAERS database. However, when your judge is biased against you and you aren’t given a fair trial, such arguments are useless.
The truth will eventually get out, but it will take a long long time. This is why no mainstream doctors will oppose these unsafe vaccines. The vaccines can kill millions of people and not a single physician will be able to say anything about it without ending their career. This is why there isn’t any support for what is in plain sight. Facts no longer matter in today’s world.
Why isn’t anyone in Congress calling for a halt to the vaccines?

If you try that, you are labelled “anti-science” and no one in Congress will talk to you anymore and you won’t get re-elected. So it is viewed as political suicide to challenge the scientific false narrative. Even Senator Ron Johnson is afraid to speak out now after the four pinocchios article was published in the Washington Post.

We offered to debate the facts with the fact checker who wrote that article, but he declined our offer.

Ironically, the only mainstream truth teller left on the vaccine story is Tucker Carlson of Fox News. Now isn’t that ironic?

What’s the story on mask wearing? Should we wear masks?

Why aren’t we leveling with the American people that the scientific evidence supporting mask wearing for COVID is non-existent?

All the inconvenience we went through was pure political theater.

Haven’t you ever wondered why the NIH never funded a mask study? The answer is simple: they know it doesn’t work so doing a study would expose the existing recommendations as foolish, unnecessary, and unhealthy and it would also discredit every public health official in the US as going along with the narrative without questioning it at all.

The bottom line is that NO ONE WILL DEBATE the guy who did that video (Tyson Gabriel of Premier Risk Management in Arizona). They will instead try to censor him like they do to anyone else who tries to argue using facts and evidence. This is why his video isn’t on YouTube (Just Wear a Mask or You’ll Kill Grandma v2)

The lesson is clear: do not use facts and evidence to argue your points. If you are correct, you will be censored.

Is there a solution to the censorship problem?

Congress could address the censorship problem by enabling a private right of action to sue social networks with over 100M users for $100,000 for each instance where beneficial medical information is censored, where the participants are discussing censorship by the platform, or where groups discussing drug side effects are removed.
What happened to Dr. Charles Hoffe? Do the COVID vaccines cause fewer deaths in Canada? Or is it due to under-reporting due to intimidation?

Here’s the story of what happened to Dr. Charles Hoffe. There are a couple of things to note in the story.

First, the coercion in Canada results in a factor of 200 fewer adverse event reports than in the US.

Secondly, the official states, “There have been no deaths or lasting adverse reactions connected to the Moderna/Pfizer vaccines, or any COVID-19 vaccine, in Lytton, Interior Health or B.C. at this time,” Fenton said. There have been 1.35-million doses of the four approved vaccines.

With 200 times fewer events, it’s no surprise that they don’t see any cause and effect there.

No deaths from the vaccine means that “no deaths are ascribed to the vaccine.” We show casualty here in our charts for fatality where the fatality peaks after 24 hours and fatality is related to dose, and that the fatality rate due to vaccination is far above the background death rate. It is difficult to prove any isolated case was caused by the vaccine if the proper autopsy was not performed to detect the spike protein in the organ that failed. Otherwise, large numbers are needed. However, cases like this are pretty hard to explain: Previously healthy 18 year old girl develop severe brain problems just days after vaccination

It is very troubling that CDC and FDA haven’t requested full autopsies with assessment of spike protein be required on all people who have died proximate to the vaccination.

How can we explain this lack of interest in finding causality? Even a handful of bodies sampled can sometimes be enough to make worthwhile inference. Could it be that they don’t want to know and they don’t want us to know either?

If the vaccines are as safe as they claim, then doing autopsies would end vaccine hesitancy and prove that these deaths were simply “bad luck.” And we know that the CDC desperately wants to end vaccine hesitancy. So why aren’t they doing this? It’s obvious: because they know what they will find and it will not be pretty.

For example, at Baylor from the onset there was a complete prohibition on autopsies. It was taken off the table without question. At first it was probably due to the risk of transmission in theory, but it makes no sense today: the doctors doing the autopsies are vaccinated and
vaccinated people have the vaccine, not the virus. This means we cannot see what is going on for these hospitalized cases for no good reason.

Remember those four British Airways pilots that all died within a short time after being vaccinated? BA said it wasn’t related to the vaccine, but they didn’t release the dates of vaccination, they didn’t release the autopsy reports, so how do they know that and why should we trust them? They never told us. They won’t release the vaccination dates. They ignore those requests and don’t even respond. Why is that private? The pilots are dead. This lack of transparency should be troubling to everyone.

Are there new rules of scientific inquiry as of 2021?

Yes. This is a massive re-write of how science works. As of January 2021, there are new rules of science including:

1. If the CDC doesn’t find a safety signal, the drug is safe, no matter how many adverse events and deaths there are.

2. The Bradford-Hill criteria of causation may no longer be used to prove causation. There shall now be no accepted way to prove causation anymore. Therefore, the vaccine cannot cause deaths because all ways to prove causality are hereby revoked.

3. Papers in peer-reviewed journals must now be rescinded by a journal if the journal is notified that the views do not comport with mainstream scientific thinking. Scientific evidence that the paper is actually wrong is no longer required or expected. In short, the paper is wrong upon accusation until the mainstream scientific consensus (as dictated by US political policy) supports it.

4. Censorship is now required by all social networks for any scientist or doctor who espouses any views that do not comport with mainstream views. So even if it is Senate testimony with 9M views (such as Pierre Kory’s Senate testimony on ivermectin), that content must be removed. All social networks are encouraged to ban, demonetize, and delete without notice the accounts of any scientist who does any action that the social network disagrees with. For example, posting a reference to an opinion piece in the Wall Street Journal that the social network disagrees with for any reason. The social network does not need any scientific facts to justify their decision. Even if the account has been exemplary for 10 years, a single transgression can justify a lifetime ban. There shall be no notice of removal and no right to appeal. The social network shall be the sole judge, jury, and executioner and the member should have no right to appeal. Congress has agreed to never interfere with such censorship even if the social network is so large that there is no alternative platform available.

5. If a scientist espouses views that are not mainstream, the expected response from other scientists is no longer to write an opposing paper. Instead, the expected behavior is now for mainstream scientists to band together and seek retribution via coercion techniques that can include attempting to revoke the funding of any scientist who disagrees with them. A more comprehensive list of recommended retaliation techniques will be published in the future.
6. A good example of the type of behaviors expected of institutions is what happened to Prof. Harald Walach after publishing a paper (that passed peer review) that dared to question the narrative. Using social media to notify the Professor is highly encouraged: you want to publicly embarrass the person whenever possible and the bigger the audience the better. Here’s what he wrote, “As you have seen: arguments, facts and data do not count. Nobody seems to be interested in that. My university has severed its ties, I learned via Twitter, the other university is going to revoke my visiting professorship I learned today, and the argument we are making that you cannot just conduct the biggest vaccination experiment in the history of mankind without accompanying safety data and then complain if someone does try to raise the issue, all goes unheard and unheeded.”

7. Regulatory authorities throughout the world (especially in Canada) are encouraged to aggressively punish through fines and revocation of license of any member of the medical community who disagrees with mainstream thinking. Doctors are no longer allowed to express such views on their personal accounts. They must remain silent and when asked by patients, they are expected to lie to patients to assure them that the vaccines are safe. Doctors who disagree with the sanctions shall not be allowed to speak in their defense. The decisions shall all be made without any input from the doctor.

8. Anthony Fauci’s unredacted emails shall never be requested by any Committee Chair in Congress. Doing so would reveal that Fauci covered up the fact that he created the virus in the first place.

9. No one is permitted to ask Moderna how they could have been working on a coronavirus vaccine 2 weeks before anyone knew the coronavirus existed. Even if such stories are written, no media organization shall publish it.

10. No one, no member of Congress or member of the press, is permitted to question the regulatory agencies such as the CDC, NIH, or FDA. The Alzheimer’s drug approval process must not be questioned. The CDC, FDA, NIH shall never be asked to explain what caused the 6,000 deaths in the VAERS system. The agencies shall not be accountable any more to Congressional oversight. Whatever Fauci says goes and he shall not be questioned. Senator Rand Paul should be ejected from the Senate for daring to question Fauci.

11. The NIH shall never give a recommendation for a repurposed drug that works against covid, no matter how strong the evidence. This would provide a viable alternative to vaccination so it must be suppressed with claims of low quality evidence. The focus should be highlighting the lowest quality studies and ignoring the highest quality studies including peer reviewed systematic reviews that disagree with the narrative.

12. The systematic review, once the highest level of evidence based medicine, can now be overridden by expert opinion (which was formerly the lowest level of evidence). So “expert opinion by the NIH and WHO” shall now be placed at the top of all diagrams of evidence based medicine. A neutral recommendation means “censor at will even if systematic review says the drug works.” Systematic reviews can now be ignored by all organizations (such as the WHO and NIH) who are now free to opine based on politics, rather than science.
13. The WHO must reverse any medical recommendation that disagrees with the current political narrative. So for example, the decision to not vaccinate kids. If the funders of the WHO object to the WHO saying not to vaccinate kids, the WHO must backtrack, even if it means innocent kids will die. **Politics must always outrank science whenever there is a disagreement between the two.** The WHO shall be shielded from providing any scientific justification for their reversal. No press person shall inquire why the WHO changed their recommendation or those people must be fired. The public must not find out that the recommendations aren’t driven by science. They must be kept ignorant and uninformed. This is the new job of the media to do this.

Also, safe and effective early treatment drugs like ivermectin must be suppressed. Even though ivermectin is one of the safest drugs ever invented, references to it being SAFE must be removed.
14. Companies are now required to restrict the disclosure of any information that would not support the narrative. Therefore, British Airways shall say that the pilot deaths are not related to the vaccine and shall be prohibited from releasing the vaccination dates of the pilots since otherwise people would find out the truth.

15. The Global Coalition for Digital Safety will define what is to be censored. Top high tech companies are excited to participate in the censorship.

16. Nobel Prize winners are no longer exempt from the censorship. Even if you win the Nobel prize in Medicine for a discovery that has been hailed in the medical literature as “a great boost towards elimination of the global infectious diseases of poverty” you will be prohibited from talking about the drug you invented, even if it is the safest drug ever invented and on the WHO list of Essential Medicines. Anything saying ivermectin is safe
must be obliterated, otherwise people will figure out it can be used to treat COVID and that would increase vaccine hesitancy.
Nobel Prize Winner Professor Satoshi Omura, whose discovery of ivermectin led to one of history’s greatest public health achievements in transforming the health status of large parts of the globe... gets censored for discussing the science supporting ivermectin in COVID-19. Yup.
What company is the worst in terms of censorship?

Hard to say, but YouTube certainly ranks very high on the list because doctors have been demonetized on the platform for giving out information that can save lives. Take Dr. Mobeen Syed, for example. His video on ivermectin dosing with over 434K views (and 13,000 likes) was censored by YouTube as medical misinformation. YouTube employees apparently support this as well; they don’t want people to learn the truth. Just like the WHO doesn’t want you to read the paper published in a peer reviewed journal from their top ivermectin consultant Andrew Hill showing ivermectin works.

This isn’t science-based censorship. This is censorship by YouTube to promote a political agenda that is costing lives. Sadly, there apparently aren’t any YouTube employees that think this is a problem.
Are there mainstream scientists in academia who are not afraid to speak out?

Yes, Peter Doshi, associate editor of BMJ, and a number of other scientists have filed a citizen’s petition to stop approval of the vaccines.

Dr. Joel S. Hirschhorn wrote an op-ed for TrialSiteNews, COVID Vaccine Approval by FDA: Battle is On.

Two other truth tellers who are not afraid to speak out very publicly: Peter McCullough and Vinay Prasad.
Why isn't the mainstream media covering this?

We've heard that there is a representative from Pharma companies on the board of every mainstream media publication since Pharma are big advertisers. We've heard of repurposed drug stories being suppressed without good reason, and the stories of vaccine victims with
tragic neurological conditions are ignored by the mainstream media. With up to 4.5M adverse events, have you ever seen any of these stories on CNN? Not a chance.

Stories by NY Times, NPR, and WSJ reporters have been censored by their editors.

There was a victim stories event hosted by US Senator Ron Johnson, but it was not broadcast on any mainstream media. There are 200,000 or more victims. Their voices have been silenced by the media.

Come on. Surely the NY Times and NPR would love to cover this story if it were true.

Yes, the reporters do, but they can’t get the company to go up against the false narrative.

For example, we just received this email from one of the vaccine clinical trial victims:

Website had 100,000+ views this week. Media isn’t listening, but it appears somebody is.

Doing a press release Tuesday…the press company isn’t approving our release… even though we paid $1000 for it. Hoping that it resolves tomorrow.

Our NY Times reporter did an amazing piece that was rejected. We have someone else at NPR who was rejected as well….she’s working to get it pushed through again.

If you are a member of Congress and want to talk to these reporters, contact us.

Is Tony Fauci clueless about all of the deaths?

Yes, Tony is totally clueless.

It is amazing to me that the guy hasn’t been fired. He funded the creation of the coronavirus, and then he covered it up when it escaped from the lab. Then he tells us to take a vaccine that will kill more of us.

Congress is asleep at the wheel. NOBODY in Congress or the Biden Administration has figured it out. Sadly, they never will.

None of the committee chairmen in Congress have requested Fauci’s unredacted emails from the NIH. All it takes is a letter. Nobody will write the letter and nobody in the press will ask for the info. Nobody wants American to learn the truth.

68% of Americans have been fooled so far. They are going for 100%.
Washington – Dr. Anthony Fauci, chief medical adviser to President Biden, said Sunday it's "almost inexplicable" that some Americans continue to resist getting vaccinated against COVID-19.

How come there aren’t any stories in the media about people dying from the vaccine?

Because the press will not mention it at all as a possible cause of death. Never. Never. Never.
Here’s the news story on the death of coach Brianna Berry in her sleep. Notice how they simply report that a healthy person died (and don’t mention that they died in their sleep since that never happens and would cause alarm). No cause of death. No autopsy. No investigation. No statement from the family.

Below is the real story of how it happened. Of course, the academics say that these are all “coincidences” and autopsies should never be done (so people will never learn the truth). Nobody in the press is pushing to find the truth either. They are all on board to conceal the truth from everyone.

Even worse is how the university reacts to the loss of the coach (healthy young people never die in their sleep for no reason): the university mandates the vaccine for all the coaches and the players. Brilliant. Nobody complains. No parents of the kids are speaking out. None of them are outraged. They all remain silent.
This happens over and over where the death notices of people who can’t reasonably be expected to die, instead die shortly after vaccination. Consider Shelley Stocken’s death notice. See vaccine anywhere? Of course not. Jabbed on the 7th of June and dead by the 26th of June. Young with no health issues.

Or just read this Twitter thread which is filled with people who are here today, gone tomorrow shortly after getting the vaccine.

Here’s another example where the person highly likely died from the vaccine, but it was reported as a death from pancreatic cancer. Similarly if the vaccine creates a heart attack or stroke or
pulmonary embolism, you die of that, not from the “safe vaccine.” There are simply too many of these examples below to dismiss:

My mom's friend died from her first jab in under a month. All side effects of blood clotting and organ failure, slow and painful. Not reported as a result of the jab but underlying pancreatic cancer, yet kidney failure, heart attack, thrombosis in legs...

And more just sudden, unexplained deaths. These are now commonplace. Just dies. No explanation. Nobody has any clue. She got her first shot on Mar 10, 2021.

Just had my first #COVID—19 vaccine at @NHSLouisaJordan. Absolutely lovely staffers, from the car park to the exits, making the whole thing extremely easy even for those of us who have no sense of direction whatsoever. pic.twitter.com/yVHnDH2mlr
How effective are the vaccines in real-world studies?

A friend of ours (a very smart engineer unaccustomed to medical research data, but who has made several incisive observations about studies during the pandemic) has been working on his own re-analysis of the Dagan vaccine trial data. That trial violates the "once sorted, always
treated” principle, which protects results from Simpson’s paradox effects that researchers rarely understand how to later sort out.

There is indication that the process of resorting favors those most healthy, and specifically excludes those who got sick. This never should have been published with the claimed results.

His conclusion that the vaccines only lowered mortality by around 50% matches fairly closely with Mathew Crawford’s analysis of the PHE data.

Seven of the authors list Pfizer grants in the previous 36 months. One of the researchers has NIH and VA grants. It’s interesting that they were not required to say that in the actual publication.

Hmmm….

Some people claim Robert Malone isn’t the inventor of the mRNA vaccine.

They would be wrong about that. See this tweet for example.

Or ask an expert like MIT Institute Professor Robert Langer who is one of the founders of Moderna.

How should the government have handled this?

They should have identified 10 to 20 drugs early on that are already approved or had no safety issues in Phase 2 and encouraged a small number of physicians to offer the drug to their patients. Those shown to be safe and effective advance to the next round with all doctors in the US. Then depending on the signal, you can advance to the next round of DB-RCT to prove it out. After all, you’d never want to give a perfectly safe drug to someone with a deadly disease unless you were absolutely sure it worked and was safe.

Even if 100,000 people have died from the vaccine that is still less than the 600,000 people who have died from COVID. So isn’t the vaccine better?

It depends on your age and the alternatives.

Generally if you are under 30, vaccination is more likely to kill you than save you.

If you are over 30, and you trust the early treatment numbers, early treatment is the better option.
See details in Vaccine safety evidence (look at the sections “UK numbers today” and “VAERS death rate analysis by age”).

What about Stanford Professor John Ioannidis who is arguably the most respected epidemiologist in the world? What does he have to say?
The medical community ignored him last May when he started publishing the only accurate estimates of case fatality rates that challenged the lockdown rationale and other orthodoxies.

It is always a mistake to ignore Professor Ioannidis. However, it takes some people longer to learn that lesson than others.

What do mainstream academics who tell people to get vaccinated say after they read this article?

Nothing, because most of them never read it (or if they do they just skim it quickly). They typically refuse to. The cognitive dissonance wouldn’t allow them to get past the first page.

They will say either that they are “too busy to read it,” “it’s too long,” and/or that “it isn’t scientific” (despite all the references to peer-reviewed scientific literature in the document that this document summarizes).

Or they will say that they don’t have time to look at the primary data sources and that they trust the Phase 3 trials and government agencies, so this article must be wrong.

Mainstream academic types all rely on “proxy trust”: faith in the institutions of peer review and government agencies. If you write something that disagrees with trusted sources, it must be wrong and nobody has the time to actually look at the primary data sources that prove that the trusted sources are wrong.

So even if you show them very clear data that they are risking permanent brain damage by taking a drug that is completely unnecessary (or is more likely to kill them than to save them), it simply doesn’t register because they don’t believe it is possible because they have absolute faith in the institutions. It’s the weirdest thing.

The rejection of the arguments here has everything to do with the unwillingness of people to engage in any discussion that is contrary to their belief system and who they trust.

They will say that the phase 3 trials prove it is safe and they will refuse to believe there was fraud even when we can prove there was fraud; they won’t have time to look at that evidence because it is two pieces of paper (one proving she was in the trial and the other proving she is paralyzed). Since nobody in academia has time to review both documents, Maddie de Garay...
being paralyzed simply is not believable because the FDA hasn’t said so and they don’t have
time to look into whether it happened or not. Too busy.

They will say that their colleagues haven’t seen any deaths due to the vaccine (most certainly
not since they will ascribe the deaths to “old age”, “natural causes”, or “heart attack”, “stroke”,
etc because nobody dies from the vaccine itself; the vaccine causes death through organ
failure) and so they will not see any deaths at all. That will be their reality check.

They will say that people who died 15 minutes after getting the vaccine was a coincidence, even
if the rates are super high. And as proof they will point to those records being removed from
VAERS even if they cannot explain why they were removed.

They will say all the Black Swan events are simply anecdotes. Even if there are hundreds of
them this year and none before.

They will say the VAERS spike in events could be over-reporting (even without proof that
doctors are reporting 50X more this year than in other years). They will say “I just don’t know
and I haven’t got time to look into it.” So when there are more deaths reported in one week
(ending July 9, 2021) than over 4 years combined with other vaccine, they simply dismiss that
as “not statistically significant.” After all, it’s only a 200X increased rate of death from any week
in any of the past 30 years before 2021.

And when things get uncomfortable, e.g., they are pressed on details to justify their position,
they will say that they cannot afford to spend any more time debating the subject.

In short, the academic types will always trust “the system” (Phase 3 trials and government
agencies) as infallible and trustable and will not have the time to look into any allegations of
impropriety since that isn’t their job. They will not recognize the limitations of randomized
controlled trials.

None of the academics will look at the VAERS data to confirm the observations made here for
themselves. Not their job.

How can you convince a mainstream academic you are right?

You can’t. You never will. They have a belief system and no matter how compelling your
arguments they will find a way to shoot it down, demanding “proof” (generally in a large Phase 3
trial) of each assertion.

But you can ask them a lot of questions that they can’t answer based on their hypothesis that
the vaccines are perfectly safe like:

1. How many people have been killed by the vaccines and how do you know the number?
2. Do you think the CDC is doing a good job in monitoring adverse events? Why haven’t they detected any deaths yet?
3. Did you read Jessica Rose’s paper proving causality of the VAERS data? Did you find any reason not to believe it?
4. Can you find a single death in VAERS that died coded as having the vaccine where the vaccine was not likely a key cause of the death? If you can’t then why aren’t you publicly denouncing the CDC for not finding any safety signals in 12,000 deaths.
5. How do you explain the excess death rate and adverse event rates in the table in this document?
6. How do you explain the dose 1 vs. dose 2 differences? In a harmless vaccine, they would be indistinguishable
7. Doesn’t the death rate of the vaccine exceed the death rate from covid for those under 30? If not, how do you know?
8. There are papers showing that the vaccines are causing deaths (Jessica Rose video and paper and Mclachlan report); where are the papers showing the mistakes in these papers?
9. 24 year olds die in their sleep < 24 hours after injection. 24 year olds NEVER die in their sleep. Doctors are seeing lots of black swans. Why is that?
10. Why did Dr. Charles Hoffe find that 62% of his patients had elevated d-dimer four to seven days after getting the vaccine. If it wasn’t the vaccine, what is causing that?
11. How can a dentist with 10,000 patients who has never had ANYONE EVER complain about facial palsy ever before now has 2 cases and they BOTH happened after a second shot of a COVID vaccine within HOURS after injection. One is bad luck. Two isn’t bad luck.
12. Why do the death rates peak on the second day after the vaccine?
13. Why do vaccine victims present nearly identically as long-haul covid victims in terms of blood biomarkers?
14. Why do people who develop symptoms after the vaccine NOT respond to the normal treatments for those symptoms?
15. Isn’t Maddie de Garay’s story troubling? Doesn’t it mean there was fraud in the Phase 3 trials?

The paper on vaccine cost-benefit was retracted. What do you have to say about that?

It was retracted by the journal, not the authors. Here’s what the authors wrote so you can judge for yourself who was right:

We are happy to admit that these data are far from perfect. But we repeat: they are he only ones that are available.

We quoted LAREB itself which states on its website at the time we checked the data: “All reports received are checked for completeness and possible ambiguities. If necessary, additional information is requested from the reporting party and/or the treating doctor.
The report is entered into the database with all the necessary information. Side effects are coded according to the applicable (international) standards. Subsequently an individual assessment of the report is made. The reports are forwarded to the European database (Eudravigilance) and the database of the WHO Collaborating Centre for International Drug Monitoring in Uppsala. The registration holders are informed about the reports concerning their product.

We took this statement to mean that those reports that are obviously without any foundation are taken out such that the final data-base is at least reliable to some degree.

Would it not be like that, why else would one want to collect these data and make them public in the first place?

We are happy to concede that the data we used – the large Israeli field study to gauge the number needed to vaccinate and the LAREB data to estimate side-effects and harms – are far from perfect, and we said so in our paper. But we did not use them incorrectly.

We used imperfect data correctly. We are not responsible for the validity and correctness of the data, but for the correctness of the analysis. We contend that our analysis was correct. We agree with LAREB that their data is not good enough. But this is not our fault, nor can one deduce incorrect use of data or incorrect analysis.

And we hope that this stimulates governments or university consortia to collect valid data to prove us wrong. We would be the first to be happy about that. But the challenge is out: Prove that the vaccines are safe! No one has done so. We say they are not and we used the best data currently at hand. Our usage was correct. If the data were not, whose fault is it?

Is there a million dollar reward if you can show the vaccines are safe?

Yes, the million dollar reward is here: Think the vaccines are safe? But nobody has been able to claim it since it would require proof of safety. None of the manufacturers have tried to claim the reward (since they know the vaccines are unsafe but it doesn't matter to them since they aren't liable).

Is there a video showing how to use the VAERS database so I can prove to myself what you are saying?

Yes, you can watch it here: Are the Covid-19 vaccines “safe and effective”?  

I am a vaccine victim. How should it be treated?

Register at covidlonghaulers.com and get tested. Based on your test results, they can determine what treatments are appropriate. This is the most scientific way to treat your symptoms because you can track it with biomarkers that will show you progress.

See the list of drugs and doctors

See also the Vaccine side effects FAQ.

See also the long-haul protocol at FLCCC.

In general, people who are vaccine injured look very similar to COVID long-haulers.

Is there stuff you haven’t done yet?

Yes, we haven’t analyzed the reported symptoms of the vaccine and compared them to the reported symptoms of COVID. We’d expect them to nicely line up. Which of course begs the question: if the vaccines are truly harmless as the CDC claims, then why do the adverse events associated with the vaccine look like a very severe case of COVID?

And, more importantly, why do vaccine side-effect victims look very much like COVID long-haulers? It’s a safe vaccine, so how do you explain that? Dr. Bruce Patterson has hundreds of examples he’d be willing to share to anyone who wants to take a look. The CDC, FDA, and NIH haven’t wanted to look. It’s obvious why: if the vaccine is safe, how can it be causing people to get long-haul COVID?

This is not subject to debate. You don’t need a clinical trial for that one. It is impossible to explain. The bloodwork is similar but different. Which means the excuse that “these people must have gotten COVID” is just an obfuscation method and has no scientific validity (because such people would look the same as COVID victims).

Just how bad could this get?

Really bad. Here’s a video interview of Dr. Alexandra Caude. She is a geneticist and Research Director at the French National Institute of Health. She has completed post-docs at both Harvard Medical School and the Salk Institute, and holds several patents related to RNA. In this interview, she expresses some of her dire concerns about the COVID vaccines being pushed onto the world.
What should I know about Israel data?

The prior crime minister made a deal with Pfizer back in December to get millions of doses of their product to get every single israeli injected by March (they almost delivered on this) in exchange for israeli medical data (what a perfect study set! closed, defined, compliant, militarized - this is why they closed the airports to the masses) all the while with a 30-year GAG ORDER ON ADVERSE EVENT DATA. No one has any idea what the hell is going on with adverse events because no one is allowed to talk about it and no collection ensued until the IPC (israeli people's committee) leaked a document showing a bit of what's actually going on. israeli docs are being silenced and fired and ivermectin and chloroquine have since been banned following publication of peer-reviewed work on their effectiveness.

How are things going in Israel? They are aggressively focused on vaccination and keep very accurate medical records.

Read this article first:

Israeli & UK Data show COVID Vaccination elicits NO Reduction in COVID Cases, Hospitalizations or Deaths

Here are the stats...
In Israel, 90% of its cases are Delta now. Fourteen of the 35 cases defined as serious have received two doses of the Pfizer-BioNTech coronavirus vaccine. So vaccination isn’t helping that much anymore.

Here’s what the vaccination rates look like in Israel by age group and other stats.
July 15, 2021: Look at the very latest numbers out of Israel and go to the very end. Look at the last two columns.

**** Vaccination status makes virtually NO DIFFERENCE *****

That’s for whether you get COVID or whether you get hospitalized.

The US claims that virtually all of the hospitalizations in the US are of unvaccinated patients. Part of the reason for this is that so many people who are susceptible to COVID death are killed by the vaccines that the people remaining after vaccination were the ones who were resistant.

But we can see clearly from the Israel numbers that vaccination status pretty much makes no difference as to whether you are hospitalized or not.
A booster shot? Surely you must be joking!

Nope! Just 3 days after that tweet by John Bowe, CNN published this:

![CNN Article](image)

And Evercore published this:

![Evercore Article](image)

Don’t the vaccines stop the spread of COVID?

No, because they are not sterilizing vaccines. They will just reduce your risk of dying from COVID (if they don’t kill you first).
What does the FDA Director of Office Of Biostatistics And Epidemiology Steven Anderson think of your analysis?

We don’t know because he refuses to look at it. We emailed everyone in his department that we had an email address for and nobody answered (except for one guy who left the department 2 years ago).

What are physicians doing with respect to vaccinations?

If they aren’t required to as a condition of employment, they are avoiding it according to this survey.

### Majority of Physicians Decline COVID Shots, according to Survey

Of the 700 physicians responding to an internet survey by the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons (AAPS), nearly 60 percent said they were not “fully vaccinated” against COVID.
Will anyone debate your team of scientists in an open debate?

No one with any relevant qualifications (in epidemiology or infectious disease) will debate Malone, Bridle, Rose, etc. We've asked.

They all refuse our requests for an open discussion in view of the public. Not exactly a lot of transparency here. The facts are not on their side. So they know they will lose badly in a public debate which is why they all decline. There is nothing to gain.

I want to join the student resistance against forced vaccination. Where can I sign up?

How can I oppose forced vaccinations for students and employees or recover damages for my injuries?

Don't expect the government to come to your aid. There is a government program to compensate victims, but it is a long process.
For employers and schools, ask your boss for proof that the vaccines save more lives than they kill. You want to see the calculation based on the CDC and VAERS data. This is generally a conversation starter.

Here are some legal resources:

1. [Health Freedom Defense Fund](#) is full of resources that you can provide to fight for your rights.
2. The [www.vaxxchoice.com](http://www.vaxxchoice.com) site was created by America's Frontline Doctors (AFLDS). You can file a criminal complaint or give people notice that coercing you to take a vaccine is illegal.
4. Jay Sanchez posted [legal papers you can file](#) (Complaint and Emergency Order to Show Cause).
5. If you want to sue your employer or university for mandating vaccination, [read this document written by David Martin for how to do it and win](#) (it describes how the Houston Methodist lawyers screwed up). Martin highly recommends [attorney George Wentz](http://www.davillierlawgroup.com) at Davillier Law Group.
6. [Shannon Joy](#) is launching a civil rights lawsuit with a large law firm out of Buffalo against COVID policy. This firm is one of the first major firms in America to begin to put together lawsuits relating to vaccine injury and vaccine mandates by private employers as gross human rights violations. (Unbelievably, even the ACLU has refused to take up these cases) Corey Hogan of [HoganWillig](http://www.hoganwillig.com) is the attorney and he is a trailblazer.
7. Attorney [Ralph Lorigo](http://www.ralphlorigo.com) is your man if you have a relative in a hospital who can’t get treated with ivermectin and other drugs. He charges a reduced rate. It can save your life.

Info from an attorney we are talking with:

1. **state universities cannot legally mandate vaccines.** A lawsuit to enjoin mandatory vaccines by a state university would most likely be only for injunctive relief and not damages. There is a breach of contract approach that may result in damages, but it is more fact specific.
2. **Private universities are more complex, but can be pursued as well.**
3. **We intend to mount two test cases, one v a private university and one v a state university, in the near future and set up a network of pro bono lawyers to handle cases.**

**To participate in any lawsuit in any country** (to recover damages, sue your employer or school to stop the mandate), [please register here](#).

What lawsuits have been filed?

Starting to be a full time job to keep up:

1. [AFLDS v. XAVIER BECERRA, Complaint to overturn EUA](http://www.davillierlawgroup.com) (Thomas Renz law firm)
2. [AFLDS v. XAVIER BECERRA, Temporary restraining order](http://www.davillierlawgroup.com) (July 20, 2021)
I am in Canada. What can I do to help?

Sign the petition here.

Where can I go to learn more?

1. **Vaccine safety evidence** has the details we couldn’t fit in this document including derivations of the numbers used here, shows how the data can be calculated, and has references to scientific peer reviewed data. It is much more detailed than this document. It has links to the Moderna MTA. So if you are looking for references, this is the first place to look for the details.

2. **Should you get vaccinated?** was the original article on vaccine safety that showed the biodistribution data and made a case for these vaccines being dangerous that was published on May 25 in TrialSiteNews.

3. **Are the Covid-19 vaccines “safe and effective”?** is a video presentation showing how you can query the VAERS database yourself to see how safe the vaccines are.

4. **Think the vaccines are safe?** offers $1 million if you can prove the vaccines are safe. Nobody, including the manufacturers themselves, have tried to claim the prize.

5. **Bret Weinstein, Rober Malone, Steve Kirsch (Rumble):** the one-hour version of the famous 3.5 hour Darkhorse video on vaccine safety (also available on Bitchute: Bret Weinstein, Rober Malone, Steve Kirsch (Bitchute))

Please follow **VaccineTruth2 on Twitter** and/or join **vaccinevictims.locals.com**.